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ABSTRACT
Oh, Chang-Geun. Ph.D., Department of Biomedical, Industrial, and Human Factors
Engineering, College of Engineering and Computer Science, Wright State University, 2015.
The Effects of Proximity Compatibility and Graphics on Spatio-Temporal Situation
Awareness for Navigation.
While aircraft pilots must attain awareness of both pertinent spatial and temporal navigation
information in the Next Generation Air Transportation System, current flight decks present
spatial and temporal information separately. This research explored display design to enhance
situation awareness (SA) while conducting navigation with spatial and temporal constraints
(space-time navigation). For Experiment 1, static maps were developed for space-time
navigation including scheduled/estimated time of arrival for passengers at bus stops on public
bus routes. The maps varied time status representation and format of indicated time into four
conditions. To examine SA, the test program provided 23 non-pilot participants with the
maps and different questions asking about the spatial and/or temporal statuses. Participants
answered questions faster and more accurately when the time formats of question and map
were compatible. Also, time length format was as effective as exact time format, and the text
+ graphics maps showed a benefit. For Experiment 2, flight deck displays composed of a
navigation display (ND) and a control display unit (CDU) were developed varying display
proximity between space and time information. Compared with the traditional standard pilot
displays, display proximity manipulation included adding required/estimated time of arrival
text on the ND, adding temporal conformance graphic bars on the CDU, and integrating all
temporal texts and conformance graphics on the ND. Fifteen pilots participated in queries
about the spatial and/or temporal status to evaluate their SA during autopilot simulation in
four display conditions. The increased display proximity conditions were as good or better
iv

with respect to pilot speed and accuracy and subjectively were perceived less difficult to
answer compared with the traditional condition. In Experiment 3, 14 pilots flew a simulated
flight, and their compliance of spatial and temporal requirements at scheduled waypoints was
measured in the four display proximity conditions. Pilots’ mental workload was subjectively
perceived lower with novel display conditions. The transportation operators may enhance
their SA with increased space-time display proximity based displays.
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1. INTRODUCTION
According to an investigation conducted by the Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA), the demand for air transportation is expected to grow, and the volume of air traffic is
expected to double the 2010 level by 2025 (JPDO, 2010). Because traffic will double, air
traffic controllers (ATCers) will face increasing challenges managing very high numbers of
aircraft in the terminal area. From a microscopic perspective, this may cause serious delays
for Scheduled Times of Arrival (STA). Macroscopically, negative environmental impacts
such as noise and air pollution will also be felt, along with tremendous economic losses.
The current air routing method of estimating an aircraft's future temporal position
will not enable air traffic controllers to enlarge the terminal capacity. Aviation researchers
and communities have proposed a more efficient method for managing the increased amount
of air traffic; the Next Generation Air Transportation System (NextGen) envisions Trajectory
Based Operation (TBO). The TBO defines spatial and temporal constraints in aircraft
elemental flight paths so air crews and air traffic controllers can predict aircraft trajectories
and their times to arrive at next waypoints. Managing aircraft trajectories will be increased
from the identification of three dimensions (latitude, longitude, and altitude) to the
identification of four dimensions (latitude, longitude, altitude, and time) in the NextGen
phase. In the current air transportation system, aircrews have time obligations only for the
destination airport. To improve aircraft arrival times over the typical estimates, aircraft time
obligations need to be segmented to more locations in the flight path. Under Four
Dimensional Trajectory (4DT) operation, the practical strategy of TBO, Required Time of
Arrival (RTA) is designated in each waypoint, and every aircraft is requested to arrive at
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scheduled waypoints in the designated RTAs with an allowed span of temporal tolerance.
Pilots are obligated to reduce the time differences between Estimated Time of Arrival (ETA)
and RTA at each waypoint. Current flight deck displays provide the RTA operation data of
all scheduled waypoints only on the Flight Management System (FMS) Control Display Unit
(CDU). Because of the additional human involvement in the 4DT environment in the
NextGen era, evaluating potential limitations of flight deck displays from a human factors
perspective is essential when considering the appropriateness of "4D FMS only" as the future
information source of 4DT operation. With regard to space-time operation requirements
during navigation, this study addresses fundamental questions about human space-time
situation awareness (SA) and performance. Developing an enhanced interface for 4DT
operation requires an understanding of the human cognitive function of processing spatial
and temporal information.
This research begins exploring the potential NextGen 4DT problems and solutions
from the pilot’s perspective; initially, the limitations of current flight deck displays and the
factors affecting pilot perception in conducting the RTA operations were highlighted. This
study proposes the important design factors for performing space-time navigation with
transportations' interfaces. As very little research has been conducted on the proximity
compatibility principle in the area of space-time navigation, this research shows the processes
of applying proximity compatibility principle and the benefits of text and graphics cues
compared with text-only cues to design novel flight deck displays for the RTA operations.
Before applying the theories, inherent human properties including processing of textual cues
and graphics cues, perception of space and time, mental workload, and operator attention to
the space-time navigation were investigated. For empirical investigation, nontraditional test
displays incorporating the proposed space-time cues were developed and tested with HumanIn-the-Loop (HITL) experiments to examine the effectiveness of the novel display designs.
2

Implications based on the human factors experiments with recommendations for the nextgeneration flight deck displays follow.
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2. BACKGROUND
2.1. Space-Time Navigation Issue in NextGen
2.1.1. Concept of TBO and RTA
NextGen envisions three main improvements to the current air transportation system:
adoption of datalink communication (DataComm), network-centric infrastructure, and
trajectory based operation (TBO). The current voice communications will be replaced with
DataComm, and in the NextGen era, voice communications will be used only in high-risk,
emergency situations. The network-centric infrastructure is the real-time, shared information
infrastructure among and between aircraft and ground stations using satellite communication
and an interconnected network environment. Information about air traffic positions, wind,
and weather in the vast airspace will be shared to all aircraft and ground stations. TBO is the
cornerstone of NextGen. According to the International Commercial Aviation Organization
(ICAO), a trajectory is defined as “a description of the movement of an aircraft, both in the
air and on the ground, including position, time, and at least via calculation, speed and
acceleration” (ICAO, 2005). The Joint Planning and Development Office (JPDO)—
composed of DOT (Department of Transportation), DoD (Department of Defense), FAA
(Federal Aviation Administration), NASA (National Aeronautics and Space Administration),
and other federal agencies—defined TBO for the concept of operations (ConOps) of
NextGen as the process of acquiring the expected spatial and temporal flight profile of
aircraft (JPDO, 2010).
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The four dimensional trajectory (4DT) operation is the active strategy of the TBO.
The 4DT is the precise description of an aircraft path in three dimensions of space (latitude,
longitude, altitude), with time as the fourth dimension. Essentially, the aircraft route is the
integration of path segment between waypoints. The flight plan lists waypoints that the
aircraft is supposed to pass over. All the waypoints and paths can be specified by earthreferenced points (i.e. specifying latitude and longitude). The locations of paths and
waypoints are identified based on spatial probability rather than an absolute spatial point.
Current air transportation technologies can identify the current position of aircraft by the
support of satellite systems. However, the current systems identify the future air traffic
position only in the estimation level rather than the prediction level. With 4DT capability,
aircraft can know current and future positions unless aircraft encounter off-nominal events.
The 4DT operation is executed by making aircraft fly within the predefined constraints of
longitude, latitude, altitude, and time. The fourth dimension, time, plays an important role for
TBO. Under this operation, every aircraft has the responsibility to arrive at each waypoint at
the specified time. According to the 4DT logic, every aircraft keeps its specified time
schedule in segmented paths in the scheduled route. This will enable the aircraft to acquire a
landing queue without any holding in the sky, even at a congested airport. The conceptual
mapping of 4DT operation is shown in Figure 2-1.
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Figure 2-1. Concept of 4DT (JPDO, 2010)
Aviation communities have developed the Required Time of Arrival (RTA) concept
as the logic for this temporal operation technique. The applicable RTA shows the specified
RTA and the RTA tolerance, both in acceptable early and late constraints that can be
operated by aircraft in normal situations (Ballin, Williams, Allen, & Palmer, 2008). Avionic
systems compute the Estimated Time of Arrival (ETA) on each waypoint as the flight time
remaining to the waypoint. On-board avionic systems have improved the accuracy of time
estimation by sharing airborne predicted time and allowable minimum and maximum arrival
times at key route waypoints (Jackson, 2010).
Operating in 4DT requires the interconnected sensors to monitor wind or weather
statuses in the broader systematic infrastructure rather than just aircraft themselves. FMSs
enable aircraft to autonomously compute multiple waypoints’ RTAs and send the aircraft
intent to ATC (Frieberg, 2007). This airborne autonomous operation of trajectory allocation
is called Distributed Air-Ground Traffic Management (DAG-TM) and evolved from ATC's
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air traffic management (ATM). DAG-TM is a national air traffic system concept in which
pilots, air traffic controllers, and airline company dispatchers share flight information so that
pilots make their own in-flight space-time navigation safely and efficiently. The ETAs at the
next waypoints will be updated more frequently than they are currently (JPDO, 2010).
Controlling the ownship speed to compensate for the leading or lagging status until the next
waypoint may affect the temporal conformance at all the locations after the next waypoint.
De Smedt (2012) contends that the accuracy of ETA in this enhanced networked forecast
system still have to consider a ±1 minute error. The DAG-TM will enable pilots to predict the
situations at next waypoints more accurately. In this improved environment, pilots have to
validate whether the given route is the best route to meet the assigned RTA (Johnson,
Canton, Battiste, & Johnson, 2005). Functions of aircraft and ATC for DataComm, the FMS
automation, and the information displayed on flight deck displays are interoperated (Jackson
et al., 2009).

2.1.2. Test of RTA Operation
NASA has conducted a number of HITL simulation tests for the procedure of enroute 4D trajectory negotiation between aircraft and ground stations. According to the test
results, pilots' perceptions about the negotiations were acceptable, but the pilots' human
computer interaction (HCI) tool needed to be improved (Lee et al. 2004). In Europe,
EUROCONTROL conducted HITL tests of 4D Trajectory Data Link (4DTRAD) using
functionalities of current FMS models (EUROCONTROL & B. B., 2011). Pilots perceived
that they needed a sole interface for speed control to meet the precise RTA tolerance and
commented that ATC should complement pilots to make lateral changes if speed adjustments
were not sufficient (Korn & Kuenz, 2006).
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Besides the HITL tests, live 4D flight trials have been conducted in the U.S. and
Europe. In spring 2001, a Scandinavian Airlines Boeing 737 equipped with 4D FMS
developed by Smith Aerospace (current General Electric) flew between Swedish airports
(Stockholm Arlanda, Malmo, Angelholm, and Luleå) and evaluated the RTA function of 4D
FMS (Wichman, Carlsson, & Lindberg, 2002). Mean time errors of arrival at waypoint under
the standard arrival procedures were less than 7 seconds (SD = 4.8 sec). When evaluating the
time errors to the RTA at the destination airport, the mean value was 21 seconds (SD = 12.7
sec). In October 2010, the FAA conducted flight trials applying RTA clearances with a
modified FMS (Balakrishna et al., 2011). In this test, the mean time error to meet RTAs was
less than 20 seconds. In Feb. 2012, the Initial 4D trajectory (I4D) flight trials with Airbus 320
were conducted by flying from Toulouse, France, to Copenhagen, Denmark, and Stockholm,
Sweden (Biede-Straussberger, 2012). Every RTA set on the six waypoints was met within the
required 10 second tolerance. During these I4D flight trials, the test evaluated RTA functions
with different accuracies and different airborne RTA operation data displayed on various
FMS models. The pilots for this test effectively controlled the aircraft speed to meet RTAs by
monitoring the wind data updated by FMS functions via DataComm (Biede-Straussberger,
2012). In both the HITL tests and live flight trials so far, the performances of RTA operations
using traditional FMSs were positive. However, the data set is still limited to providing
general implications, and the test conditions applied to those tests were also limited. More
tests with more varied scenarios and conditions need to be conducted to explore the potential
problems.

2.2. Monitoring Spatial and Temporal Information on Flight Deck
Displays
Modern complex aircraft flight deck displays require pilots to set up specific
processes to comprehend the information provided, so pilots need a functional interface that
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supports robust and cognitively economical behavior (Lintern, Waite & Talleur, 1999). For
operators to be aware of complex situations, they must know the data source and activate
interaction modalities (forms of interaction designed to engage human capabilities) for
desired information. In complex interaction environments, operators are often required to
activate multiple modalities simultaneously.
All of the map information is spatial information. Navigation Displays (ND), as
shown in Figure 2-2, depict a graphical navigation map on flight deck displays. The map has
the aircraft routing path with waypoints. Pilots acquire the information by their vision
(sensory), differentiate the specific text or graphics to find the required information
(perceptual), and interpret the indication (motor) based on their educated and trained
knowledge by comparing the current statuses (cognitive). RTA and ETA data on CDU are
temporal information. Pilots need to control the aircraft speed to compensate for the temporal
status of leading or lagging to the appointed RTA; they slow down when the aircraft is going
to be early, or speed up when the aircraft will be late. The Primary Flight Display (PFD), as
shown in Figure 2-3, indicates the speed information both graphically and textually. Pilots
can control the aircraft speed by monitoring this instrument. CDUs depict appointed
waypoints, RTAs, and ETAs (Figure 2-4, left). DataComm textual clearances are also
depicted on the current CDUs for communication with ATC (Figure 2-4, right). These
electronic flight deck displays are designed to reduce pilots' mental workload, to increase task
efficiency, and to improve pilot performance using the interaction modality properties. The
on-board four dimensional flight management system (4D FMS) is the main equipment that
provides aircrews with RTA information to conduct RTA operations. The 4D FMS stores
original and updated RTAs and depicts them on the control display unit (CDU), the device
for output display and manipulating functions. The format of displayed data regarding 4DT
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status (waypoint, ETA, RTA, and other relevant data) is slightly different for each avionics
maker and is subject to modification for more effective perception.

Figure 2-2. Navigation Display

Figure 2-3. Primary Flight Display

Figure 2-4. RTA Data (left) and DataComm Message (right)
displayed on CDU (De Smedt & Berz, 2007)
Researchers have discussed limitations of FMS based RTA information, including De
Smedt and Berz (2007), who investigated the availability, characteristics, and performance of
the RTA function in several FMS models developed by different makers. The research
outcome revealed that the interaction between speed correction and ETA/RTA estimates
under unpredicted headwind and tailwind toward aircraft are appreciated in all models, but
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the functionality and operational suitability for practical use are still limited according to the
live-flight trials. They recommended reserving an independent screen to depict the RTA
progress rather than having significant head-down time to see the CDU positioned below the
forward view. The current FMSs require several keystrokes to access the RTA page because
displaying the RTA information is not the default FMS function. Under the desired control
performance of FMS, De Smedt & Berz (2007) encouraged ±30 seconds of arrival time as
RTA tolerance.

2.3. Human Perception of Space and Time
The previous section introduced the current 4DT system that was designed to provide
spatial and temporal information for aircraft pilots. This section deals with human perception
of spatial and temporal information in order to explore improvement of the pilot interface for
4DT.

2.3.1. Spatial Cognition, Perception, and Navigation
Herskovits (1997) defined spatial cognition as "the collection of mental structures and
processes that support our spatial behavior," which requires different classes of human
involvement: visual abilities, motor abilities, navigational abilities, mental imagery, spatial
mental models, spatial memory, spatial reasoning, and problem solving (Herskovits, 1997).
Humans can perceive space mainly through vision. Objects in real space in the egocentric
view are perceived by subjective calculation of direction, distance, and height. For direction,
indicating azimuth has been used for the direction presentation in navigation, mapping, and
astronomy. In the exocentric view, such as maps, appointing the latitude and longitude is the
universal method to locate an object on maps. Latitude and longitude provide a method to
understand "where an object is on the map," to find the object's location quickly and create
another object’s location on the map. Altitude is the essential factor besides latitude and
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longitude to indicate three dimensions (3D). When communities create route lists in the
planning stage (Wickens, Liang, Prevett, & Olmos, 1996) or change routes in the en-route
phase, 2D displays providing the full exocentric view are beneficial. Also, human spatial
representation depends on the use of languages. To express a spatial situation, objects
("what") and places ("where") are encoded through human language (Landau & Jackendoff,
1993).
Maps should display essential information for people both to acquire geographic
knowledge and to interpret spatial information. . Technological advancement has enabled
geographical information systems (GIS) to be depicted on electronic displays. GIS maps can
deliver customized groups of information only for the operators' purpose. The elements
presented on GIS maps are comprised of multiple data components - location element
(Where is it?), time element (When is it?), and theme element (What is it made of?) (Mennis,
Peuquet, & Qian, 2000). Operators process these three data components to elicit object
knowledge (What is it?) (Mennis, Peuquet, & Qian, 2000). GIS maps also categorize objects
by taxonomic and partonomic hierarchies visually, and operators also categorize and classify
the map information while interpreting the maps (Mennis, Peuquet, & Qian, 2000; de Paula,
Sluter & Bravo, 2011). NDs in flight deck displays are a GIS in the broad sense. They are a
map display and preview. The main function of ND is aiding pilots to navigate flight routes.
Researchers have proposed theories of a mental model for spatial navigation.
Thorndyke, Hayes-Roth, and Stasz (1980) theorized that as people accumulate familiarity
with a region, the information representing the region stored in their long-term memory
evolves through stages of landmark knowledge, route knowledge, and survey knowledge.
When people visiting a region wish to find a certain place, they may need information about
"salient" landmarks, or landmark knowledge (Thorndyke, Hayes-Roth, & Stasz, 1980). If the
visitors have only a little landmark knowledge, and the landmarks are obscured by new taller
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buildings or the landmark building is removed, they will not succeed in wayfinding
(Thorndyke, Hayes-Roth, & Stasz, 1980). As people become familiar with the region, they
tend to develop stepwise sequential procedures of moving between locations, such as "Go to
A, then turn left and go to B," in the stage of route knowledge. With route knowledge,
visitors can find the way faster and easier than people having only landmark knowledge
(Thorndyke, Hayes-Roth, & Stasz, 1980). Computerized navigation systems for automobiles
and airplanes are designed based on these sequential steps of knowledge. As people
accumulate comprehensive experiences moving around the region—choosing shortcuts
between locations and being aware of traffic conditions in specific areas at specific times—
they gain survey knowledge, and become aware of spatial relationships based on landmark
knowledge and route knowledge (Thorndyke, Hayes-Roth, & Stasz, 1980). Survey
knowledge can also be acquired by investigating the regions with maps and other information
sources instead of actual movement experiences. A person with survey knowledge has his/her
own spatial cognitive map (Thorndyke, Hayes-Roth, & Stasz, 1980). If aircraft pilots have
survey knowledge, it will be easier for them to determine the best rerouting path when they
have to abandon the original path.

2.3.2. Perception of Time
2.3.2.1. General Perception of Time
Humans perceive time through different processing channels than those for spatial
perception. Time perception is explained by a collaboration of separated neural mechanisms
(i.e. the function of a distributed network) that usually work in concert, not a function of a
single brain part (i.e., no centralized clock of the brain) (Burr & Morrone, 2006; Pariyadath
& Eagleman, 2007; Eagleman, 2008; Bueti, Bahrami, & Walsh, 2008). Time itself is
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perceived only through the human mind, not through any human sensory organ. This study
narrows down the perception of time to only when people move with time obligations.
Understanding human time perception is very important to explain the process of
recognizing time passing and controlling aircraft speed to meet appointed RTAs. With
current 4D FMSs, pilots must open the RTA page by manipulating the CDU when they need
to know RTA and ETA. Under RTA operations, pilots should keep subjective time reasoning
while they open or close the RTA page of CDU. When the RTA page is not opened, pilots
should judge the approximate time duration until the next waypoint based on the acquired
time duration data given by FMS. Even when pilots open the RTA page, they must conduct
time reasoning by comparing ETA with RTA until the aircraft arrives at each waypoint,
rather than only verifying RTA and ETA without any recognition of time passing. If pilots'
subjective time production is close to the actual time, they will be able to save perceptual
resources for other operations, and the RTA operation performance will be as desired.
Pilots can make mistakes in perceiving actual time period because they perform many
tasks during their flights. If their subjective time production is far from the actual time
because they get distracted, they will need more perceptual resources for RTA operations. In
this paradigm, a potential problem exists because subjective perceived time duration can be
distorted. When operators are required to ensure that a perceived duration approximates the
real duration of a stimulus, the studies on what causes distortions of the perceived duration
come into play. Situational urgency (Droit-Volet & Meck, 2007), temporal duration judgment
by neural mechanism (Pariyadath & Eagleman, 2007; Eagleman, 2008; Grondin, 2010),
content and context of situation (Zakay & Block, 1997), the effect of predictability
(Pariyadath & Eagleman, 2007), voluntary action (Wenke & Haggard, 2009), allocation of
attention to temporal and nontemporal tasks simultaneously (Brown, 1997; Casini and Macar,
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1997), and the effect of working memory (Correa, Lupianez, Madrid, and Tudela, 2006; Pan
& Luo, 2012) are the distorting factors of time perception.
The attention mechanism also plays an important role in explaining timing and time
perception (Brown & Boltz, 2002; Buhusi & Meck, 2009; Burle & Casini, 2001; Hemmes,
Brown, & Kladopoulos, 2004). The accuracy of time estimations with other nontemporal
concurrent tasks is lower than when there is only a single time estimation task (Grondin,
2010). This tendency with simultaneous allocation of attention to temporal and nontemporal
tasks was validated by Brown (1997) and Casini and Macar (1997). In practical situations,
people find it hard to persist in time perception while paying attention to the flow of time in
the prospective way. This research highlights the importance of effective presentation of
temporal information on flight deck displays to avoid a 4DT operation failure.
2.3.2.2. Exact Time vs. Time Length
Time can be presented in exact time or time length format. From the space-time
navigation perspective, exact time format indicates the actual time of "the present," "a time in
the past," or "a time in the future." From the same perspective, time length format is the
indication of an amount of time difference between the current time and the interested time,
or simply the travel time between two locations. Practical understanding of exact time is the
answer to the question "What time is it now?" or "What time will an event happen?" while
time length is the answer to the question "How long will it take from here to there?"
Navigation situations with time obligations often require operators to monitor both
the exact times and time lengths to be aware of temporal situations. Pilots and drivers may
want to know the estimated time (time information) in the exact time format for a future
specific location on the route (space information). They may also want to know how much
time it will take until the destination, or whether they have enough time to speed up when
they are going to be late or slow down when they are going to be early. Using only exact time
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data, humans can make mistakes in calculating the travel time with two interested exact time
data. Therefore, exact time and time length may provide their own advantages to indicate the
temporal situation in space-time navigation. Pilots and drivers may need time indicators in
both time formats for effective space-time navigation minimizing such a mistake.

2.3.3. Perception of Space and Time Concurrently
2.3.3.1. Indication of Space vs. Time
For effective perception, spatial cues are mainly indicated via graphical formats such
as maps and illustrations. Temporal cues are indicated via various mediums: alphanumeric
texts (e.g. digital clock), sound (e.g. time reminder provided by radio stations), and graphics
(e.g. analog clocks on electronic displays). However, spatial and temporal cues in these
formats do not provide every property of spatial and temporal information. Traditional maps
do not indicate precise distances between two places. Traditional analog clocks do not
present the precise time length between the current time and a specific reference time,
requiring people to mentally calculate the difference. Furthermore, people need wellorganized strategies to integrate relevant space and time information depicted separately.
2.3.3.2. Attention to Concurrent Space and Time Information
The previous section discussed the attention mechanism for time perception with
concurrent temporal and nontemporal tasks. Temporal information and nontemporal
information compete for an operator’s attention (Brown, 1997). When operators need to
attend to a concurrent task including temporal and nontemporal cues, their attention allocated
to a temporal cue decreases if the workload increases (Zakay & Block, 1997). This indicates
that attention shares temporal cues and nontemporal cues competitively within a limited pool
of resources (Grondin, 2010). If an operator is to perform the concurrent task set, reducing
workload is required in order to avoid a serious error in meeting the target time. This study
deals with paying attention to the spatial information for the nontemporal component within
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the concurrent tasks. There is notable research about the concurrent perception or awareness
of space and time information.
Coull and Nobre (1998)’s research showed the different scheme of spatial, temporal,
and spatio-temporal processing in the human brain. They designed a test visual display with
spatial, temporal, and spatio-temporal cues in its visual elements. Figure 2-5 illustrates the
test cues and targets used for their experiment. As seen in the figure, the test display had a
rectangle which includes a circle at the center and a square box to the left and right of the
circle. The circle had a diamond inside, and the diamond has another circle inside. The test
display had a spatial cue, a temporal cue, or a spatio-temporal cue by highlighting segments
of each cue. The temporal cue highlighted either the small circle inside the diamond
(indicating the short interval: 300 msec), or the big circle outside the diamond (indicating the
long interval: 1500 msec). An “X” mark became visible either in the left or right box after the
short or long cue-target interval using one of the two temporal cues to direct the participant’s
temporal attention. The spatial cue highlighted either the left or right segment of the
diamond, indicating that an “X” mark would be visible in the left or right box, to direct the
participant's spatial attention. The spatio-temporal cue combined the spatial and temporal
cues defined above to induce people to direct both their spatial and temporal attention
simultaneously.
The results of experiments asking participants to detect the “X” marks when they saw
one of the four cue conditions (including no cue condition) were that the reaction times (RTs)
were significantly shorter with the spatio-temporal cues. The researchers for this study also
examined the participants' brain activity during the tests by scanning their brain using
positron emission tomography (PET) and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). As
shown in Figure 2-6, the brain regions activated by the spatial cue condition (Space; S), the
temporal cue condition (Time; T), and the spatio-temporal cue condition (Space-Time; ST)
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were different. The implications of this study support the existence of spatio-temporal
processing regions in the human brain when humans interact with visual displays, and that
perhaps humans can accelerate their reaction to spatio-temporal visual cues through these
regions.

Figure 2-5. Illustration of Coull and Nobre’s Test Display (1998)
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Figure 2-6. Upper: PET images showing the Test Outcome of Coull and Nobre
(1998).
Brain regions in red and yellow are activated by spatial cue conditions (Space),
temporal cue conditions (Time), and spatio-temporal cue conditions (SpaceTime). Lower: fMRI images of the Test Outcome. Brain regions in yellow are
activated by spatial cue conditions (S), temporal cue conditions (T), and spatiotemporal cue conditions (ST). S1, S2, and S3 indicate three different subjects.

2.4. Information Processing for Space-Time Navigation
In order to develop an effective interface for space-time navigation, the proximity
compatibility principle, texts vs. graphics, SA, mental workload, and attention with respect to
complex spatio-temporal information need to be investigated.
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2.4.1. Information Grouping: Proximity Compatibility Principle
The Proximity Compatibility Principle (PCP) is a guideline that researchers
developed for the interface design to support the situation when a user has to deal with
multiple relevant visual cues for a task. Wickens and Carswell (1995) defined processing
proximity and display proximity between the multiple relevant visual cues.
2.4.1.1. Processing Proximity
Processing proximity refers to the extent to which information sources are to be
considered together (i.e. integrated or focused processing). Three major categories and their
subordinates are classified to define the processing proximity between two task-related visual
cues: Integrative processing, non-integrative processing of similar tasks, and non-integrative
processing of dissimilar sources. Integrative processing refers to two visual cues with a high
processing proximity. Non-integrative processing of similar tasks refers to two cues with low
processing proximity but with some similar features in metric, covariance, measuring unit,
information-processing method, or the same time-frame for task performing. Non-integrative
processing of dissimilar sources refers to two cues that are most distant and have independent
processing. Since relevant space and time values correlated with each other as they vary, they
cause non-integrative processing of similar tasks.
2.4.1.2. Display Proximity
Display proximity refers to how similar two display components are, either spatially
or appearance-wise (e.g. close distance, same color, same shape). With defined in these
categories of processing proximity, PCP explains the possible manipulation on how to make
the two cues from the low processing proximity to the high processing proximity level in
order for operators to perform the given task smoothly using the integrated cues. The
manipulation methods of minimizing processing proximity are spatial proximity,
connections, source similarity, code homogeneity, object integration, configuration (Wickens
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& Carswell, 1995). They are illustrated in Figure 2-7. These methods are the processes of
implementing display proximity.
According to the PCP, display proximity and processing proximity need to be
considered for optimal performance (Wickens, Hollands, Banbury, & Parasuraman, 2012).
This principle asserts that “if a task requires high processing proximity, there should be high
display proximity” (Wickens, Hollands, Banbury, & Parasuraman, 2012).
The relevant information group implementing these manipulations may even
deteriorate the operator’s performance if he/she wanted to focus on individual information
out of the multiple information group. With respect to its effectiveness, the key notion of
PCP is implementing the close display proximity that may be often beneficial for the
integrated perception of the multiple information (integrated task) despite the cost of focused
task performance for each piece of independent information (Wickens & Carswell, 1995).
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Figure 2-7. Manipulating Methods for Closed Proximity between Multiple
Relevant Information (Wickens & Carswell, 1995)
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Some manipulation methods can be ineffective compared with other manipulation
methods for integrated tasks. Wickens and Andre (1990) conducted an empirical test to
evaluate two manipulation methods for the focused task and integrated task performance.
They tested if the two manipulation methods worked differently for participants’ aircraft stall
danger perception by monitoring three relevant instruments (airspeed, flaps, and bank) in the
flight deck. In their experiment, one condition implemented the spatial proximity for the
three instruments (placing them physically close together vs. physically distant) and the other
condition implemented the color proximity (distinct color for each of them vs. same color for
all of them). The results indicated that the spatial proximity did not affect integrated tasks as
well as focused tasks. The distinct color in each instrument enhanced the performance of the
focused task compared with the same color. On the other hand, the same color enhanced the
performance of the integrated task.
Some research revealed the positive impact of the close spatial proximity. Vincow
and Wickens (1993) made an empirical confirmation that the close spatial proximity could be
beneficial for the information set that should be grouped for a certain task objective.
However, careful attention should be paid to the grouping criteria (i.e., which information
should be grouped; by objects or by attributes). No absolute criteria have been discovered for
the ideal grouping.
Coull and Nobre’s test program for their experiment (Coull, & Nobre, 1998) stated in
Section 2.3.3.2 is a typical example of implementing close spatial proximity and code
homogeneity between a spatial cue and a temporal cue. The two cues are positioned close
together and both of them are indicated in the graphical format. Each graphical cue provides
a specific indication that the developer defined (short time period vs. long time period and
visible on the left vs. right).
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Based on this principle, icon shape, color, and/or format should be designed as
follows:


Same functional objects should have the same color or shape (Wickens, Hollands,
Banbury, & Parasuraman, 2012).



The symbol or icon shape should be consistently represented in all relevant displays or
modes. If the symbol or icon needs to be drawn multiple times in a display, it needs to
have a common color or shape, while slight differences in the properties are allowed
(Wickens, Hollands, Banbury, & Parasuraman, 2012).
Implementing the close spatial proximity between spatial and temporal cues for

spatio-temporal SA in practical applications of flight deck displays needs to be tested to
evaluate the design strategy of spatial proximity.

2.4.2. Use of Text and Graphics
2.4.2.1. Processing of Text and Graphics
Human interaction with devices relies on a variety of textual or graphical interfaces
as the information source to operate computers, machines, or transportation systems. Schnotz
(2005) asserted that the human cognitive level was divided into a verbal channel and a
pictorial channel. Figure 2-8 illustrates the different processing via verbal and pictorial
channels. By its inherent nature, humans process text via sub-semantic processing, whereas
they process graphics via perception in the initial phase. Textual information in a visual
display reduces the "fuzzy" value of required information. However, graphical information
has an advantage over texts in fast understanding of sophisticated situations or contents.
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Figure 2-8. Two Representational Channels in Text and Picture Comprehension
(Schnotz, 2005)
Therefore, text and graphics are processed differently in the human mind. If the
spatial and temporal information is indicated differently via text and graphics cues, there
could be a potential error committed when combining relevant spatial and temporal
information simultaneously. These types of information will be verified more frequently in
the RTA operation environment, and people may not process text and graphics cues at the
same time.
2.4.2.2. Benefits of Graphical Cues
Waddill and McDaniel (1992) showed that pictures could enhance the recalling
ability of relational and detailed information over expositive texts in a group of college
students. Utilizing pictorial symbols and graphics with texts may enable display operators to
use both the verbal channel and the pictorial channel.
In the aviation field, air traffic controllers interact with huge amounts of textual and
graphical information for their tasks. The displays for ATC utilize the advantages of text and
graphics to deliver complex information about air traffic. Air traffic identifiers and current
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altitudes are described best with text. In aircraft cockpits, pilots are often required to make
decisions as quickly as possible. Although using DataComm is intended to overcome the
errors or misunderstandings associated with voice communications, some clearances are still
too complex to make a quick interpretation. Sometimes pilots could encounter significant
concurrent tasks to handle. In this situation, graphical aids may show their benefits. Graphics
can provide operators with information that texts do not deliver effectively. Pilots can easily
identify graphical information about potential errors, such as an alternative flight route that is
perilously close to a terrain (Navarro & Sikorski, 1999). Mueller and Lozito (2007)
investigated the conceptual function of automatically presenting a recommended rerouting
path on ND. Gallimore et al. (2013) evaluated the graphics representing aircraft rerouting
information on ND. They confirmed the benefits of hybrid text and graphical representations
over text-only formats in pilots' interpretability of DataComm clearances for spatial
awareness. Figure 2-9 shows an example of a test program used for their experiments. Pilots
prefer integrated flight paths and weather graphics, and integrated textual and graphical
weather information to improve their decision making (Bass & Minsk, 2001). Many
graphical user interfaces (GUIs) are displayed by automated functions on modern flight deck
displays. When pilots are to manipulate the functions for required tasks in the desired
sequence, the GUI invokes them to recognize the exact and accurate paradigm (Sherry,
Polson, & Feary, 2002). Pilots will need graphical flight planning and surveillance tools
(Harris, 2009). Graphical displays of current and forecast conditions along the flight path to
assist pilots in ensuring the maintenance of safety, satisfying requirements, specified
preferences, and constraints are suggested (Schutte, Goodrich, Cox, Jackson, Palmer, Pope et
al., 2007). With these graphics, pilots will be able to assess the progress related to
expectations from the flight plan and make quicker and more accurate feedback (Schutte et
al., 2007). As graphics provide solid benefits to pilots by enhancing their understanding of
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complex situations, graphical indications need to be tested for the future 4DT status. Given
the advantages of graphics and text stated here, the hybrid format (text and graphics) is
proposed to be incorporated into the 4DT display.

Figure 2-9. Graphical Representation of DataComm Clearance in the Test
Program of Evaluating DataComm Interface by Gallimore et al. (2013)

2.4.2.3. Color Coding
Color contributes a strong impact for fast visual perception. For electronic maps, the
benefit of color coding exists to effectively segregate the visual element groups (Yeh &
Wickens, 2001). Colors in electronic displays should be consistent throughout (Shneiderman,
1992). Color and shape are separable dimensions (Wickens, Hollands, Banbury, &
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Parasuraman, 2012), which means that color and shape could provide separated information
when they are both used in an interface.

2.5. Situation Awareness (SA) and Mental Workload for RTA
Operations
2.5.1. Situation Awareness Concepts
Pilots should keep a high level of situation awareness (SA) in every kind of flight
operation to fly along the optimized route, to save fuel and flight time, and to avoid collisions
with other aircraft or terrain. Pilots acquire key space and time data from different sources
within the flight deck: spatial information from ND, the temporal information from the RTA
page of CDU, current Universal Time (UTC) from the cockpit clock, and Local Time from
their wristwatch. Some information is provided by the sensors embedded in aircraft and the
sensors installed in remote aircraft or ground stations. With the networked systems, pilots are
able to know the predictive situations in the scheduled waypoints that are away from the
current position.
Endsley (1995) asserts that SA is conceptually divided into the three levels of
properties and practical applications: Level 1 SA is perceiving, attending, and noticing
events; Level 2 SA is the accurate comprehension of the information as it relates to the
current task or operator's goal; and Level 3 SA is predicting future outcomes based on the
current situation. For RTA operations, pilots notice the ownship route via ND and time data
including RTA, RTA tolerance, ETA, and RTA error via CDU (Level 1 SA). Pilots also
comprehend the accurate spatial and temporal statuses such as ownship is going to be early or
late, and how early or late (Level 2 SA), and see how the space and time situations will be
based on the current and forecasted data to make a decision to react to the space and time
situation change (Level 3 SA). The situations indicated by Level 1 and 2 SA are related to the
current time, and the situations indicated by Level 3 SA are related to the future time. From
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the perspective of RTA operations, Level 2 SA is related to both the current time and future
time. The pilots' three different levels of SA occur almost concurrently. With respect to RTA
operations, the flight deck displays need to be designed to increase the pilots’ space-time SA
ability.

2.5.2. Situation Awareness Measurement Techniques
Measurement techniques for SA include the Situation Awareness Global Assessment
Technique (SAGAT) from Endsley (1987, 2000), which was tested with ATC simulation
environments to measure air traffic controllers’ SA. For this technique, the simulation system
provides the queries while the simulation is in freeze mode. The primary measurement for
SAGAT is the percent of queries answered correctly.
SAGAT probes recent memory of the situation because relevant information is
identified in the freeze mode (Durso, Hackworth, Truitt, Crutchfield, Nikolic, & Manning,
1999). However, not all situations require operators to memorize information to have SA in
their normal job environments. Durso et al. (1995) developed Situation Present Assessment
Method (SPAM) based on the technique of providing SAGAT-like online queries in the
simulation system. Using SPAM, the simulation system is not frozen so the operator can
view the information during simulation. For this technique, response latency is the primary
measurement (i.e., how long did it take them to respond?). Quick responses indicate they
know the information (know the approximate degree, easily recall the value, or know where
the information is in the display), because it would take longer if they needed to search. The
SPAM assessment focuses on time and accuracy for finding particular information in their
task environment (Durso et al., 1999). SPAM has the advantages of being less intrusive than
SAGAT, using brief and essential questions, not needing simulation freeze, and being able to
be applied during field testing (Durso et al., 1995; Salmon, Stanton, Walker, & Green, 2006).
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However, operators' attention to only the required information (Salmon et al., 2006) could be
a disadvantage because operators may sometimes need comprehensive information for SA.

2.5.3. Mental Workload Issues
Pilots must monitor both spatial and temporal information simultaneously while
conducting RTA operations more than in the current operational environment. These
operational requirements are expected to increase pilot mental workload considerably. As
stated previously, according to the test results of HITL simulation tests and live flight trials,
the RTA task in the en-route stage provided an acceptable mental workload increase to test
pilots (Wichman, Carlsson, & Lindberg, 2002; Balakrishna et al., 2011). When RTA cannot
be met due to external factors such as bad weather, renegotiation for a new RTA may induce
a large workload increase (Korn & Kuenz, 2006). Use of DataComm may reduce mental
workload for the RTA operations compared with the use of voice communication.
Continuous depiction of accurate temporal information on flight deck displays may support
pilots to overcome their concern about memory lapses. However, researchers are currently
assessing the scheme of presenting the information of RTA operation on a CDU (Teller,
2011; De Smedt & Berz, 2007). De Smedt and Berz (2007) concluded that the functionality
and operational suitability was still limited to conduct RTA tasks with current CDU displays.
With respect to mental workload, more reliable empirical data need to be collected by adding
more environmental variables of flight operation (headwind, tailwind, turbulence, rerouting,
or off-nominal events) to evaluate the acceptability of pilots' mental workload in RTA
operations using current CDUs.
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2.5.4. The Relationship between Situation Awareness and Mental
Workload
The demand of SA may be higher with RTA operations than without them because
pilots must simultaneously monitor both non-temporal information and temporal information
while conducting RTA operations (Funk, Mauro & Barshi, 2009; JPDO, 2011; Sheridan,
Corker & Nadler, 2006). Therefore, the strategy of flight deck display design should include
a consideration of pilots’ mental workload and the SA demand. Practically, the mental
workload and SA demand interact mutually and adaptively in response to both exogenous
demands and endogenous states (Hockey, 1997).

2.6. Attention of the Aircraft Pilot
Compared with the current air transportation system of requiring aircraft to arrive on
time at destination airports only, conducting RTA operations calls for additional attention to
the temporal information depicted on the CDU. The failure to pay attention to the important
information could lead to dire safety problems such as making a conflict in receiving the
landing queue at the final route. Managing pilot’s attention to monitor required information is
a crucial ability for aircraft pilots. The in-flight events around pilots have characteristics of
concurrence, unexpectedness, and change (Nikolic, Orr & Sarter, 2004). If the information
screen reduces the target saliency and noticeability, the human performance of the detecting
data becomes poor (Nikolic, Orr & Sarter, 2004). Even while monitoring the flight
information on flight deck displays correctly, pilots could lose the mode awareness if they
fail in confirming the mode selection and do not understand aircraft performance during
autoflight mode (Mumaw, Sarter, & Wickens, 2001). Sarter, Mumaw, and Wickens (2007)
advocate that these shortcomings in pilots' monitoring performance are derived from
behavior, eye-tracking, and mental model while interacting with flight deck automation
systems. They suggest possible solutions for this problem as training, improved feedback
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designs in multimodal interfaces, and displaying the aircraft behavior status (Sarter, Mumaw
& Wickens, 2007).
Cockpit task management (CTM) has a procedure of initiation, monitoring,
prioritization, execution, and termination of multiple, concurrent tasks (Colvin, Funk &
Braune, 2005). The salience of task-related stimuli impacts the task prioritization (Colvin,
Funk & Braune, 2005).

2.7. Spatio-Temporal Cue Design on Flight Deck Displays
Researchers, institutes, and companies have been developing nontraditional flight
deck displays for depicting spatio-temporal information. This section introduces the recent
research about the displays. Critiques of each design are added to evaluate the designs with
respect to the human performance of space-time SA and RTA operations.

2.7.1. Prototype for the Study of TBO by Honeywell
A research team at Honeywell (Lancaster et al., 2011) studied the enhancement in
current generation flight deck displays to support RTA operations. They designed novel
displays of three redundant information sources for 4DT operation – a Graphical Flight
Planning (GFP) display, a CDU, and an Electronic Flight Bag (EFB; the secondary displays
positioned in both sides of the main flight deck displays) - aimed at improving pilots' tasking
environments to meet RTAs. Figure 2-10 shows the GFP display designed for this study.
In the GFP (Figure 2-10), a high definition map display, which includes an ownship
symbol and graphical temporal status indication, is positioned on the left part of display. The
map display section draws a circle while positioning the ownship symbol at the center of the
circle. The circle indicates the defined spatial and temporal range of ownship. The spatial
range is presented on the left side of the circle, and the temporal range (time to fly from the
center to the circle with current speed) is depicted on the right side. To the right of the GFP
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display, a list of waypoints according to the flight plan is presented. Each waypoint list
includes scheduled altitudes, required speeds, and RTAs to get to the designated waypoint.

Figure 2-10. GFP Component applied in Honeywell Study

Representing the ownship temporal status adopts a design feature using a symbol of a
leaned picnic table shape as shown in Figure 2-11. From left to right, they represent on time,
early and late status of ownship to the RTA.

Figure 2-11. Ownship Temporal Statuses (On Time, Early, or Late from the Left)
(Lancaster et al., 2011)
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As shown in Figure 2-12, the EFB, as another graphical information source for RTA
operations, shows a map display in which orientation is North-up, whereas the GFP display is
Heading-up. Both orientations support the pilot awareness of ownship situation from
different viewpoints. One key function of the EFB display is the time bar in the middle pane,
which supports the view of future operational situations by touch-screen manipulation. The
figure in the middle is the waypoint list window, and the right figure is the window of
detailed temporal information at a waypoint. Operators can touch a waypoint name in the
waypoint list to enter the detailed temporal information window.

Figure 2-12. EFB component Applied in Honeywell Study (Lancaster et al., 2011)
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Figure 2-13 shows the modified CDU component. It displays the textual information
on the CDU. One characteristic in this design is modified textual form to display earliest and
latest time constraints of RTA, by using "EARLY","LATE","RTA", and dashed lines with
arrows.

Figure 2-13. CDU Component Applied Honeywell Study (Lancaster et al., 2011)
According to the HITL simulation tests using these displays, pilots positively rated
the GFP display and the CDU because they appreciated the interaction with the GFP display,
and were simply familiar with the CDU interfaces. They did not prefer EFB for either
interaction or familiarity. Implications included the need to indicate the reason they were not
going to meet the RTA on the screen and the current time indication in the prominent
location. The pilot workload increased to an acceptable degree with the simulated RTA tasks.
However, pilots revealed that renegotiations would potentially cause a larger workload
increase if the RTA could not be met.
Critiques: Graphical indications of the GFP display may draw attention to spatial and
temporal information. However, in order to monitor all the detailed textual information in the
left part of the GFP display quickly, this system may require a high level of pilot training.
The EFB graphics may support a limited spatio-temporal SA, but the sizes of actual EFD
displays may be generally too small to supervise the graphical information sufficiently, and
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the position of the EFD is not advantageous for pilots to monitor. Pilots may still need to
process textual data on the CDU and manipulate it for the RTA mode.

2.7.2. NASA 3D CDTI
NASA Ames has developed and tested enhanced Cockpit Display of Traffic
Information (CDTI; NASA, 2004), which presents innovative graphical representations of
ownship and surrounding air traffic in three dimensional space to facilitate pilots' detection of
collision threat. It also depicts three dimensional airspace to improve pilots' SA for flight
operations and the ability to select alternative flight paths, in case pilots must change their
original route. The 3D CDTI displays textual information of waypoint name, RTA and ETA
on a small table at the bottom of the ND when the RTA is appointed (Figure 2-4). Operators
can manipulate the information on the display directly. An important property to note in this
prototype is its graphical representation of ownship position relative to the appointed
temporal spacing of other aircraft. The representation is designed by integrating shape and
color. Figure 2-14 also shows graphics of ownship temporal spacing status in 2D mode. If
ownship is within the spacing temporal tolerance with other aircraft, the ownship symbol is
inside the box (the box represents the required temporal spacing tolerance), and the box color
is green (i.e. the conventional indication of safe). If ownship is less than the required spacing
distance (too close), the temporal spacing tolerance box is behind ownship, and the color of
the box is amber (i.e. the conventional indication of caution). If the position of ownship is
further than the required spacing distance (too far), the box is visually ahead of the ownship
symbol. The color of box in this case is white. According to Battiste et al. (2007), pilots
commented positively about this design feature of integrating shape and color to represent the
ownship temporal spacing status.
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Figure 2-14. Left: NASA 3D CDTI Screen, Right: Ownship Symbol (Caret Shape)
with Temporal Spacing Status of Close, Within the Required Spacing Value, and
Far (from the Left) (NASA, 2004)

Critiques: Pilots may have improved space-time SA with graphical indication of temporal
spacing status. However, pilots have too many cues to attend to at one time, including color,
ownship position in the spacing status, time digits, and information texts while the display
changes the graphical situation dynamically. This means this system may require a high level
of pilot training to monitor these many kinds of information. Furthermore, the novel graphics
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for this system are for spacing between aircrafts, not for meeting temporal requirements of
space-time navigation.

2.7.3. Space-Time Display by Krishnan et al.
Krishnan, Kertesz, and Wise (1999) developed a novel space-time display indicating
a volume of airspace around ownship in a theoretical projection demarcated by intervals of
time instead of spatial distance on the ND. Aircraft flight parameters in two dimensional
spatial perspectives and a temporal dimension were conceptually dealt with as "events in
space-time." Figure 2-15 shows the space-time display. The objective of this design was for
pilots to more actively manage their free-flight operations, allowing them to detect collision
threats and avoid air traffic when out of ATC’s supervision. This diagram enables pilots to
interpret the distance between ownship and air traffic symbols as a length of "time to
contact," rather than the actual spatial distance. Understanding the paradigm to recognize
when air traffic is going to move into the ownship position is different from traditional map
displays, which provide no precise temporal cue from this viewpoint. Experiments with the
prototype of this display produced the following implications:


No extrapolations were required with the velocities of air traffic with collision threat,
closure rates, and closure geometry to predict future conflicts.



Presentation and update of four dimensional information have been kept in a clear and
consistent format with a need for minimal training.
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Figure 2-15. Left: Traditional ND with Spatial Range, Right: Nontraditional SpaceTime Display by Krishnan, Kertesz, and Wise (1999)

Critiques: With this design, pilots may be able to understand “time to contact” intuitively
using the time indicator. However, perceiving evenly indicated temporal range could cause
confused spatial distance recognition. This means that this design may be beneficial for
temporal awareness, but provide weaker cues for spatial awareness at the same time. In
addition, the desired space-time SA may not be processed with this design. Furthermore, this
design is for airborne traffic avoidance, rather than aiding aircraft space-time navigation in
en-route stage.

2.8. Potential Problems of Current Flight Deck Displays for RTA
Operation
When interacting with current generation flight deck displays, several potential
problems associate with arriving at the right space and right time during the en-route phase of
flight need to be discussed. These problems call for the exploration of nontraditional flight
deck display designs.
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2.8.1. Weak Information Arrangement for Pertinent Space and Time Data
Because flight deck displays provide pilots separated spatial and temporal
information, pilots may try to use their working memory to integrate the space and time data
for space-time SA. Traditional displays should be validated to see if they can support pilots'
mandatory RTA operations without any pilot performance degradation. The number of RTA
flight trials is not sufficient to imply that the traditional ND with the RTA page on CDU
supports pilots to the desired level for RTA operation. The RTA operation needs pilots to
have a high-level space-time SA for navigation. For this reason, the strategy of faster spatial
and temporal information acquisition for pilots needs to be investigated.

2.8.2. Weak Indication of Temporal Conformance and Adjustable Speed
Besides indicating ETA and RTA on flight deck displays, presenting accurate
temporal conformance information (i.e. how early or late ownship is until the next waypoint)
may be important for pilots to decide how to handle certain situations. If ownship is early or
late for next RTAs, pilots typically increase or decrease ownship speed to meet the RTAs, but
sometimes they have to cancel the RTAs because ownship is too early or late to control
ownship speed and meet the RTAs. Sometimes it may be hard for pilots to determine how to
act when displays present only early or late information and the digits of difference between
ETA and RTA. Furthermore, actual ETAs can be different times than those estimated by the
avionics automated function due to the variability of wind in its direction and intensity, air
temperature, and the allowed accuracy of presented ETA on displays (Person, 2010). The
accuracy of ETA at the next waypoints will be improved at the NextGen stage by the NetCentric environment of DAG-TM, but still the ±1 minute accuracy error should be
considered on ETA. Also, the recent RTA live flight trials did not implement many external
variables affecting ownship speed in the test scenarios. To prove the practical pilot
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performance with RTA operations, the tests must add some of these variables which cause a
high workload for pilots. Current flight decks may not provide sufficient speed cues to
compensate for the variable ETA so that pilots can actively handle the speed control. Pilots
should be able to handle the active speed control (Trzmiel & Dowling, 2007). If pilots will
miss the time obligations in a certain waypoint even with the speed control, lateral rerouting
guided by ATC, or the pilots' self-path management will be needed (Trzmiel & Dowling,
2007).

2.8.3. Overuse of Pilot Attention
Generally, the pilots' gaze is directed to the PFD to acquire the information of speed,
altitude, and the flight direction. For spatial information, the pilots' gaze goes to the ND. For
the temporal information for RTA operations, it goes to the RTA page in the CDU. To check
the current time and compare it with the required or estimated times, it goes to the clock in
the cockpit. These four displays are the main information providers for aircraft space-time
navigation. As seen in Figure 2-16, the pilots' vision moves around the PFD, ND, CDU, and
the clock for most of the flying time (Diez, Boehm-Davis, Holt, Pinney, Hansberger &
Schoppek, 2001). Pilots intermittently monitor the rest of the displays.
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Figure 2-16. Boeing-777 Flight Deck and Required In-flight Information Source to
Monitor
In order for pilots to have rapid and accurate information recognition, the track of
pilots' eye movements to monitor important operational information should be as short as
possible. According to recent research, pilots revealed potential shortcomings in using FMS,
such as the long head-down time and the need for procedures to enter the right mode in the
CDU (Funk et al., 1999). Because pilots should conduct spatial and temporal reasoning while
observing separated ND, PFD, and CDU, the demand for pilots' attention could be high with
the current display setting, especially when they have other concurrent tasks to do.
Furthermore, if there are any interruptions in the middle of this monitoring procedure,
as well as other supervising processes, pilots could commit errors or delay in conducting
desired space-time navigation. According to the findings by Latorella (1999), routine
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interruptions during flight operation significantly and operationally degrade pilots’
performance of an ongoing procedure and bring the need for compensatory strategies.
Significant effects of interruption are dependent on individual and contextual variability.
Interaction modality, strength of association, and environmental stress are prevalent and
significant effects on interruption management (Latorella, 1999). To reduce the information
monitoring time and potential interruption problem, eye movement along these displays
needs to be shortened by enhancing the interface.

2.8.4. Miscommunication with DataComm Clearance
Pilots and ATC send and receive spatial and temporal DataComm clearances for
effective flight operations. Misinterpretation of DataComm clearances drives pilots to
perform incorrect operations and may ripple or seriously affect meeting RTAs. Dieudonne,
Joseph, and Cardosi (2000) showed that a system that provided the capability to easily recall
the desired information and check and correct errors might reduce the likelihood of human
error. From the pilots' data entry perspective, if the review and approval scheme before
automatic transfer of DataComm messages is properly designed, the system will reduce
potential human data entry errors and enhance communication accuracy.
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3. GOALS, OBJECTIVES AND OVERVIEW OF METHODS
3.1. Research Goal
The goal of this research is to evaluate how people utilize space and time cues to
perform space-time navigation. Specially, this study investigates the application of the
proximity compatibility principle, a spatio-temporal processing theory, and use of graphics
on a navigation map display and their effects on human performance. The evaluation was
specially conducted with the application of flight deck displays to find enhanced solutions for
the civil aircraft pilot environment in the NextGen. However, the application of public
surface transportation was added as a lower fidelity evaluation of nontraditional navigation
map displays designed and based on the idea of this study and tested by non-pilot
participants. The implications from this study encompass the broader domain of any
navigation operations with space-time constraints.

3.2. Research Objectives
The objectives of this study are to:
1) Develop novel displays for RTA operations for commercial flight based on the concepts
of the proximity compatibility principle, spatio-temporal processing, and graphical
indication.
2) Compare human SA and objective performance between a traditional display that uses
separated space and time data with the novel displays of combined space and time data
implemented based on the concepts above.
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3) Evaluate human SA performance when people are provided with displays of exact time
indication and time length indication during the space-time navigation.
4) Develop recommendations for the design of space-time navigation displays.

3.3. Overview of Methods
Section 4 will describe the novel flight deck displays of this study. The displays were
designed for the specific application of aviation, but concepts of space-time navigation are
relevant to other transportation forms, including ground and sea (both above and on the
surface).
Three experiments were designed to support the research objectives. Experiment 1
was designed to evaluate space-time SA in a three-dimensional (2D space, and time) surface
transportation example. This experiment was designed to obtain feedback from novice
participants with respect to flight... This allowed for better generalization of results beyond
the advanced aviation domain. Experiment 1 evaluated different time formats and the
benefits of graphics, but did not focus on separated versus combined cues (i.e., close vs.
distant spatial proximity) between multiple relevant pieces of information. These results
helped to support the designs for Experiment 2 and the findings from Experiment 2 and 3.
Experiments 2 and 3 focused on the more complex 4D navigation required in
aviation. The novel flight deck displays described in Section 4 were used in a simulated flight
environment to evaluate SA (Experiment 2) and objective flight performance (Experiment 3).
Table 3-1 summarizes the focus of each experiment. The benefits of text +graphics over textonly were applied to all the experiments. Close vs. distant proximity between multiple
relevant pieces of information was evaluated in Experiment 2 and Experiment 3, but not to
Experiment 1. However, Experiment 1 still used the evaluation of performance with focused
task and integrated task to confirm the proximity compatibility principle. Evaluation of
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performance with exact time vs. time length formats was applied to all the experiments
although it was applied to Experiment 2 and Experiment 3 in a limited manner.

Table 3-1. Mapping of Experimental Focus
(O: Fully Tested, Δ: Limited Test, X: Not Tested)

Exact Time vs.
Time Length
(Explained in Section
2.3.2.2)
Benefit of [Text +
Graphics] over [Text
Only]
(Explained in Section
2.4.2)

Close vs. Distant
Proximity between
Multiple Relevant
Information (Proximity
Compatibility Principle)
(Explained in Section
2.4.1)

Experiment 1:
Test of SpaceTime SA with
Static Maps for
Public Bus

Experiment 2:
Test of SpaceTime SA with
Dynamic Flight
Simulation

Experiment 3:
Test of RTA
Operation with
Dynamic Flight
Simulation

O

Δ

X

O

O

O

O

O

X
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4. DEVELOPING THE IMPROVED SPACE-TIME
INTERFACE
4.1. Requirements Analysis
Based on the issues identified in prior research and the potential problems in the 4DT
interface of flight deck displays highlighted in the previous sections, requirements for
enhanced flight deck displays of spatio-temporal information are investigated. Table 4-1
shows the investigated requirements.

Table 4-1. Requirements for the Novel Flight Deck Display of Spatio-Temporal
Information Support
Theoretical Division
for Display Design

Information Grouping

Spatio-Temporal
Information

Text vs. Graphics

Requirement
Operationally relevant information needs to be grouped or
closely positioned for fast and accurate recognition.
Rationale: Based on the Proximity Compatibility Principle, the
relevant information can be grouped implementing processing
proximity or display proximity.
In order for pilots to make a quick decision on whether the
designated RTA can be met or not, the display should depict
intuitive spatio-temporal indicators of current and expected
situations.
Rationale: It may be cumbersome to refer to temporal
information in textual format on the CDU or spatial information
in graphical format on the ND and then combine them in the
mind for RTA task’s space-time SA.
Graphical representation should be considered to indicate
temporal situations. A hybrid format (Text and Graphics) may
be preferred.
Rationale: Graphical indication may result in faster
comprehension than textual indication even with sophisticated
and dynamic information. Temporal information for RTA
operation is sophisticated and dynamic.
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Situation Awareness

For successful RTA operations, the display should be able to
support pilots' Level 1, Level 2, and Level 3 SA for space-time
navigation.
Rationale: RTA operations may require successful awareness of
current space-time situations (Level 1 and 2 SA) and future
space-time situations (Level 2 and 3 SA).

Attentional Support

Flight deck displays should help pilots pay attention to spatial
and temporal information without taxing their attentional
resources. Signals on the screen should be noticeable and
positioned based on the usual monitoring flow.
Rationale: If the information screen reduces the target saliency
and noticeability, the human performance of the detecting data
becomes poor (Nikolic, Orr & Sarter, 2004)

Visual Aid for
Dynamic Speed
Control

The visual aid for dynamic speed control should be designed to
help pilots supervise speed conformance related to appointed
RTAs in next waypoints.
Rationale: Multiple external forces and factors impact ownship
speed. In order for pilots to adjust throttle to compensate the
leading or lagging distance in the right moment, they need more
intuitive temporal status indications. Pilots revealed that they
needed to check the ownship speed conformance to meet their
RTAs (Lancaster et al., 2011).

Mental Workload

Display Manipulation

Pictorial Realism

Clutter
Color

The display should be able to save pilots' mental workload in the
expected pilot environment with a demand of processing more
information than before.
Rationale: Pilots often conduct temporal operations while
conducting nontemporal operations. This multi-tasking may
cause serious mental workload increases.
The manipulation process for displayed information should be
easy and fast. If pilots want to go to a different mode or see
detailed information, touch-screen-based direct manipulation is
preferred.
Spatio-temporal indications on the screen should support pilots
to avoid error in perceiving the spatio-temporal statuses during
RTA operations. Effective designs using shape or color may
help successful perception. Symbol design should be intuitive.
Indicators should not conflict with pilots’ mental models.
Visual clutter due to the added signals on the screen should be
effectively removed by operators’ manipulation.
The color coding for graphics should comply with the official
aviation industry standards.
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4.2. Conceptual Outline
Figure 4-1 illustrates a framework for space-time SA for navigation operations with
spatio-temporal obligations. This concept can be applied to navigation operations in multiple
domains, including air, surface, space, or watercraft transportation.

Figure 4-1. Space-Time Situation Awareness Framework for Navigation with
Space-Time Obligations
The objective of navigation operations with space and time constraints is quick and
precise space-time SA interacting with vehicle interfaces. In navigation operations, the input
for operators is the information that allows for spatial and temporal awareness. The intended
output for operators is the input for vehicle control to reach objective spatial and temporal
requirements based on the desired space-time SA. During the space-time SA, humans pay
attention to the spatial and temporal information, activating spatial and temporal attention
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resources. Even the concurrent spatio-temporal processing that Coull and Nobre (1998) found
could be activated as a possible improvement of navigation performance, if the combined
spatial and temporal cues are well-designed for this particular objective. In order to arrive at
multiple scheduled locations on time, operators' space-time SA must be continuous rather
than intermittent.
Operators should attain Level 1, Level 2, and Level 3 SA until the arrival at the
destination. Specifically, operators can create and answer fundamental questions regarding
each level of SA as in Figure 4-2. These questions are applied to all kinds of wayfinding
situations with time obligations.
Conventional and novel models of human attention to space-time navigation are
investigated with respect to the flight deck display application in the following sections.
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Figure 4-2. Fundamental Questions on Three Levels of Situation Awareness for
Space-Time Navigation

4.3. Current Use of Human Attention to Space-Time for
Navigation
Current systems for navigation operations generally have separated spatial and
temporal information sources. Combined spatio-temporal information has rarely been
implemented according to off-the-shelf avionics applications. As explained in previous
sections, the primary source of spatial information is ND and the primary temporal
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information source is the RTA page of CDU. With this separated source composition, it may
not be easy to compare and understand spatial and temporal information simultaneously.
Because these two information sources need to be correlated to understand spatio-temporal
navigation situations, operators must vigilantly move their gaze across the screens. The
information on the CDU may be visible only by the operator’s input.
Operators should visually monitor the ground fixes, including scheduled waypoints
and ownship direction using compass indication on the ND (Figure 4-3). The ND is a twodimensional map display, and does not present the dimension of altitude. The ND also
indicates the estimated time of arrival in Zulu time format and the distance to the next
waypoint in nautical miles on the top-right screen. Pilots must perform some cognitive
calculations to determine spatial and temporal points. For example, to determine time to the
next waypoint, the pilot must calculate how much time it will take for a nautical mile traveled
based on aircraft speed, and whether they are ascending, descending, or laterally turning. The
current CDU (Figure 4-4) may not be able to update ETA in real time during these
maneuvers. It provides the information of temporal conformance in the form of early or late
(in the form of + or - in Figure 4-4) and the time gap between RTA and ETA (i.e. "RTA
ERROR" in Figure 4-4). To meet the RTA operation requirement, pilots have to control
ownship speed to compensate for the time gap or decide to cancel the RTA, using their own
cognitive calculation with the textual data. The skill to handle this task may be developed by
pilot training and pilots’ prior experiences.
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Figure 4-3. Conventional ND of Boeing 777

Figure 4-4. RTA Information Page of Conventional CDU (De Smedt & Berz,
2007)

Figure 4-5 illustrates the operators' acquisition of spatial and temporal information for
navigation operations with a continuous time obligation.
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Figure 4-5. Separated Spatial and Temporal Information Source for Navigation
Operations with Continuous Space and Time Obligations
Currently, pilots derive spatial and temporal information from separated information
sources. Operators may have separated spatial and temporal processing and must visually
verify each piece of information one by one. They may recognize some low levels of spacetime situations in almost real time. For high levels of space-time situations, they need to
interpret or calculate them after verification. No simultaneous spatio-temporal information
processing is expected with this mindset.

4.4. Proposed Models of Spatio-Temporal Information Sources
To overcome the potential shortcomings of completely separated spatial and temporal
information sources, two models of combined spatial and temporal information sources are
proposed with specific design methods for flight deck displays explained after this section. .
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4.4.1. Medium Spatio-Temporal Navigation Information Model (Medium
ST)
The first proposed medium level of combined spatio-temporal information model
(Medium ST) still has a separated temporal information source. However, this model adds
limited temporal information in the spatial information source. It is possible that this spatial
source will reduce the burden of cognitive computation using the added temporal information
when viewing the spatial information source. The forms of temporal information within the
spatial information source are required and estimated times (i.e. RTA and ETA) at scheduled
locations (i.e. waypoints) on the map. This source is designed so that operators can monitor
the next locations (spatial information) and the relevant RTA/ETA designated to the locations
(temporal information) almost at the same time. Temporal conformance is another important
bit of information that should be effectively provided with RTA/ETA data for RTA
operations (Foyle, Hooey, Bakowski, Williams & Kunkle, 2011). The temporal information
source includes the real-time temporal conformance indication at a higher level (i.e. contains
more pieces of information). The full list of traditional temporal information data is still
included in the source to verify the temporal information in the traditional manner.
The RTA and ETA data included in the spatial information source could be
considered as redundant data in this model because they are included also in the temporal
information source. However, this model may manipulate the time format of added RTA and
ETA in the spatial information source to provide a slightly different piece of temporal
information to operators. As explained in section 2.3.2.2, exact time and time length formats
provide different temporal information, and each time format is advantageous to indicate
different aspects of a temporal situation. If the RTA and ETA in the spatial information
source are presented in a different time format from the temporal information source,
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operators may have another option to obtain more varied aspects of the provided temporal
information.

4.4.2. High Spatio-Temporal Navigation Information Model (High ST)
The second proposed high spatio-temporal navigation information model (High ST)
includes only one combined spatio-temporal information source (Combined S-T Source).
Figure 4-6 illustrates High ST model.

Figure 4-6. Proposed High ST Model
The single Combined S-T Source includes all the information that was separated into
the two information sources in the Medium ST model. High ST model includes three types of
information: the spatial information of scheduled locations (waypoints) on the map, the
temporal information at each waypoint, and the real-time temporal conformance information.
Simply integrating two heterogeneous but relevant pieces of information to a single visual
group might increase the monitoring performance over any type of two separated visual
groups. This can be implemented using a design strategy of minimizing the physical and
conceptual distance between the spatial and temporal information. A high level of design
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strategy is required to contain all the spatial and temporal information included in the
information list of Combined S-T Source within the limited screen, while at the same time
minimizing the display proximity between the two kinds of information. If the design of
minimized display proximity works, it is possible that the concurrent spatio-temporal
processing found by Coull and Nobre (1998) is activated by this,as seen in Figure 4-6.
High ST model eliminates the space to conduct the traditional monitoring of
temporal-only information in the CDU. Unlike Medium ST model, High ST model does not
manipulate the time format of RTA and ETA to know the different aspects of temporal
information because there is no redundancy of information source for temporal information.
For High ST model, displaying all the spatial and temporal information in the list of
Combined S-T Source in the limited screen is one of the most challenging factors.

4.5. Proposed Novel Space-Time Display Designs
Effective combination of spatial and temporal information for implementation of
display design based on the Medium ST model and High ST model was achieved using the
proximity compatibility principle (PCP). Close display proximity was implemented reducing
the spatial distance between the spatial data on the ND and the temporal data on the CDU.
This should cause the processing proximity to be higher. The benefits of graphics over text
were also utilized for the display design. The graphical indication of temporal information
was implemented to accelerate the processing of the temporal information.
Table 4-2 shows the design criteria for proposed designs compared with the current
systems. While current systems have physically separated spatial and temporal data sources
in flight deck displays, the proposed designs try to integrate the spatial and temporal data in a
single display. Additionally, the proposed designs add new graphics for temporal
information.. Indications for temporal conformance are enhanced from simple indication of
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alphanumeric data on a traditional CDU to more categorized graphical indication. These
design strategies are applied to reduce operators' cognitive burden. This may inform accurate
temporal statuses instead of requiring operators' sophisticated cognitive calculation.

Table 4-2. Design Criteria
Criteria

Current Systems

Proposed Design

Location of Spatial and
Temporal Data

Separated

Integrated

Format of Temporal
Data

Only Text

Text with Graphical Aid

Indication of Temporal
Conformance

Simple Indication
(Early or Late)

More Categorized Indication
(How Much Early or Late)

Method to Reason
Accurate Temporal
Status

Dependent on Operator's
Cognitive Calculation

By Monitoring Categorized
Graphical Indicator

4.5.1. Medium ST Display
The following sections introduce the two proposed test flight deck display designs,
which implement the design strategies of PCP and graphics based on the two models of
spatio-temporal information presentation explained in the previous section.
4.5.1.1. Novel ND
As the first proposed display, the medium spatio-temporal display (Medium ST
Display) integrates textual time data in the location of waypoints of ND based on the
Medium ST model. On the ND, texts of RTA and ETA are added to each waypoint. Figure 47 shows the prototype of the ND of the Medium ST Display.
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Figure 4-7. ND Prototype of the Proposed Medium ST Display
This design draws the RTA and ETA data in the time length [mm:ss] format. "R"and
"E" symbols represent RTA and ETA respectively. As explained previously, the
manipulation of time format is to provide the different information about a temporal situation
from the other time format. The time length may provide the indication of “how long
shall/will ownship take to fly from here to there?”, whereas the exact time may provide “what
time shall/will it be when ownship arrives there?” The time length format also occupies less
display space than the exact time format since the time length format can be [mm:ss],
whereas the exact time format is [hh:mm:ss] (UTC format). The reason for designing the
time length format as [mm:ss] is based on the assumption that pilots may be interested in the
temporal statuses in the next waypoints close to the current position, rather than the
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waypoints that should be arrived after more than one hour. The color of the RTA/ETA
information is the same as the waypoint color (i.e. the next waypoint is magenta and the rest
of the waypoints are white).
The novel ND prototype may save the pilot eye movement between CDU and ND,
and limited pieces of space and time data can be informed in a single view. Pilots may utilize
the integrated time data for their Level 1, Level 2, and Level 3 SA. However, this ND can
create a slight clutter problem in some circumstances.
4.5.1.2. Novel CDU
Under the Medium ST model, the RTA information page in the CDU presenting the
temporal conformance indication and detailed temporal data of RTA operation is displayed in
the ND. The CDU presents RTA, ETA, and the current time (UTC) in the exact time format.
It is assumed that the ETA update period is one minute, as the expected ETA update period in
the NextGen era. The real-time temporal conformance information for ownship may be
beneficial to pilots in addition to RTA and ETA data. To create the accurate temporal
conformance indication, relevant issues for forecasting what pilots must decide during RTA
operations in en route stage need to be identified. The analyzed issues are


Whether ownship is early or late



How early or late: if RTA is attainable by controlling ownship speed or not



How much faster or slower the required speed should be than the current speed to
compensate for the time difference between RTA and ETA



Whether the designated RTA should be cancelled and another RTA should be
negotiated with ATC
The accurate temporal conformance generally can be made aware by cognitive

activities determining the significance of RTA error compared with the RTA tolerance. Pilots
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must monitor the temporal conformance frequently, especially when the RTA error is high
and ownship speed control is difficult due to the wind. If pilots have to handle concurrent
nontemporal tasks while conducting the RTA operation, their mental workload may greatly
increase, and their cognitive approximation of time for the RTA operation could be disturbed.
This procedure might require considerable mental activity, and pilots could commit errors in
the cognitive computation. An automated function which creates a quick indication of
accurate temporal conformance would therefore be beneficial.
To address the solution for this problem, an analysis was performed on how to
differentiate temporal situations in the pilots' perspective and how to represent them. Allen
and Ferguson (1994) explained that the general representation of actions and events should
support prediction of event scenarios ("what will happen?"), plan the course of action ("how
can solve the problem?"), and explain recognized plans ("what does the data indicate?"). A
design strategy for the temporal conformance indicator was investigated using this scheme.
The intended interface is a graphical representation of temporal situations instead of
textual indication for fast SA, and a differentiation of pilots’ caution levels in meeting RTA.
Here, a preliminary question arises: Can we represent a temporal situation graphically? The
answer for this question can be explained by the fact that an RTA operation practically tracks
a range of time rather than a specific instant. All RTA information includes an early and late
tolerance. For this reason, the current temporal status for RTA operation can be divided into
two parts: within RTA range, or out of RTA range. The "out of RTA range" is early or late to
the RTA. Both early and late are equally undesirable for the operation. The "out of RTA
range" can be divided further into “slightly” out of RTA range and “significantly” out of
RTA range. In the slightly out of RTA range, indicating ownship is slightly early or late for
RTA, pilots can arrive at within RTA range by controlling ownship speed to some degree. In
the significantly out of RTA range, indicating too early or too late, pilots have two options to
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react: making a high degree of effort to speed-up or slow-down considering the current gas
capacity and the allowed speed constraint in the airspace, or cancelling the next RTA and
contacting ATC to designate another RTA. For the purpose of RTA operation, the
fundamental categorization of these distinctive situations induces a model of 'situation and
required task'. The schema of this paradigm is illustrated in Figure 4-8. As a result, the time
range of aircraft can be conceptually categorized into three classes: RTA meeting range, the
slightly early or late range, and the significantly early or late range. Pilots' successful
awareness of the current temporal conformance based on these three different categories may
decrease the burden to determine how to react to the temporal situations.
Speed indication may be an important requirement for RTA operation. The current
CDU for RTA operation depicts the required ownship speed only in text. Trzmiel and
Dowling (2007) concluded that pilots should be able to control their speed actively.
Honeywell's design recommendations implied from their study (Lancaster et al., 2011) also
include the need for identifying display symbology that supports speed modulation. These
indicate that the graphical indication of speed modulation may enable pilots to more rapidly
and dynamically react to the situations that ownship is off-track (spatially) or it is ahead of or
behind its RTAs (temporally). Since the variables of wind, weather, and new route influence
the ownship current speed significantly, this agility of dynamic speed indication will affect
the accuracy of RTA operation. Therefore, a notable indication of the current and the
required speed may be beneficial to react to undesired temporal situations.
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Figure 4-8. Schema of Expected Position of Aircraft and their RTA Meeting
Status
For the graphical indication of temporal conformance, the cues of shape and color are
conjunctly applied. Since the time conformance can change dynamically because of pilots'
speed control or external constraints, this indicator needs to be represented as a real-time
dynamic graphics. Since Healey, Booth, and Enns (1995) showed that visual systems with
dynamic sequential frames with color (hue) and curvature provided rapid and accurate target
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and boundary detection, the design of sequential frames is expected to allow for rapid and
accurate information acquisition.
Ishihara, Keller, Rossetti, and Prinz (2008) found that more population perceived the
representation of temporal indication of early or late by horizontal direction rather than
vertical direction, and a majority of people interpreted the left as early, and the right as late.
The proposed CDU prototype which adds the real-time speed conformance indicator and
applies the benefit of graphics cues is shown in Figure 4-9.

Figure 4-9. The RTA Information Page of CDU with a Real-Time Speed
Conformance Indicator
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The graphical temporal conformance indicator displays the current and required
speed in the center box, and sets of horizontal blocks in green, amber, and red colors are
drawn to the left or right of the current-required speed box. This indicator integrates colorcoded dynamic conformance bar graphics with noticeable digits of ownship current and
required speed indicators. Indicators using these colors for three categorical divisions are
defined in Table 4-3.

Table 4-3. Definition of Categorical Scale for Real-Time Speed Conformance
Indicator
Presenting
Category
Color
1

2

3

Temporal
Conformance
Indication

Required Action

Green

Within RTA tolerance

Keep the current speed by supervising
external factors

Amber

Slightly Early or Late
to RTA

Accelerate or decelerate ownship speed
by watching the required speed to
return to the RTA tolerance zone.

Significantly Early or
Late to RTA

Make a quick decision whether make a
drastic change of ownship speed to
return to the RTA tolerance or cancel
the designated RTA and appoint new
RTA by negotiating with ATC

Red

The set of horizontal blocks are drawn based on ownship temporal conformance, and
form a horizontal bar graph. If ownship flies at the desired speed and will meet the
designated RTA, no bar, or a green bar is drawn to the left or right of the current-required
speed box. The number of bars represents how high the delta (Δ, |RTA - ETA|) is. Depicting
bars to the left of the speed box means ownship is early to RTA, and bars to the right means
ownship is late to RTA. The perfect scenario is that the delta is zero. If only a green bar to the
left or right is drawn on the graphics, ownship is within the RTA tolerance on the early or
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late constraint. When the graphics depict green and amber bars to the left or right, ownship is
out of RTA tolerance and in caution level (i.e. required to decrease or increase speed to meet
the RTA as soon as possible). When the graphics depict green, amber, and red bars, ownship
is far from RTA tolerance and in warning level (i.e. required to decrease or increase speed
significantly to meet the RTA as soon as possible, or contact ATC to negotiate another RTA
appointment). The color coding of this graphics follows the FAA's color coding standards for
ND.
Roscoe (1968) states that the leading and lagging time range need to be represented in
an analog style bar graph because they change dynamically and operators expect to
discriminate the degree change rather than to see an exact value. Although the speed is
generally indicated by an analog format, the current and required speeds were presented in a
digital format (i.e. indicating the boundary is distinctively identifiable) in order for pilots to
be informed of the exact value (Simmonds, Galer, & Baines, 1981). In order to ensure a
stricter paradigm to easily recognize the failure in meeting the temporal obligation, this bar
interface was designed in a non-continuous signal. One elemental block in the bar graph
indicates a range of time. Once it is within the range of block, the level of temporal
conformance will be the same at whatever point the current temporal status is. That is, if the
slightly late range is defined to be between 15 seconds late to 30 seconds late, 16 seconds late
and 29 seconds late are in the same caution level.
Below the graphical temporal conformance indicator, waypoint name, distance from
here to the waypoint, RTA, ETA, Current Time(UTC) in [Zulu time] format, RTA error in
[+/- mm:ss] format (+ means early, - means late) are depicted as in conventional CDU
displays. At the bottom, there are two touch-screen buttons that enter the RTA information
page of the previous waypoint or the next waypoint. The pages of all waypoints are in the
same format. The temporal conformance can change depending upon the current ownship
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speed. Figure 4-10 shows typical example snapshots of the proposed novel CDU from the
earliest status to the latest status. The graphics will change as the pilot speeds up or down.
The decision for speed control to compensate leading or lagging status for RTA, or
cancelation of appointed RTAs is completely in the pilots' control. They can make their own
decisions regardless of the graphical indications. However, the graphical indication provides
good advice. With this prototype indicator, pilots are expected to be quickly aware of
whether ownship is early or late, how early or late, and how the temporal conformance is
being corrected by controlling the throttle. This may reduce demands on pilots’ attention.
However, pilots may need training to get used to these novel displays because CDUs have
rarely included graphics in their display space.
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Figure 4-10. Novel CDU Prototype with Real-Time Graphical Temporal
Conformance Indicator (from the Earliest Case at the Top-Left to the Latest Case
at the Bottom)
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4.5.2. High ST Display
As explained previously, the proposed High ST model employs only one spatiotemporal information source. As the second proposed display, the high spatio-temporal
display (High ST Display), compatible with the High ST model, integrates the graphical
temporal conformance indicator with RTA and ETA data on the ND to increase pilots’ spacetime SA and reduce the reliance on CDU data. In this display, every waypoint has the
temporal conformance graphics to represent each waypoint's temporal conformance. The
temporal conformance indicator for this display is redesigned from the graphical temporal
conformance indicator of Medium ST Display to be integrated effectively in the limited
space.
Shape and color have an important role to indicate temporal conformance. The
intuitive shape to inform the directionality has been explored. Instead of the horizontal bar
graphics, this display prototype uses the trapezoid shape rotated 90 degrees to the left or
right, and the same color coding (green, amber, and red) as applied in the novel CDU of
Medium ST Display. The trapezoid rotated to the left indicates early, and to the right
indicates late as with the time direction applied to the temporal conformance bar of Medium
ST Display. The trapezoids include digits inside their forms [mm:ss] to indicate RTA error
(i.e. |RTA-ETA|). Table 4-4 arranges all the graphics and indications. These graphics are
drawn for all waypoints on the ND. While conducting RTA operations, pilots may want to
monitor temporal conformance before checking detailed RTA and ETA data. In this test
prototype, the default mode displays these temporal conformances graphics that replace the
waypoint symbols on the ND.
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Table 4-4. Temporal Indication Graphics applied to High ST Display
Graphics

Indication

Graphics

Indication

On time: Within the
RTA tolerance while
ownship is early (12
seconds early)

On time: Within the
RTA tolerance while
ownship is late (12
seconds late)

Slightly Early
(32 seconds early)

Slightly Late
(32 seconds late)

Significantly Early
(1 minute and 32
seconds early)

Significantly Late
(1 minute and 32
seconds late)

Figure 4-11shows the prototype of High ST Display. High ST Display implemented a
high amount of information in the limited screen using an interaction technique. The
drawback to the High ST model is the possible interference of cluttered displays in limited
space which may directly increase visual search times and interrupt cognitive processing.
Kroft and Wickens (2001) suggest that the display clutter can be reduced by allowing the
pilot to choose the information displayed, using computer techniques. As shown in Figure
4-11, small pop-up data boxes, including RTA and ETA in the exact time format, and the
defined time tolerance to the early and late way (indicating "±30 seconds" in the example in
Figure 2-12), can be displayed by the operator's selection. "R"and "E" indications are also
reused. Operators can select to make visible or not visible these boxes for all waypoints by
touching a button (“RTA Info” button at the bottom of the ND). This selectable visualization
is designed to avoid display clutter in the default mode. Texts of current and required speed
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are also displayed by the ownship symbol at the top-left. This ND prototype presents the
current time (UTC) on top-right since no RTA page of CDU is coupled with it.

Figure 4-11. Proposed High ST Display (Red Boxes: Added Components)

There are several pros and cons in this design. First, operators can monitor waypoints'
spatial locations and temporal conformances with a single view. Medium ST Display may
still require moving pilots’ eyes between ND and CDU, but High ST display does not require
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the eye to move. Second, operators still monitor the detailed RTA and ETA data on the ND
by selecting pop-up boxes. They also can monitor current and required speed simply by
watching the bottom space. The intention of these configurations is to reduce reliance on the
CDU to monitor RTA information. With the proposed display, operators can monitor all the
required spatio-temporal information for RTA operation with only a single data source. It is
possible that the concurrent spatio-temporal processing is activated with this display
prototype due to the fact that both the spatial information (waypoint location) and temporal
information (temporal conformance) are indicated in the graphic cues, and they may be
processed via a similar channel (Schnotz, 2005). However, creating significant visual clutter
is a major drawback for this display as already stated. Touching the “RTA Info” button to see
the RTA information boxes may be irritating for operators and require additional time to do.
However in reality, opening the RTA information page on the CDU also needs a secondary
manipulation since the page is not the default page in most CDU models.

4.6. Solutions for the Identified Requirements
The solutions for the identified requirements are shown in Table 4-5.
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Table 4-5. Solutions for System Requirements
Theoretical
Division for
Display Design

Requirement

Solution

Information
Grouping

Operationally relevant information needs to
be grouped or closely positioned for fast
and accurate recognition.

Grouping spatial and temporal information on the ND applying
close spatial proximity.

In order for pilots to make a quick decision
on whether the designated RTA can be met
or not, the display should depict intuitive
spatio-temporal indicators of current and
expected situations.

Effectively integrating temporal information on map displays
may accelerate the pilot cognition speed for space-time SA
because pilots can save the eye tracking time compared with
monitoring separated ND and CDU, and possibly activate the
spatio-temporal processing if both spatial and temporal
information are indicated in graphics (due to homogeneous
processing)

Spatio-Temporal
Information

Graphical representation should be
considered to indicate temporal situations.
Text vs. Graphics
A hybrid format (Text and Graphics) may
be preferred.

Situation
Awareness

For successful RTA operations, the display
should be able to support pilots' Level 1,
Level 2, and Level 3 SA for space-time
navigation.

 Designing real-time graphical temporal conformance
indicators for the CDU: includes current and required speed in
the middle
 Designing small graphical temporal conformance indicators
drawn over each waypoint symbol on the ND: includes texts of
RTA error inside each graphic
Current version ND, detailed RTA, ETA, RTA error data
(Level 1 SA), shape and color implications of graphical
temporal conformance indicators (Level 2 SA, Level 3 SA)
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Attentional
Support

Flight deck displays should support pilots
to conserve their attention (i.e., to reduce
demands of pilots’ attention) in attending
to spatial and temporal information.
Signals on the screen should be noticeable
and positioned based on the usual
monitoring flow.

Designing real-time temporal conformance graphics
 Adding the graphics above the traditional time data on CDU
(Medium ST Display)
 Adding the graphics on the waypoint locations within ND
(High ST Display)

Visual Aid for
Dynamic Speed
Control

The visual aid for dynamic speed control
should be designed to help pilots supervise
speed conformance related to appointed
RTAs in next waypoints.

Quick processing cue design: real-time graphical temporal
conformance indicators

The display should be able to save pilots'
mental workload in the expected pilot
Mental Workload
environment with a demand of processing
more information than before.

 Temporal conformance graphics to mitigate pilots' cognitive
demand
 Integrating temporal information on ND to mitigate pilot eye
movement and cognitive demand

Display
Manipulation

The manipulation process for displayed
information should be easy and fast. If
pilots want to go to a different mode or see
detailed information, touch-screen-based
direct manipulation is preferred.

 Adding touch screen buttons to see the temporal information
of the next or previous waypoint on CDU (Medium ST Display)
 Designing a touch screen button to make the detailed time
data visible on ND (High ST Display)

Pictorial Realism

Spatio-temporal indications on the screen
should support pilots to avoid error in
perceiving the spatio-temporal statuses
during RTA operations. Effective designs
using shape or color may help successful
perception. Symbol design should be
intuitive. Indicators should not conflict
with pilots’ mental models.

 Designing the graphical temporal conformance indicator to
mitigate the need of cognitive computation and the possibility
of computation error
 Horizontal bar design to indicate early and late on CDU
(Medium ST Display): Ishihara et al. (2008)
 Presentation of RTA, ETA, current time in Zulu time format
on ND (High ST Display)
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Clutter

Visual clutter due to the added signals on
the screen should be effectively removed
by operators’ manipulation.

Adding the toggle button to make the time information boxes
visible/invisible on the ND

Color

The color coding for graphics should
comply with the official aviation industry
standards.

Applying FAA standard color code
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5. METHODS AND RESULTS FOR EXPERIMENT 1: TEST
OF SPACE-TIME SA WITH STATIC MAPS FOR PUBLIC
BUS
5.1. Objective
The objective of Experiment 1 was to evaluate space-time SA performance during
space-time navigation situations using static navigation maps that contain spatial and
temporal information, and with participants that were a group not specifically trained for
aviation. A navigation map for public bus passengers was developed. On the map, textual
time information was placed near bus stops using exact time format or time length formats.
The benefit of graphical indication of early or late status was also evaluated.

5.2. Experimental Design
The experimental design was a 4 x 8 repeated measure within-subjects factorial
design. Under four different map types, participants’ SA was evaluated by a query method
that asked multiple question types related to the space-time situations. A custom test program
was developed for this experiment; the test program automatically presented a static time
map first and then presented a question after two seconds while the map remained in place.
After answering the question using a keypad, the procedure was repeated until all questions
were answered.

5.2.1. Independent Variables (IVs)
The independent variables (IVs) were Map Type (4), and Question Type (8). The
Map Type included (a) a map that contained exact time information in text-only format (ET
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Text), (b) a map that contained time length information in text-only format (TL Text), (c) a
map that contained exact time information in text + graphics format (ET Text + Graphics),
and (d) a map that contained time length information in text + graphics format (TL Text +
Graphics). The SA question types were created with respect to the time format (exact time vs.
time length), and the three situations of questions that require space-only information, timeonly information, or space-time information. There were 8 different SA question types. These
test conditions of Map Type and Question Type were repeated five times. Table 5-1
summarizes the independent variables.

Table 5-1. Independent Variables (IVs) for Experiment 1
Source

Factor

IV1

Map
Type

IV2

SA
Question
Type

Level





ET Text
TL Text
ET Text + Graphics
TL Text + Graphics






Time ET (asking about exact time information)
Time TL (asking about time length information)
Space Loc (asking about space information)
ST ET (asking about exact time with space
reference)
ST TL (asking about time length with space
reference)
ST Loc ET (asking about space with exact time
reference)
ST Loc TL (asking about space with time length
reference)
ST Conform (asking about time conformance
with space reference)






Repetition

5

Each participant had a total of 160 trials (4 Map Types x 8 Question Types x 5
repetitions). Based on the question types tasks were divided into focused tasks and integrated
tasks. When participants needed to focused on a single information to answer, it was a
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focused task. When they needed to integrate multiple relevant pieces of information to
answer, it was an integrated task. Using this categorization, the experimental data were
analyzed with respect to the proximity compatibility principle. Upon completion of the trials,
subjective questionnaires were provided to evaluate participants’ subjective perceptions on
perceived difficulty for each type of question used within each Map Type. The subjective
questionnaires applied to Experiment 1 are attached in Appendix C. A second subjective
evaluation was the use of the Modified Cooper-Harper Scale (MCH) to evaluate perception
of subject workload on a scale of 1 to 10 (See Appendix E). The next sections describe (a)
the four types of time maps, (b) how they provide space-time information, (c) SA questions,
and (d) the strategies to perform tasks.

5.2.2. IV1: Map Type
All Map Types were comprised of a map display for the public bus routes
presentation. All maps included five bus stops and integrated textual time data for scheduled
time of arrival (STA) and the estimated time of arrival (ETA) at each bus stop. The current
time was displayed at the top-right corner of the maps. Described below are the four map
types designed compounding use of graphics for temporal status (with graphics vs. without
graphics) and time format (exact time vs. time length). Figures 5-1 to 5-4 show these map
types.
5.2.2.1. Time Map with Exact Time and Text-Only (ET Text)
This map type incorporates STAs and ETAs next to a bus stop icon. All time data are
presented in the exact time format (i.e. HH:MM:SS am or pm). Figure 5-1 shows a sample
map for this map type. The  and  symbols in the map represent STA and ETA
respectively. The digit with ± in the parentheses by the STA data indicates the time constraint
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of the STA to define the “on time” range. The red triangle symbol shown on the bus route
indicates the current location of the bus.
5.2.2.2. Time Map with Time Length and Text-Only (TL Text)
This map type is identical to the ET Text except the format of time data. It uses the
time length format (i.e. the time difference between the current time and the time to the stop,
in [MM:SS] format) instead of the exact time format. This cue indicates how long it will take
to get to the next stop(s). Figure 5-2 shows a sample map for this map type.
5.2.2.3. Time Map with Exact Time and Text + Graphics (ET Text + Graphics)
This map type includes the exact time information that is used in the ET Text. In
addition to this textual information, graphics that indicate temporal conformance to STA are
displayed instead of bus stop symbols. The graphics adapt the design that is explained in
Table 4-4 in Section 4.5.2: the trapezoid shape rotated to the left and right to represent early
and late, and color to represent different temporal conformances to STA, and the digit to
represent the difference between STA and ETA at the stop inside the symbol. Considering
the bus passenger’s perspective, the temporal conformance to STA includes on time (within
the time constraint) and early or late (beyond the time constraint). In this experiment the
color indicator for temporal conformance was modified from three to two colors to define on
time (green) and early/late (yellow). (Table 4-4 describes the design for more complex
situations using three colors for different temporal conformances). Figure 5-3 shows a sample
map for this map type.
5.2.2.4. Time Map with Time Length and Text + Graphics (TL Text + Graphics)
This map type is identical to the ET Text + Graphics except that time length is used
instead of exact time for the time information. Figure 5-4 shows a sample map for this map
type.
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Figure 5-1. Sample ET Text Map
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Figure 5-2. Sample TL Text Map
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Figure 5-3. Sample ET Text + Graphics Map
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Figure 5-4. Sample TL Text + Graphics Map
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5.2.3. IV2: SA Questions
SA questions were created related to space, time, and space-time status. When a bus
passenger performs space-time SA, he/she may want to know what time it will be when the
bus arrives at the bus stop (estimated time of arrival at a stop) versus how long it will take to
arrive at a bus stop (estimated time length until a stop). He/she may also want to know spatial
or temporal status such as “Where will I be in six minutes?” or “Based on where I am now,
will I be early or late when I arrive at the specific bus stop?”
A total of eight types of question were asked to evaluate the participants’ space-time
SA performance. The questions contain reference location or time when asking about
estimated location or time including: (a) the estimated time using a specific reference
location, (b) the description of relative location at a time using a specific reference time, or
(c) the temporal status, such as early or late to STA using a specific reference location. Table
5-2 shows the list of SA questions and sample answers according to the example given. In
this Table, the [Time ET] and [ST ET] questions refer to questions that ask about the
estimated exact time. ST ET includes both location (space) and time. The [Time TL] and [ST
TL] questions ask about the estimated time length between the current time and an exact
future time, where again ST requires location and time. The [Space Loc] asks about the exact
location without any time reference, whereas the [ST Loc ET] and [ST Loc TL] questions ask
about the relative location at an exact time in the future and the relative location after a time
length respectively. With the [Space Loc] question, participants do not have to consider the
time to answer. The [ST Conform] question refers to a question that asks about the temporal
conformance of the bus to STA (i.e. the quality of earliness or lateness) at a specific bus stop.
The space-only question (i.e. Space Loc) required participants to focus on the space
data to answer with minimal temporal references. Questions about time-only (i.e. Time ET,
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Time TL) focus participants on the time data with minimal need for spatial references.
Questions about space-time (i.e. ST ET, ST TL, ST Loc ET, ST Loc TL, ST Conform)
require participants to integrate space and time to answer the questions. All these questions
demonstrate what people need to consider universally when they perform navigation with
space-time constraints. All questions presented in a multiple four choice format had only one
correct answer.
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Table 5-2. SA Questions for Experiment 1
Factors of Interest

Questions
[Time ET] What is the estimated time of arrival at the next
bus stop?
(1) 1:09:35 p.m.
Exact Time
(2) 1:10:25 p.m.
Questions
(3) 1:11:15 p.m.
Asking
(4) 1:12:05 p.m.
about
Time[Time TL] How long will it take to get to the next bus stop?
Only
(1) 5 minute and 35 sec
Time Length
(2) 4 minute and 26 sec
(3) 3 minute and 17 sec
(4) 2 minute and 08 sec
Questions
[Space Loc] Where is [bus stop A] located?
Asking
(1) The next bus stop from your current location
about
Location
(2) The 2nd bus stop from your current location
Space(3) The 3rd bus stop from your current location
Only
(4) The 4th bus stop from your current location
[ST ET] What is the estimated time to arrive at [the bus stop
1]?
(1) 1:09:35 p.m.
Exact Time
(2) 1:10:25 p.m.
(3) 1:11:15 p.m.
(4) 1:12:05 p.m.
[ST TL] How long will it take to get to [the bus stop 3]?
(1) 5 minute and 35 sec
Time Length
(2) 4 minute and 26 sec
(3) 3 minute and 17 sec
(4) 2 minute and 08 sec
Questions
[ST Loc ET] Where will you be at 1:12:35 p.m.?
Relative
Asking
(1) Near the bus stop 1
Location at A
about
(2) In the middle of the bus stop 1 and bus stop 2
Space
Specific
(3) Near the bus stop 2
and Time
Exact Time
(4) In the middle of the bus stop 2 and bus stop 3
[ST Loc TL] Where will you be in 6 minutes and 30
Relative
seconds?
Location after
(1) Near the bus stop 1
A
(2) In the middle of the bus stop 1 and bus stop 2
Specific Time
(3) Near the bus stop 2
Length
(4) In the middle of the bus stop 2 and bus stop 3
[ST Conform] Based on where you are now, will you be
Descriptive
early, late or on time when you arrive at [the bus stop 1]?
Status of
(1) Too Early
Temporal
(2) Early, but Within the Constraint
Conformance
(3) Late, but Within the Constraint
(4) Too Late
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5.2.4. Dependent Variables (DVs)
The dependent variables were (a) the response time (RT) to answer the SA questions,
(b) the percent of correct answers (accuracy), (c) subjective questionnaire ratings of
perceived difficulty for each map type and question type, and (d) subjective workload rating
using the MCH scale.

5.3. Hypotheses
5.3.1. Response Time (RT)
Hypotheses are based on the compatibility between Map Type and Question Type. It
was hypothesized that participants would respond faster and with Map Types that include ET
formats compared to TL formats if the question requires ET as an answer. When the Map
Type and Question Type do not match, participants need to perform integration of
information and calculations to answer questions.
Based on Map Type and Question Type, participants encountered compatible or
incompatible time data formats. When the Question Type and Map Type displayed are
compatible (e.g. ET Text map with Time ET question), participants search the pertinent data
on the map to choose the correct answer. When the two time formats are different (e.g. ET
Text map with Time TL question), participants must perform an arithmetic computation to
answer the question. The compatible situations require participants to focus only on the
correct data on the map, whereas the incompatible situations requires participants to integrate
two time data formats. For example, if a participant is provided with a [Time ET] question
(“What is the estimated time of arrival at the next bus stop?”) and a [ET Text] map, the
participant focuses on the time value at the next bus stop. The same question with a [TL
Text] map requires a calculation to determine what exact time it will be in the future based on
the amount of time (e.g. 20 minutes) to get to the next stop. With respect to the proximity
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compatibility principle, the first situation is considered as a focused task and the latter
situation is considered an integrated task. These different tasks created from the compatibility
between the Map Type and Question Type will result in RT performance differences.
For the [ST Conform] question (asking about earliness or lateness to a specific
location, described in Table 5-2), maps with graphics were expected to affect RT
performance. Participants may need to integrate STA, ETA, and the time constraint and
conduct a computation to answer this question. Therefore, the conditions with this question
when presented for each of the four maps are integrated tasks. With [ET Text + Graphics]
and [TL Text + Graphics] maps, participants could focus on the graphics instead of
performing a computation to answer the question, but the basic option of performing a
computation was still available. The resultant mapping of focused tasks and integrated tasks
are listed in Table 5-3.

Table 5-3. Mapping of Focused Task vs. Integrated Task in Experiment 1
ET Text

TL Text

ET Text +
Graphics

TL Text +
Graphics

[Time ET]

Focused Task

Integrated Task

Focused Task

Integrated Task

[Time TL]

Integrated Task

Focused Task

Integrated Task

Focused Task

[Space Loc]

Focused Task

Focused Task

Focused Task

Focused Task

[ST ET]

Focused Task

Integrated Task

Focused Task

Integrated Task

[ST TL]

Integrated Task

Focused Task

Integrated Task

Focused Task

[ST Loc ET]

Focused Task

Integrated Task

Focused Task

Integrated Task

[ST Loc TL]

Integrated Task

Focused Task

Integrated Task

Focused Task

[ST Conform]

Integrated Task

Integrated Task

Integrated Task

Integrated Task
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In [ET Text] and [TL Text] maps the time information are indicated via text-only
(the alphanumeric time indication). For the [ET Text + Graphics] and [TL Text + Graphics]
maps, graphics are added to indicate temporal conformances to STA directly. Therefore,
graphic maps were hypothesized to result in faster RT compared to Text only for ST
Conform and Space LOC questions types. These two question types do not require a focus
on textual time data or computation compared to other question types. It was not known
whether maps with the graphics would interfere with participants’ tasks to answer most
question types. Interactions between question type and map type were possible.

5.3.2. Accuracy
Accuracy performance is not easily predicted. The required level of computation is
not difficult so it was expected that participants would be able to answer most questions
accurately. However, the time to respond to question accurately would be higher for
incompatible Map and Question Types.
The detailed hypotheses for RT and Accuracy are presented in Table 5-4.
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Table 5-4. Hypotheses for Experiment 1
STANDPOINT: SA Response Time (RT) by Question Type and Map Type
(Interaction)
Hypothesis 1: There will be an
interaction in the SA RT between
Question Type and Map Type.

Null Hypothesis 1: There will be no
interaction in the SA RT between Question
Type and Map Type.

Rationale) Based on Map Type and Question Type, participants encountered compatible
or incompatible time data formats within the different map types with the different
question types. If the time format of question is not compatible with map, participants will
require subjective computation with the incompatible time formats to find the answer. If
the time format is compatible, they will save the time for computation. With the temporal
conformance graphics, they will save the time for computation when they are provided
with [ST Conform] question.
Expectation)
 The response time to answer the [Time ET], [ST ET], [ST Loc ET] questions with [ET
Text] or [ET Text + Graphics] maps are expected to be shorter than with [TL Text] or
[TL Text + Graphics].
 The response time to answer the [Time TL], [ST TL], [ST Loc TL] questions with [TL
Text] or [TL Text + Graphics] are expected to be shorter than with [ET Text] or [ET
Text + Graphics].
 The response time to answer the [ST Conform] question with [ET Text + Graphics] or
[TL Text + Graphics] maps are expected to be shorter than with [ET Text] and [TL
Text].
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STANDPOINT: SA RT between Question Types
Hypothesis 2: There will be a difference
in the SA RT between Question Types.

Null Hypothesis 2: There will be no
difference in the SA RT between Question
Types.

Rationale) The space-time question group [ST ET] [ST TL] asks about time with a
specific space reference and the time-only question group [Time ET] and [Time TL] asks
about time with a reference location of “the next bus stop”. Here, the required cognitive
effort to search for the specific bus stop by recognizing texts with [ST ET] and [ST TL]
questions will be higher than to search for the next bus stop that is easily seen near the
conspicuous current bus stop symbol with [Time ET] and [Time TL] questions. The
processing for recognizing the texts will take longer than perception of graphics simply
because “pictures are usually more memorable than words, and are thus useful when
information has to be remembered.” (Fleming & Levie, 1993).
For the [ST Loc ET] and [ST Loc TL] questions, participants have to pay attention to both
space and time whereas participants need to pay attention only to space to answer the
[Space Loc] question. It is no wonder that the [ST Loc ET] and [ST Loc TL] questions use
more processing steps and may require a longer time to answer than the [Space Loc]
question.
Expectation)
 With all Map conditions, the response times to answer the [Time ET] question will be
shorter than response times to answer the [ST ET] question.
 With all Map conditions, the response times to answer the [Time TL] question will be
shorter than response times to answer the [ST TL] question.
 With all Map conditions, the response times to answer the [Space Loc] question will
be shorter than to answer the [ST Loc ET] and [ST Loc TL] questions.
STANDPOINT: SA RT between Map Types
Hypothesis 3: There will be a difference
in SA RT between Map Types.

Null Hypothesis 3: There will be no
difference in SA RT between Map Types.

Rationale) The effectiveness of temporal conformance graphics in [ET Text + Graphics]
and [TL Text + Graphics] could be capitalized considering the interaction between
Question Type and Map Type, because the performance with the Maps with Graphics was
expected to be higher with [ST Conform] question type. However, the overall performance
of Maps with Graphics is expected to be higher with the Maps with Text-Only, assuming
that participants would have chances to utilize the graphics with the Maps with Graphics.
Expectation)
 With all Question Types, there will be no difference in SA RT between [ET Text] and
[TL Text].
 With all Question Types, there will be no difference in SA RT between [ET Text +
Graphics] and [TL Text + Graphics].
 The SA RT will be shorter with [ET Text + Graphics] and [TL Text + Graphics] than
[ET Text] and [TL Text].
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STANDPOINT: SA Accuracy of by Question Type and Map Type (Interaction)
Hypothesis 4: There will be a difference
in the percent correct answers by
Question Type and Map Type.

Null Hypothesis 4: There will be no
difference in the percent correct answers by
Question Type and Map Type.

Rationale) Even when the time formats are incompatible between question and map,
participants may be able to conduct the correct arithmetic computation to achieve the
desired SA although it may take longer to do this. When they are provided with [ST
Conform] question, they will conduct the correct computation even without the temporal
conformance graphics.
Expectation)
 There will be no significant differences for the percent correct answers between [ET
Text] and [TL Text] when participants are provided with [Time ET], [ST ET], [ST Loc
ET] questions.
 There be no significant differences for the percent correct answers between [ET Text +
Graphics] and [TL Text + Graphics] when participants are provided with [Time ET],
[ST ET], [ST Loc ET] questions.
 There will be no significant differences for the percent correct answers between [ET
Text] and [TL Text] when participants are provided with [Time TL], [ST TL], [ST Loc
TL] questions.
 There will be no significant differences for the percent correct answers between [ET
Text + Graphics] and [TL Text + Graphics] when participants are provided with the
[Time TL], [ST TL], [ST Loc TL] questions.
 For [ST Conform] question, there will be no significant differences in the percent
correct answers between [ET Text] and [ET Text + Graphics], or [TL Text] and [TL
Text + Graphics].
STANDPOINT: SA Accuracy between Question Types
Hypothesis 5: There will be a difference
in the percent correct answers among
Question Types.

Null Hypothesis 5: There will be no
difference in the percent correct answers
between Question Types.

Rationale) Participant accuracy is not expected to be different between question types
because the questions are not very difficult to answer even when requiring a computation.
RT will show the need for more time to answer computational questions based on
Question Types.
Expectation)
 There will be no significant difference in accuracy between [Time ET] and [ST ET].
 There will be no significant difference in accuracy between [Time TL] and [ST TL].
 There will be no significant difference in accuracy among [Space Loc], [ST Loc ET],
and [ST Loc TL] questions.
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STANDPOINT: SA Accuracy between Map Types
Hypothesis 6: There will be a difference
in the accuracy between Map Types.

Null Hypothesis 6: There will be no
difference in accuracy between Map Types.

Rationale) Even when disregarding the interaction between Question Type and Map
Type, participants would be able to conduct correct computations to answer questions
without the temporal conformance graphics, because the computation level is not very
difficult.
Expectation)
 It is expected that there is no significant difference in the percent of correct answers
between [ET Text] and [ET Text + Graphics], or between [TL Text] and [TL Text +
Graphics] for all question types.
 It is expected that there is no significant difference in the percent of correct answers
between [TL Text] and [TL Text + Graphics], or between [ET Text] and [ET Text +
Graphics] for all question types.
STANDPOINT: Subjective Difficulty by Question Type and Map Type (Interaction)
Hypothesis 7: There will be an
interaction in subjective difficulty
between question type and Map Type.

Null Hypothesis 7: There will be no
interaction in subjective difficulty between
question type and Map Type.

Rationale) Participants may perceive that the maps with text + graphics are beneficial to
accelerate their space-time SA and to reduce errors.. It is expected that there is no factor
that impacts the conflict between participants’ subjective opinions and the objective
response (SA RT).
Expectation)
 The subjective difficulty with [Time ET], [ST ET], [ST Loc ET] questions may be
rated easier in [ET Text], [ET Text + Graphics] maps than in [TL Text], [TL Text +
Graphics] maps.
 The subjective difficulty with [Time TL], [ST TL], [ST Loc TL] questions may be
rated easier in [TL Text], [TL Text + Graphics] maps than in [ET Text], [ET Text +
Graphics] maps.
 The subjective difficulty with [Space Loc] question may not have any difference
between [ET Text], [ET Text + Graphics] maps and [TL Text], [TL Text + Graphics]
maps.
 The [ST Conform] question may be easier with [ET Text + Graphics] and [TL Text +
Graphics] maps than [ET Text] and [TL Text].
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STANDPOINT: Subjective Difficulty among Question Types
Hypothesis 8: There will be a difference
in the subjective responses among
Question Types.

Null Hypothesis 8: There will be no
difference in the subjective responses among
Question Types.

Rationale) Participants will subjectively perceive that attending space-only or time-only is
easier than attending both space and time.
Expectation)
 The subjective difficulty with [Time ET] and [ET Text] will be rated as easier than [ST
ET] and [ST TL].
 The subjective difficulty with [Space Loc] will be rated as easier than [ST Loc ET] and
[ST Loc TL].
STANDPOINT: Subjective Difficulty among Map Types
Hypothesis 9: There will be a difference
in the subjective responses between Map
Types.

Null Hypothesis 9: There will be no
difference in the subjective responses
between Map Types.

Rationale) Participants will subjectively perceive that the temporal conformance graphics
are beneficial for their tasks because they may recall they answered questions easily with
the graphics in some situations.
Expectation)
 The subjective difficulty with [ET Text + Graphics] or [TL Text + Graphics] will be
rated as easier than [ET Text] or [TL Text].
STANDPOINT: Subjective Mental Workload by Map Type
Hypothesis 10: There will be a difference
in the mental workload ratings between
Map Types.

Null Hypothesis 10: There is no difference in
the mental workload ratings between Map
Types.

Rationale) Participants will subjectively perceive that text + graphics on the maps is
beneficial to reduce their mental workload as they experienced tasks with the graphics.
Expectation)
 The workload rating may be lower with [ET Text + Graphics], [TL Text + Graphics]
than [ET Text], [TL Text].

5.4. Test Scenario
Experiment 1 presented various scenarios in the space-time navigation situation
adopting a bus passenger’s perspective. Participants were provided with an assumption that
they should be at their doctor’s office by the appointed time and were taking the bus. The
map displays installed on the bus depicted the bus route with STA and ETA at every bus stop
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to inform passengers about their travel. The participants were told that the STAs at each bus
stop were determined by analyzing the population and traffic on the routes with respect to the
time of day, the day of the week, seasons, and holidays. There were early and late constraints
for the STAs as the acceptable probability of being early or late at each bus stop. The time
constraint values to define “on time” to arrive at each stop were varied depending on the
population around the stop. Participants were told that the ETAs at bus stops could change
dynamically depending on the road, traffic, and weather, etc. on the route. The amount of
traffic on the route, the crowdedness of bus, and the regional crowdedness around the bus
stop were not highly predictable due to the situational uncertainty. Based on these factors, the
RTA tolerances and temporal conformances to each STA were varied. The experimenter
explained the scenario from the bus passenger’s standpoint to participants before starting the
trials. The participants tried to achieve space-time SA in the simulated situations from the bus
passenger’s viewpoint.
Each map type applied the same set of navigation maps, but their temporal data were
different. As a result, all 160 trials were unique, and participants were not able to learn an
answer from a prior scenario.

5.5. Participants
A total of 22 people (9 females / 13 males) including 19 Wright State University
students and 3 Dayton area residents between the ages of 18 and 43 (mean age = 26.8)
participated in the study. They were not paid for their participation.

5.6. Apparatus
The apparatus included a personal computer, two LCD displays, and a numeric
keypad. The customized test program was installed on the PC connected to both LCDs. The
left LCD presented the map display and the right LCD showed the question and answer
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choices. The participants pressed the numeric keypad to respond. Figure 5-5 shows the
apparatus for this experiment.

Figure 5-5. Apparatus of Experiment 1

5.7. Procedures
The experimenter asked participants to read and sign the informed consent form.
Participants were instructed how to conduct the test through demonstrations with eight
practice trials. Upon completion of training the experimental trials began. After the map
displayed for two seconds, an SA question and four choices based on the scenario was
displayed on the right LCD. The participants input their answer choice using the keypad.
Upon pressing the keypad, the next map and question were presented using the same
paradigm until all questions for a specific Map Type were completed. After completing
questions for a specific Map Type, participants were asked to rate their subjective workload
and answer the subjective questionnaire. Participants continued their trials for each Map
Type. The order of the four different map types was counter-balanced for each individual
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participant. Within each Map Type, the 40 scenarios were presented in random order. The
response times to answer the questions and accuracy of the answers were recorded. The
average time to finish all the trials per participant was 1 hour and 45 minutes.

5.8. Experiment 1 Results
The response time (RT) and Accuracy were statistically analyzed using JMP Ver.
11.2.0 for Windows. The response time data were analyzed for normality using the ShapiroWilk test. As typical with human response time, data were skewed to the left not satisfying
the normal distribution. 10% of outliers from the highest RT were eliminated in all data by
Map Type and Question Type. After outlier elimination some data set were still not normally
distributed. However, Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) is robust to non-normality and is used
to analyze human RT data, therefore an ANOVA was conducted. The distribution of every
data set is attached in Appendix A. Post-hoc simple effects F-tests were used to evaluate
significant interactions and Tukey’s Honestly Significantly Difference (HSD) test was used
for paired comparisons. The significance criterion level (α) was set at 0.05.
The subjective questionnaire used a seven-level Likert scale. These non-continuous
data were not normally distributed according to Shapiro-Wilk test, but their distributions
were close to bell-shaped. The data were analyzed using ANOVA. Subjective workload
measured using the Modified Cooper-Harper Scale (MCH) were analyzed by Map Type
using ANOVA. Wierwille and Casali (1983) validated the use of ANOVA for the interval
analysis of MCH.

5.8.1. Response Time
A brief summary of the 4 (Map Type) x 8 (Question Type) interaction for RT is listed
in Table 5-5. There was a significant interaction between Question Type and Map Type, F
(21, 590.7) = 56.782, p < .0001, and is illustrated in Figure 5-6. A simple-effect F-test by
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Question Type and Map Type was also conducted. As expected, there is a significant
difference in RT among questions for each Map Type. There is a significant difference in RT
among Map Type for each Question Type. Table 5-6 and Table 5-7 list the results by Map
Type and Question Type respectively. Post-hoc analysis indicated that all Map Type effects
were significant with p values < .0001. For question type, the Space Loc was the only
question for which RT was not significantly different across Map Types, F (3, 594.8) =
0.202, p = 0.8953. Table 5-8 shows Tukey groupings of RT for each map type as a function
of question type.

Table 5-5. ANOVA Results for RT (* when significant)
Source
DF
Den DF
F
Question Type
7
591.4
76.313
Map Type
3
591.5
15.600
Question Type x Map Type
21
590.7
56.782

Prob > F
<.0001*
<.0001*
<.0001*

Note. Significant at p < .05

Table 5-6. Results of Simple-Effect F-Test by Map Type for RT (* when
significant)
Map Type
DF
Den DF
F
Prob > F
ET Text
7
587.8
70.468
<.0001*
ET Text + Graphics
7
591
57.158
<.0001*
TL Text
7
599.4
64.400
<.0001*
TL Text + Graphics
7
585.2
54.651
<.0001*
Note. Significant at p < .05

Table 5-7. Results of Simple-Effect F-Test by Question Type for RT (* when
significant )
Question Type
DF
Den DF
F
Prob > F
Space Loc
3
594.8
0.202
0.8953
ST Conform
3
582.3
14.629
<.0001*
ST ET
3
609.4
51.497
<.0001*
ST Loc ET
3
580.1
35.983
<.0001*
ST Loc TL
3
580.6
35.018
<.0001*
ST TL
3
593.6
144.045
<.0001*
Time ET
3
585.1
31.337
<.0001*
Time TL
3
601.2
99.218
<.0001*
Note. Significant at p < .05
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Table 5-8. RT for each Map Type as a Function of Question Type
Map Type = ET Text
Question Type
ST TL
Time TL
ST Conform
ST Loc TL
ST Loc ET
ST ET
Time ET
Space Loc

J
J
J

Mean RT
(sec)
24.106
21.571
18.445
17.733
14.179
11.695
10.557
8.813

J
J
J
J

22.187
19.997
15.974
15.862
11.174
9.600
9.022
8.978

J
J
J

22.376
19.019
18.341
17.600
13.304
10.822
10.582
8.954

J
J
J
J

22.108
18.427
17.508
13.275
11.767
9.996
9.481
9.255

Tukey Grouping
A
A

B

C
C

D
D

E
E
F

G

H
H

I
I

Map Type = TL Text
ST Loc ET
ST ET
Time ET
ST Conform
ST Loc TL
ST TL
Space Loc
Time TL
ST TL
Time TL
ST Loc TL
ST Loc ET
ST Conform
ST ET
Time ET
Space Loc

A

B
B

C

D
E
E

F
F

G
G
H

Map Type = ET Text + Graphics
A
B
B
C D E
C D E
D E F
G H
H

Map Type = TL Text + Graphics
A
B
C D E
D E F
G H
H

I

I
I
I

ST Loc ET
ST ET
Time ET
ST Conform
I
ST Loc TL
I
ST TL
I
Space Loc
Time TL
Note. Levels not connected by same letter are significantly different.
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Figure 5-6. Mean RT Data by Question Type and Map Type with Tukey Groupings by Letters
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Results showed that participants had shorter RT performance when the time format
between question and map was compatible. For example, when they were provided with
Time ET question in ET Text + Graphics map, their RTs were shorter than when they were
provided with the Time ET question in TL Text + Graphics map. The interaction was
expected because ET question types are more compatible with ET map types, and TL
question types are more compatible with TL map types.
Both the main effects of Question Type and Map Type for RT was statistically
significant; however, in light of the interaction, main effect results should be interpreted with
consideration of the interaction. As shown in Table 5-9, post-hoc Tukey’s tests indicated that
the RT with TL Text and TL Text + Graphics were significantly shorter than the RT with
ET Text and ET Text + Graphics. Figure 5-7 illustrates the main effect of Map Type for
RT.
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Table 5-9. Tukey’s Test Results for RT by Map Type
Map Type

Tukey Grouping

Mean RT (sec)

ET Text
A
15.887
ET Text + Graphics
A
15.125
TL Text
B
14.099
TL Text + Graphics
B
13.977
Note. Levels not connected by same letter are significantly different.

Figure 5-7. Mean RT by Map Type with Tukey Groupings by Letters

The main effect of Question Type for RT was also statistically significant and is
illustrated in Figure 5-8. Table 5-10 presents the Tukey’s test results. Participants answered
Space Loc question faster than any other questions and answered ST Loc ET question
slower than any other questions. ST TL, ST ET, and ST Conform RTs were not
significantly different. The RTs for ST ET, ST Conform, ST Loc TL, and Time TL were
also similar. Another similar RT group was ST Loc TL, Time TL, and Time ET. When
participants had to review both space and time they took longer to answer compared to space
or time alone as was expected. All significant differences are listed in Table 5-10. However,
as described previously, Question Type interacts with Map Type, therefore main effect
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results should be considered with respect to the significant interaction between Question
Type and Map Type.

Table 5-10. Tukey’s Test Results for RT by Question Type
Question Type

Tukey Grouping

ST Loc ET
A
ST TL
B
ST ET
B
C
ST Conform
B
C
ST Loc TL
C
D
Time TL
C
D
Time ET
D
Space Loc
E
Note. Levels not connected by same letter are significantly different.

Mean RT (sec)
19.019
16.519
15.235
15.221
14.754
14.705
13.655
9.068

Figure 5-8. Mean RT Data by Question Type with Tukey Groupings by Letters
In Section 5.3.1, focused tasks and integrated tasks were mapped to evaluate the
performance between low and high display proximity conditions. Focused tasks exist when
participants were provided with questions that were asked in the exact time (Time ET, ST
ET, ST Loc ET) and space-only (Space Loc) formats with the map types that include exact
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time information (ET Text, ET Text + Graphics). Focused tasks also exist when questions
were asked in the time length format (Time TL, ST TL, ST Loc TL) and space-only (Space
Loc) questions for map types that include time length information (TL Text and TL Text +
Graphics). Results shown in Table 5-8 indicated that RT were not significantly different
between the low display proximity and the high display proximity (ET Text vs. ET Text +
Graphics, TL Text vs. TL Text + Graphics) on any question with respect to the focused
task. Figure 5-9 replots the interaction data in a line-graphic format that illustrates differences
based on display proximity level for focused tasks that are either ET or TL. The data are the
same as those presented in the Figure 5-6, but the line graph is used to support the reader to
evaluate the trend.
For the focused tasks performance using ET maps has a greater spread in RT across
the different question types compared to TL maps.
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Figure 5-9. RT during FocusedTasks with Letters of Tukey Grouping (Same
Color as Each Graph)
Integrated tasks were presented when participants were shown questions about exact
time (Time ET, ST ET, ST Loc ET) with map types that include time length information
(TL Text, TL Text + Graphics). Integrated tasks also exist when TL questions (Time TL,
ST TL, ST Loc TL) were presented with ET map types (ET Text, ET Text + Graphics).
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Questions about temporal conformance (ST Conform) with all four map types are also
considered an integrated task.
According to the results shown in Table 5-8, when participants were provided with
ST Conform question in ET maps, they answered significantly faster with high display
proximity conditions (ET-Graphics) compared to low display proximity condition (ETText). When they were provided with the ST Conform questions using TL maps, their RTs
were not different between the low and high display proximity conditions for either Map
Type (ET vs. TL).
Figure 5-10 replots the interaction data in the same way as Figure 5-9 for integrated
tasks that are either ET or TL. Participants RTs were not significantly different in the low
and high display proximity conditions for either Map Type (ET or TL). Comparing figures
5-9 and 5-10, the results illustrate that the RT for integrated tasks tend to be slower than for
focused tasks.
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Figure 5-10. RT during Integrated Tasks with Letters of Tukey Grouping (Same
Color as Each Graph)

5.8.2. Accuracy
Results of the 4 x 8 within-subject ANOVA for Accuracy are listed in Table 5-11.
There was a significant interaction between Map Type and Question Type, F (21, 430.6) =
4.16, p < .0001, which is illustrated in Figure 5-11.
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A simple-effect F-test by Question Type indicated that questions ST Loc ET, F (3,
476) = 21.98, p < .0001, ST TL, F (3, 487.4) = 4.37, p = 0.005, and Time TL, F (3, 496.6) =
3.80, p = 0.01, there was a significant effect of Map Type (see Appendix F for simple-effect
results). Table 5-12 provides means for each Question Type by Map Type and Tukey
grouping results. For ST Loc ET, the mean percent correct answer was significantly higher
in ET Text than other Map Types. Post-hoc analysis indicated that the percent correct
answers with the ST Loc ET was the lowest in TL Text, ET Text + Graphics and TL Text
+ Graphics. The difference of percent correct answer for this Question Type was at least
14.55% (between ET Text and TL Text). However, Tukey grouping in Table 5-12 itself
does not show significant differences between Map Types for ST TL and Time TL
questions. The difference for ST TL question was at most 10.56% (between TL Text and ET
Text + Graphics). The difference for Time TL was at most 9.21% (between ET Text and
ET Text + Graphics).
A simple-effect F test by Map Type indicated significant differences across questions
for three Map Types: TL Text, F (7, 470.2) = 2.95, p = 0.005, ET Text + Graphics, F (7,
463.5) = 12.33, p < .0001, and TL Text + Graphics, F (7, 471) = 4.21, p =0.0002. The
results can be found in Appendix F. For ET Text + Graphics and TL Text + Graphics,
accuracy for Space Loc was significantly higher than ST Loc ET. The question ST Loc ET
had higher accuracy only when the Map Type was ET Text. For all other Map Types, the
percent correct answers were lowest for this Question Type.
Overall, percent correct answers were over 80% except for ST Loc ET with Map
Type ET Text + Graphics (75%). Most responses were above 90% correct.
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Table 5-11. ANOVA Results for Percent Correct Answers (* when significant)
Source
Question Type
Map Type
Question Type * Map Type
Note. Significant at p < .05

DF
7
3
21

DF Den
139.7
62.56
430.6
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F
6.3087
4.9372
4.1571

Prob > F
<.0001*
0.0039*
<.0001*

Figure 5-11. Mean Percent Correct Answers by Question Type and Map Type with Tukey Groupings by Letters
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Table 5-12. Percent Correct Answers for each Map Type as Function of
Question Type
Map Type = ET Text
Question Type
ST ET
ST Loc ET
Time ET
ST Loc TL
ST Conform
Space Loc
Time TL
ST TL

Tukey Grouping
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

B
B
B
C
B
C
B
C
B
C
D
B
C
D
Map Type = TL Text
ST TL
A
B
C
Time ET
A
B
C
Space Loc
A
B
C
ST Loc TL
A
B
C
D
Time TL
A
B
C
D
ST ET
A
B
C
D
ST Conform
A
B
C
D
ST Loc ET
C
D
E
Map Type = ET Text + Graphics
Space Loc
A
B
Time ET
A
B
ST ET
A
B
C
ST Loc TL
A
B
C
ST Conform
A
B
C
D
ST TL
A
B
C
D
E
Time TL
B
C
D
E
ST Loc ET
E
Map Type = TL Text + Graphics
Space Loc
A
B
ST Conform
A
B
C
ST TL
A
B
C
ST Loc TL
A
B
C
D
Time ET
A
B
C
D
Time TL
A
B
C
D
ST ET
A
B
C
D
ST Loc ET
D
E
Note. Levels not connected by same letter are significantly different.
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Mean Percent
Correct Answers
(%)
100.000
99.091
99.091
97.273
96.364
96.364
95.369
92.179
97.793
97.273
97.273
95.455
94.688
94.366
93.619
84.545
99.091
99.091
98.182
97.291
93.636
87.228
86.156
74.545
99.769
96.222
95.606
94.545
94.296
94.204
93.740
82.028

The main effects of Map Type and Question Type for percent correct answers were
both statistically significant. However, as in the RT analysis, the main effects should be
interpreted with consideration of the interaction. As seen in Table 5-13, post-hoc Tukey’s
tests indicated that the percent correct answers of ET Text was significantly higher than ET
Text + Graphics. Figure 5-12 illustrates the main effect of Map Type for percent correct
answers.

Table 5-13. Tukey’s Test Results for Percent Correct Answers by Map Type
Tukey
Mean Percent Correct Answers
Grouping
(%)
A
96.966
ET Text
A
B
94.376
TL Text
A
B
93.801
TL Text + Graphics
B
91.903
ET Text + Graphics
Note. Levels not connected by same letter are significantly different.
Level

Figure 5-12. Mean Percent Correct Answers by Map Type
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The main effect of Question Type for percent correct answers was also statistically
significant (Figure 5-13). According to the Tukey’s test results (Table 5-14), only the percent
correct answers of the ST Loc ET question was significantly lower than other question types.
The effect of Question Type is dependent on the Map Type as described in the interaction.

Table 5-14. Tukey’s Test Results of Percent Correct Answers by Question Type
Tukey
Mean Percent Correct Answers (%)
Grouping
Space Loc
A
98.124
Time ET
A
97.438
ST ET
A
96.572
ST Loc TL
A
96.141
ST Conform
A
94.960
ST TL
A
93.201
Time TL
A
92.604
ST Loc ET
B
85.052
Note. Levels not connected by same letter are significantly different.
Level

Figure 5-13. Mean Percent Correct Answers by Question Type
Evaluation of the percent correct answers with respect to the concept of focused
versus integrated tasks is described below. Line charts were used to help the reader see trends
in direction. These data are the same as those presented in the Figure 5-11. For focused tasks
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using ET map types (Top of Figure 5-14), the percent correct answers for question ST Loc
ET was significantly lower when the display proximity became higher. This did not occur for
focused tasks with TL type maps (Bottom of Figure 5-14). There was no difference in
performance between ET and TL Map Types for integrated task questions (Figure 5-15).

Figure 5-14. Percent Correct Answers during Focused Tasks with Letters of
Tukey Grouping (Same Color as Each Graph)
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Figure 5-15. Percent Correct Answers during Integrated Tasks with Letters of
Tukey Grouping (Same Color as Each Graph)

5.8.3. Subjective Difficulty
Participants rated the difficulty of each Question Type for each Map Type on a scale
of 1-7 with 1 being “very easy” and 7 being “very difficult”. The ANOVA results of mean
questionnaire rating are presented in Table 5-15. The main effects of Question Type, F (7,
147) = 44.21, p < .001, and Map Type, F (3, 63) = 5.07, p = 0.0033, and the interaction effect
between Question Type and Map Type, F (21, 441) = 64.73, p < .0001, were significant.
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Table 5-16 presents the Tukey’s test results according to the interaction between Question
Type and Map Type. Figure 5-16 illustrates the mean subjective difficulty by Map Type as
the function of Question Type. Participants rated the Space Loc as the easiest question type
in all four Map Types. In ET Text and ET Text + Graphics maps, subjective difficulty with
Time ET and ST ET questions was rated as easier than Time TL and ST TL questions. In
ET Text map, the subjective difficulty was easier with ST Loc ET than ST Loc TL. In TL
Text and TL Text + Graphics maps, participants rated Time TL, ST TL, and ST Loc TL
questions lower (easier) than Time ET, ST ET, and ST Loc ET questions. In this
illustration, the pattern of subjective difficulty levels by Question Type and Map Type are
very similar to the graph of RT in Figure 5-6. In ET Text and ET Text + Graphics maps,
the RTs were shorter with Time ET and ST ET questions than Time TL and ST TL
questions. In ET Text map, the RTs were shorter with ST Loc ET than ST Loc TL
questions. Also, the RTs were shorter with Time TL and ST TL questions than Time ET
and ST ET questions in TL Text and TL Text + Graphics maps. However, the subjective
difficulty ratings with ST Loc ET questions were significantly lower (easier) than with ST
Loc TL questions when using ET Text and ET Text + Graphics maps. However, RT
performance between the two questions were not significantly different for the ET Text +
Graphics map condition. The subjective difficulty of ST Conform question was also not
directly consistent with the RT analysis. There were significant differences in subjective
difficulty for this question between Text-Only maps (ET Text, TL Text) and Text +
Graphics maps (ET Text + Graphics, TL Text + Graphics). For RT there was no
significant difference in subject RT among TL Text, ET Text + Graphics, and TL Text +
Graphics with this Question Type.
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Table 5-15. ANOVA Results for Subjective Difficulty Data (* when significant)
Source
Question Type
Map Type
Map Type * Question Type
Note. Significant at p < .05

DF
7
3
21
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DF Den
147
63
441

F
44.215
5.069
64.733

Prob > F
<.0001*
0.0033*
<.0001*

Table 5-16. Tukey’s Test Results for Subjective Difficulty by Map Type and
Question Type
Map Type = ET Text
Level

Tukey Grouping

ST Loc TL
ST TL
Time TL
ST Conform
ST Loc ET
ST ET
Space Loc
Time ET

A B
A B C D
A B C D E
E F G
F G H I
I J K L
L
L

Mean Subjective
Difficulty (1:Very Easy
~7: Very Difficult)
4.500 Difficult
4.182
3.636
2.909
2.500
1.864
1.273
1.227 Easy

Map Type = TL Text
ST Loc ET
ST ET
Time ET
ST Conform
ST Loc TL
ST TL
Space Loc
Time TL

A
A B C
B C D E
E F G H
E F G H I
H I J K L
K L
L

4.545 Difficult
4.227
3.591
2.818
2.727
1.909
1.364
1.182 Easy

Map Type = ET Text + Graphics
ST Loc TL
ST TL
Time TL
ST Loc ET
ST ET
ST Conform
Space Loc
Time ET

A B C
A B C D
C D E
F G H I J
I J K
K
K
K

L
L
L
L

4.409 Difficult
4.091
3.545
2.364
1.864
1.409
1.409
1.364 Easy

Map Type = TL Text + Graphics
ST Loc ET
A B C
ST ET
A B C
Time ET
D E F
ST Loc TL
G H I J K
ST TL
I J K L
Space Loc
J K L
ST Conform
L
Time TL
L
Note. Levels not connected by same letter are significantly different.
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4.409 Difficult
4.273
3.273
2.273
1.864
1.455
1.318
1.136 Easy

Figure 5-16. Mean Subjective Difficulties by Question Type and Map Type with Tukey Grouping by Letters
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The main effect results for Subjective Difficulty were also somewhat similar to the
RT analysis. As listed in Table 5-17, the main effect by Map Type was significant. Post-hoc
Tukey’s test indicated that TL Text + Graphics was perceived as easier than ET Text and
TL Text. There were no other significant differences. Figure 5-17 illustrates the main effect
of Map Type for ratings of subjective difficulty. Similarly, the RTs with TL Text +
Graphics was shorter than ET Text questions. These results of main effect should be
considered with respect to the interaction. It should be noted that for all Map Types ratings
are low (less than 3) on a scale of 1-7 indicating that participants considered the Map Types
to be relatively easy to use.

Table 5-17. Tukey’s Test Results for Subjective Difficulty by Map Type
Mean Subjective Difficulty
Level
Tukey Grouping
(1: Very Easy ~7: Very Difficult)
TL Text
A
2.795
ET Text
A
2.761
ET Text + Graphics
A
B
2.557
TL Text + Graphics
B
2.500
Note. Levels not connected by same letter are significantly different.

Figure 5-17. Mean Subjective Difficulties by Map Type with Tukey Grouping by
Letters
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According to the post-hoc analysis on the main effect of Question Type shown in
Table 5-18 and Figure 5-18, Space Loc question was perceived as the easiest among the
question types. Similarly, it resulted in the fastest response speed in the RT analysis (see
Table 5-10). Then ST Conform, Time ET, and Time TL were rated as easier than any
of the other ST question types.
Table 5-18. Tukey’s Test Results for Subjective Difficulty by Question Type
Mean Subjective Difficulty
(1: Very Easy ~7: Very Difficult)
Space Loc
A
6.625
ST Conform
B
5.886
Time ET
B
5.636
Time TL
B
5.625
ST TL
C
4.989
ST ET
C
4.943
ST Loc ET
C
4.545
ST Loc TL
C
4.523
Note. Levels not connected by same letter are significantly different.
Level

Tukey Grouping

Figure 5-18. Mean Subjective Difficulties by Question Type with Tukey Grouping
by Letters
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5.8.3.1. Workload Rating for Map Type
A one-way ANOVA was conducted on the mean workload rating for Map Type and
is shown in Table 5-19. The effect of Map Type was significant, F (3, 19.727) = 6.576, p =
0.0006. Table 5-20 shows the Tukey’s test results by Map Type and these are plotted in
Figure 5-19. Workload ratings were lowest for the Map types with graphics (ET Text +
Graphics, TL Text + Graphics). There was a significant difference in workload rating
between the two maps and the ET Text map.

Table 5-19. ANOVA Results for Workload Rating (* when significant)
Source
DF Sum of Squares Mean Square
F
Prob > F
Map Type
3
19.727
6.576
6.416
0.0006*
Error
84
86.091
1.025
C. Total
87
105.818
Note. Significant at p < .05

Table 5-20. Tukey’s Test Results for Workload Rating by Map Type
Tukey
Mean Workload Rating
Level
Grouping
(1: Lowest ~ 10: Highest)
ET Text
A
3.136
TL Text
A B
2.545
ET Text + Graphics
B
2.318
TL Text + Graphics
B
1.818
Note. Levels not connected by same letter are significantly different.

Figure 5-19. Mean Workload Ratings by Map Type
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6. METHODS AND RESULTS OF EXPERIMENT 2: TEST
OF SPACE-TIME SA WITH DYNAMIC FLIGHT
SIMULATION
6.1. Objective
The objective of Experiment 2 was to evaluate the space-time SA performance
using four display proximities between space and time data during aviation RTA tasks
under simulated flight conditions. The evaluation was conducted to determine if novel
flight deck displays would improve the human performance of space-time SA compared
to the traditional flight deck display. The evaluation was conducted using a dynamic
HITL simulation environment. The participants did not fly the aircraft during the
experiment. Pilots were only asked to observe simulated auto-pilot situations and
participate in query sessions.

6.2. Experimental Design
6.2.1. Independent Variables (IVs)
Experiment 2 is a 4 x 3 repeated measure within-subject factorial design. As
shown in Table 6-1, the independent variables (IVs) for objective measures are spacetime display proximity (ST Display Proximity; four levels) and SA level of question
(three levels: SA1 (perceiving, noticing), SA2 (comprehension for current task), SA3
(future outcomes based on current situation)). For the three levels of SA, different
questions were created to assess the SA level. A total of six question types were created.
Three questions were created for SA level 1, two questions for SA level 2, and one
question for SA level 3. Based on the number of questions, 24 different trials were
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composed by ST Display Proximity (4) and question type (6). A question type was
repeated three times resulting in 72 conditions per individual participant.
Table 6-1. Independent Variables (IVs) for Experiment 2 Objective Measures
Source

Factor

IV 1

Space-Time Display
Proximity
(ST Display Proximity)

IV 2

SA Level of Question

Level

Repetition






Low ST
Medium ST-Text
Medium ST-Graphics
High ST

.



SA Level 1 Questions (SA1;
Three Question Types)
SA Level 2 Questions (SA2;
Two Question Types)
SA Level 3 Question (SA3;
Single Question Type)

3




The objective dependent variables were response time and accuracy. Subjective
opinions were obtained through a questionnaire. Participants were asked to rate their own
performance related to RT and accuracy for each ST Display Proximity, and to rate their
subjective difficulty by question type and ST Display Proximity. Participants’ opinions
about the pros and cons of the novel design, and their own design recommendations were
also included. The subjective questionnaires were presented to participants via Microsoft
Excel tables on a laptop. These subjective questionnaires are attached in the Appendix D.
Participants also rated workload using the Modified Cooper Harper Scale (Appendix E).

6.2.2. IV1: ST Display Proximity
Traditional and nontraditional flight deck displays were designed to create four
levels of ST Display Proximity. The display proximity between space and time
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information within the displays was implemented by manipulating spatial distance
(distant, i.e. separated cues vs. close, i.e. integrated cues) and the format of time cues
(text-only vs. text + graphics). These two design factors resulted in four levels of test
flight deck display: Low ST, Medium ST-Text, Medium ST-Graphics, and High ST. All
test flight deck displays are composed of an ND component, a CDU component and a
question window. The CDU component was positioned below and to the right of the ND
as currently positioned in real flight deck displays on commercial aircraft with the
captain’s viewpoint (the first officer’s viewpoint is opposite as the CDU is positioned
below and to the left of the ND). The question window is presented below the ND and to
the left of the CDU. The details of test flight deck displays in the four ST Display
Proximities were as follows:
6.2.2.1. Low ST

Low ST refers to the low level of ST Display Proximity. This ST Display
Proximity condition is designed to emulate the current standard-electronic flight deck
displays. In this condition, the ND component contains only space data, and the CDU
component contains only textual time data. The CDU has two modes, an RTA
information mode and a DataComm mode. The configuration of the DataComm mode is
the same in all ST Display Proximities. Figure 6-1 shows the Low ST condition in the
RTA information mode, and Figure 6-2 shows the DataComm mode for this condition.
These two modes can be selected by touching the "RTA info" or "DataComm" tab at the
top of the CDU. When the "RTA info" is selected, the screen depicts an individual
waypoint name (“WPT”), a distance to the waypoint (“DIST”), a current standard time
(“UTC”), RTA, ETA, RTA error (i.e. the time difference between RTA and ETA), and a
required speed (“REQD SPEED”). This mode has two touch-screen buttons at the bottom
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to enter the RTA information page of the previous waypoint (by touching "PREV WPT"
button) or the next waypoint (by touching "NEXT WPT" button). The formats of the
RTA information pages for the previous, current, and next waypoints are the same. When
the participant touches the "DataComm" tap, the screen presents a page of an Uplinked
Message (UM) section and a Downlink Message (DM) section (see Figure 6-2). The UM
section depicts the DataComm message of rerouting from the original path to simulate a
situation of increased task workload. The DM section has two buttons: WILCO (i.e. “will
comply”) and UNABLE (i.e. “unable to comply”).
6.2.2.2. Medium ST-Text

Medium ST refers to the medium level of ST Display Proximity. The ND
component in this condition adds limited textual time data (RTA and ETA) to space data.
The additional time data are presented by each waypoint name in the map as explained in
Section 4.5.1.1. The format of data is time length (mm:ss) from now to the time when
ownship should/would arrive at each displayed waypoint. The exact time value of RTA
and ETA can be monitored through the CDU component. The CDU component is
identical to the CDU of Low ST explained above. Figure 6-3 shows this condition with
the RTA information mode on the CDU.
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Figure 6-1. Example of Low ST Condition: RTA information mode on CDU
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Figure 6-2. Example of Low ST Condition: DataComm mode on CDU
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Figure 6-3. Example of Medium ST-Text & Medium ST-Graphics Condition: RTA
information mode on CDU
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The ND component of this condition is identical to the ND of Medium ST-Text
(adding RTA and ETA in time length format). The RTA information mode of the CDU
component in this condition integrates the novel temporal graphics that are explained in
Section 4.5.1.2. These are the bar graphics that progress to the left and right of the center
in the upper region of the CDU to indicate temporal conformance to RTA (i.e. whether
ownship is early or late to RTA, and how early or late). The required and current speed
indications are displayed at the center of this part. Other time data of RTA, ETA, the
current time, and RTA error are depicted in textual form below the graphics. As with the
CDU of Low ST and Medium ST-Text, the screen has the buttons of previous and next
waypoint at the bottom, and the pages of all waypoints are identical. The DataComm
mode of the CDU is also identical to Low ST and Medium ST Time-Text. Figure 6-5
shows this condition with the CDU in the RTA information mode. Figure 6-4 shows this
condition with the CDU in the DataComm mode. The Figure 6-4 is applied for both
Medium ST-Text and Medium ST-Graphics.
6.2.2.3. High ST

High ST refers to the high level of ST Display Proximity. The ND component of
this condition adds time data in text + graphics format to space data, as explained in
Section 4.5.2. The time data are the trapezoid graphics that indicate the temporal
conformance to RTA instead of a waypoint symbol, and the RTA, RTA tolerance and
ETA displayed in a semi-transparent box by the graphics. However, the ND component
presents the time data in the exact time format whereas the two Medium ST conditions
present them in the time length format on the ND. The time information boxes inevitably
create visual clutter on the ND. The “RTA info” button is added at the bottom of ND as a
toggle button to make the time information box added or removed selectively based on
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the operator’s preference. When touching this button, operators can see the ND without a
serious visual clutter due to the time information boxes. The ND component also depicts
the current and required speed textually at the top-left. The CDU component does not
have an RTA mode because all the required RTA information is presented on the ND
component. However, the DataComm mode is still available in this component. Figure 66 shows this condition.
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Figure 6-4. Example of Medium ST-Graphics Condition: RTA information mode
on CDU
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Figure 6-5. Medium ST-Text and Medium ST-Text Graphics Condition:
DataComm mode on CDU
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Figure 6-6. Example of High ST Condition

6.2.3. IV2: SA Questions
Questions related to spatial and temporal status were presented on the question
window during the simulation using the SPAM method (see section 2.5.2). This allowed
participants to search the display as they would in real time.
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The questions for this experiment were systematically created. Performing a task
analysis of RTA operation was the first step to create the questions. Table 6-2 shows the
analyzed descriptions about RTA operation based on the format of goal-directed task analysis
created by Endsley (2000).

Table 6-2. Goal-Directed Task Analysis for SA during RTA Operation
Goal: Awareness of Spatial and Temporal Status for RTA operation
Decision
Level 1 SA (Perception)
 Perception of route and waypoints that ownship flies along
 Perception of values of current time, and the ETA and RTA at a specific waypoint
Level 2 SA (Comprehension)
 Comprehension of the travel time between the present and the future locations
 Comprehension of spatial/temporal conformance to the required route and RTA
Level 3 SA (Projection)
 Projection of the change in spatial/temporal conformance due to a disturbance in the
original route

Table 6-3 lists the questions for each SA level. Three questions were designed for SA
Level 1, two questions were designed for SA Level 2, and one question was designed for SA
Level 3. For SA Level 1, two question ask about space (SA1 Space, SA1 Space Status), and
one question asks about time (SA 1 Time ET). SA1 Time ET asks the exact time information
at a specific waypoint as it is presented on the CDU or ND. In the two question types about
space, the SA1 Space asks about exact location and the SA1 Space Status asks about
waypoints with specific temporal status. In the two SA Level 2 question types, the SA2 Time
TL asks about the travel time between the present and future locations, and the SA2 Time
Conform asks about temporal conformance of a specific waypoint. The SA Level 3 question
(SA3) asks about the participant’s reaction to meet the RTA requirement in a future situation
when a rerouting instruction has been sent from ATC based on the space and time references.
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Table 6-3. List of Space-Time SA Question for Experiment 2
SA Level

[Question ID] Question

Level 1 SA
(Perception)

SA1 Space: At which waypoint must you arrive between [Specific
Exact Time] and [Specific Exact Time]?
SA1 Time ET: What is the ETA Range at [Specific Waypoint]?
SA1 Space Status: Which waypoints have exceeded your RTAs?

Level 2 SA
(Comprehension)

Level 3 SA
(Projection)

SA2 Time TL: How long will it take to arrive at [Specific
Waypoint]?
SA2 Time Conform: How early or late are you at [Specific
Waypoint]?
SA3: The instructed rerouting clearance requires an extra
[Specific Seconds] seconds. What will you do to arrive at [Specific
Waypoint] on time?

These questions were displayed via a question window on the test screen. The
window had multiple-touch buttons to select an answer. Figures 6-7 to 6-12 illustrate
example windows with questions.

Figure 6-7 (left side). SA1 Space Question Window
Figure 6-8 (right side). SA1 Time ET Question Window
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Figure 6-9 (left side). SA1 Space Status Question Window
Figure 6-10 (right side). SA2 Time TL Question Window

Figure 6-11 (left side). SA2 Time Conform Question Window
Figure 6-12 (right side). SA3 Question Window
As shown in Figure 6-7, SA1 Space asks about the waypoint at which ownship has to
arrive at a specific time (i.e. RTA). As shown in Figure 6-8, SA1 Time ET asks about the
exact time format ETA value at the specific waypoint. Figure 6-9 shows that SA1 Space
Status asks about the waypoints in which ownship is behind the RTAs with the current
speed. This is not a matter of early or late to RTA according to the RTA time conformance
definition, but the status that is literally “behind” the specific RTA. So it includes the status
“late, but within the time tolerance (on time)” as well as slightly late and significantly late
statuses. All three SA level 1 questions require the perception (noticing) of pertinent space or
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time data. As shown in Figure 6-10, SA2 Time TL asks about the travel time between the
current location and the specific waypoint. The travel time is subject to calculation with the
current time and the ETA under the current standard flight deck displays. In Figure 6-11,
SA2 Time Conform asks about the temporal conformance to the RTA at a specific
waypoint. The answers for this question type are divided into five different temporal
conformances, which require five different reactions from pilots. For these SA2 Time TL
and SA2 Time Conform questions, pilots may require a comprehension level of SA beyond
the perception of immediate data. So these questions are related to Level 2 SA. Figure 6-12
shows the SA3 question. For SA3 questions, a DataComm clearance message was presented
on the DataComm mode of the CDU to instruct a rerouting flight along a new waypoint
instead of the original waypoint. The DataComm clearance played a role of interruption, and
there was an assumption that this flight rerouting required extra time compared with flying
along the original path because the original route had been planned with shortest path. This
question asks about the reaction to the changed temporal conformance to RTA to meet the
RTA requirement in the future situation when ownship executes the instructed rerouting
operation. Therefore, it asks participants to project future situations based on current
situations, and is related to Level 3 SA. The participants’ task with this question included
pressing the DataComm tab to check the given simulated uplinked message, interpreting the
message by monitoring the spatial situation on the navigation display and/or going back to
the RTA mode to see the time information. Then they needed to press the “WILCO” or
“UNABLE” DM button based on their interpretation, and select the best answer. These
procedures may be required as a standard reacting strategy when encountering bad weather or
other situations.
The trials by the question type and ST Display Proximity were divided into focused
tasks and integrated tasks considering strategies for information monitoring in the standard
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use of traditional flight deck displays. Because the tasks with the SA level 1 questions require
noticing data, they are generally focused tasks. Tasks with the SA level 2 and level 3
questions require integrating multiple data for SA, so they are generally integrated tasks. The
focused tasks and integrated tasks in this experiment are defined in Table 6-4. Evaluation of
performance will be based on focused vs. integrated tasks and the implications of the
proximity compatibility principle.

Table 6-4. Definition of Focused Task and Integrated Task of Experiment 2
Low ST

Medium STText

Medium STGraphics

High ST

SA Level 1 Questions (SA1)

Focused

Focused

Focused

Focused

SA Level 2 Questions (SA2)

Integrated

Integrated

Integrated

Integrated

SA Level 3 Questions (SA3)

Integrated

Integrated

Integrated

Integrated

6.2.4. Dependent Variables (DVs)
The dependent variables (DVs) were (a) the response time (RT) to answer the SA
question once the screen presents a question window, (b) the percent of correct answers
(accuracy), and (c) subjective opinions. Subjective opinions include rating their performance
with respect to RT and Accuracy for each ST Display Proximity condition, and to rate the
subjective difficulty by question type for each ST Display Proximity condition.
Participants were also asked to reveal their opinions about the pros and cons of the
novel designs, and to provide any of their own design recommendations. The subjective
questionnaires were presented to participants via Microsoft Excel tables on a laptop and are
listed in Appendix D.
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6.3. Hypotheses
RTA tasks require pilots to monitor both space and time information for SA. Since
these two types of information are separated in traditional flight deck displays, pilot spacetime SA performance with respect to RT and accuracy could be enhanced if the space and
time cues are proximal to one another. For some questions, the textual presentation of time
information may potentially require a significant cognitive computation. Considering the
benefits of graphics, text + graphics cues for temporal information are expected to improve
the temporal SA compared with text-only cues. With respect to SA, answering the questions
of Level 2 and Level 3 SA would require more reasoning process than answering the
questions of Level 1 SA.
Because participants must focus on the required space or time data for the correct
answer to Level 1 SA questions, answering the Level 1 SA questions is considered a focused
task. Level 2 and Level 3 SA questions with traditional flight deck displays (i.e. Low ST)
require integration of space and time. Pilots have more options to monitor the required
information with Medium ST-Text, Medium ST-Graphics, and High ST conditions. These
higher ST Display Proximity conditions are expected to support SA. The probability of SA
error will be reduced in higher ST Display Proximity conditions in this respect. However, the
strategy of integrating multiple pieces of information for SA is still required in these
conditions. Therefore, answering both Level 2 SA and the Level 3 SA questions was
considered an integrated task regardless of ST Display Proximity level.
Table 6-5 summarized the hypotheses described and expected results. The statistical
test was based on the null hypothesis that there was no difference.
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Table 6-5. Hypotheses for Experiment 2
STANDPOINT: SA Speed by SA Level of Question and ST Display Proximity
(Interaction)
Hypothesis 1: There will be an interaction
between SA level and ST Display
Proximity for RT.

Null Hypothesis 1: There will be no
interaction between SA level and ST
Display Proximity for RT.

Rationale) In level 1 SA, participants’ SA speed will not be significantly different per ST
Display Proximities. The SA speed may be slower in the higher SA levels using traditional
displays. The increased display proximity may help participants to have faster SA in
higher levels of SA.
Expectation)
 The RTs with SA1 questions will not be significantly different among the four ST
Display Proximities.
 The RTs with SA2 questions will be higher with Medium STs and High ST than Low
ST.
 The RTs with SA3 questions will be higher with Medium STs and High ST than Low
ST.
 The RTs with SA3 questions will be higher with High ST than Medium STs.
STANDPOINT: SA Speed among ST Display Proximities
Hypothesis 2: There will be a significant
difference in RT among ST Display
Proximities.

Null Hypothesis 2: There will be no
difference in RT among ST Display
Proximities.

Rationale) Implementation of close spatial proximity between the space and time cues
will decrease the need for pilots to search for pertinent data and reduce cognitive
computation times. The High ST condition provides spatial proximity of space and time
information. The graphics reduces the need for cognitive computation. For the two
Medium ST conditions, the proximity is reduced. However, the graphical indication of
time information on the CDU in the Medium ST-Graphics condition may save
computational time compared to the text-based display conditions (Medium ST-Text).
Low ST condition requires computation in all integrated tasks.
Expectation)
 The RTs will be shorter with both Medium STs and High ST compared to Low ST for
each SA question level.
 Among Medium ST-Text, Medium ST-Graphics, and High ST, participants' RTs will
be shortest with High ST for each SA question level.
 Between Medium ST-Text and Medium ST-Graphics, the RT with Medium STGraphics will be shorter than Medium ST-Text for each SA question level.
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STANDPOINT: SA Speed among SA Level of Question
Hypothesis 3: There will be a significant
difference in RT among three levels of SA
question.

Null Hypothesis 3: There will be no
difference in RT among three levels of SA
question.

Rationale) SA level 1 questions by their nature will require less time to answer than SA
level 2 and 3 questions. Higher levels of SA are expected to require more time to process
the information.
Expectation)
 The RT to answer SA1 question will be shorter than SA2 and SA3 questions, but this
difference is expected and not meaningful.
 The RT to answer SA2 question will be shorter than SA3 question.
STANDPOINT: SA Accuracy by SA Level of Question and ST Display Proximity
(Interaction)
Hypothesis 4: There will be an interaction
between SA level and ST Display
Proximity for accuracy.

Null Hypothesis 4: There will be no
interaction between SA level and ST
Display Proximity for accuracy.

Rationale) Participants will be able to answer the SA Level 1 questions correctly even in
Low ST condition because the question require low and basic SA level. The probability of
error may be higher in the higher SA levels using traditional displays. The increased
display proximity may help participants to avoid errors in higher SA levels.
Expectation)
 The percent correct answers with SA1 questions will not be significantly different
among the four ST Display Proximities.
 The percent correct answers with SA2 questions will be higher in Medium STs and
High ST than Low ST.
 The percent correct answers with SA3 questions will be higher in Medium STs and
High ST than Low ST.
 The percent correct answers with SA3 questions will be higher in High ST than
Medium STs.
STANDPOINT: SA Accuracy among SA Level of Questions
Hypothesis 5: There will be a difference
for accuracy among SA levels.

Null Hypothesis 5: There will be no
difference for accuracy among SA levels.

Expectation)
 The percent correct answers with SA1 and SA2 questions will be higher than SA3
questions.
 The percent correct answers with SA 1 questions will be higher than SA2 questions.
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STANDPOINT: SA Accuracy among ST Display Proximities
Hypothesis 6: There will be a difference
Null Hypothesis 6: There will be no
for accuracy among ST Display
difference for accuracy among ST Display
Proximities.
Proximities.
Expectation)
 The percent correct answers will be higher in Medium STs and High ST than Low ST.
 The percent correct answers will be higher in High ST than Medium STs.
 The percent correct answers will be higher in Medium ST-Graphics than Medium STText.
STANDPOINT: Subjective Perceptions of Speed for Space-Time SA
Hypothesis 7: There will be a difference in
subjective speed for space-time SA among
ST Display Proximities.

Null Hypothesis 7: There will be no
difference for subjective speed for spacetime SA among ST Display Proximities.

Rationale) Pilots will perceive higher ST Display Proximities support more rapid spacetime SA.
Expectation)
 Subjective perceptions of speed on space-time SA will be highest in High ST.
 Subjective perceptions of speed on space-time SA will be higher in High ST, Medium
ST-Text, and Medium ST-Graphics than Low ST.
STANDPOINT: Subjective Accuracy for Space-Time SA
Hypothesis 8: There will be a difference in
subjective accuracy for space-time SA
among ST Display Proximities.

Null Hypothesis 8: There will be no
difference in subjective accuracy for spacetime SA among ST Display Proximities.

Rationale) Pilots will perceive higher ST Display Proximities support more accurate
space-time SA.
Expectation)
 Subjective perceptions of accuracy on space-time SA will be higher in higher ST
Display Proximities than Low ST.
STANDPOINT: Subjective Difficulty by SA Level of Question and ST Display
Proximity (interaction)
Null Hypothesis 9: There will be no
Hypothesis 9: There will be an interaction
interaction between SA level and ST
between SA level and ST Display
Display Proximity for subjective difficulty
Proximity for subjective difficulty ratings.
ratings.
Expectations)
 High ST and Medium STs will be subjectively rated as easier than Low ST in SA2 and
SA3 questions.
 High ST will be rated as easier than Medium STs in SA3 questions.
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STANDPOINT: Subjective Difficulty among SA levels of Question
Hypothesis 10: There will be a difference
in subjective difficulty ratings among SA
levels.

Null Hypothesis 10: There will be no
difference in subjective difficulty ratings
among SA levels.

Expectation)
 The subjective difficulty will be higher in SA2 and SA3 questions, compared to SA1
questions.
STANDPOINT: Subjective Difficulty among ST Display Proximities
Hypothesis 11: There will be a difference
in the subjective difficulty ratings among
ST Display Proximities.

Null Hypothesis 11: There will be no
difference in the subjective difficulty ratings
among ST Display Proximities.

Expectation)
 Pilots will subjectively perceive that Medium ST-Text, Medium ST-Graphics, and
High ST will be easier than Low ST to answer questions.
 Pilots will subjectively rate High ST to be easier than the two Medium STs.

6.4. Participants
Fifteen licensed pilots participated in the experiment (2 females / 13 males, 11
commercial pilots / 4 private pilots, 14 instrument rating / 1 no instrument rating, Age Range
= 21 ~ 63 years old, Mean Age = 45 years, STD = 13.8 years). Their reported mean flight
hours were 3697 hours (Range of flight hour = 76 ~ 15000 hours, STD = 3974 hours). The
minimum pilot credential was a private pilot license. Participants’ credentials regarding
flying experience were recorded for potential analysis of expertise level and operational area
(private, commercial, or military). They were not compensated for their participation.

6.5. Apparatus
A medium-fidelity flight simulator with the test flight deck display was used for this
experiment. This simulator uses X-Plane flight simulation program (Version 10
Professional). The simulator has two LCD screens (see Figure 6-13). The left screen in
landscape mode displays the X-Plane program showing the cockpit displays, and the right
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screen in the portrait mode displays the developed test program (an ND, a CDU, and a
question window).

Figure 6-13. Simulator Set-Up for Experiment 2
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6.6. Test Scenarios
The test flight plans for the experiment were developed using Goodway Flight
Planning Software (Version 4.0). Each ST Display Proximity condition included a flight plan
with 18 waypoints requiring create 18 route sections, and provide 18 SA questions in each
route section. The scenarios for each of the 18 route sections per ST Display Proximity were
varied.
Among the 18 route sections per ST Display Proximity, the six SA question types
were randomly allocated to the first six route sections with different scenarios, and another
six different scenarios per question type were randomly allocated to the next six waypoints,
and another six different scenarios were randomly allocated again to the last six waypoints
until the eighteenth waypoint. For the SA3 question, the CDU presented a DataComm
clearance to indicate a rerouting from the original path. Only the en-route phase of flight was
included for the scenarios. Figure 6-14 shows a sample scenario.
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Figure 6-14. A Sample Scenario in a ST Display Proximity for Experiment 2 (SA1
Space, SA1 Time ET, SA1 Space Status, SA2 Time TL, SA2 Time Conform, and
SA3 indicate the question list, WPT: waypoint)

6.7. Procedures
The participants read and signed the informed consent form. The experimenter
demonstrated sample scenarios to instruct the participants on how to complete the trials. Each
participant experienced six different question types for each ST Display Proximity.
The participant's task was to watch the flight deck screens and answer the questions
related to spatial and temporal situations during an autopilot flight. The yoke and throttle
devices were not functional in autopilot mode. The simulation depicted an en-route flight
situation for 20 seconds as the acclimation period, and then a question window was
presented. Participants selected their answer choice by touching the screen. Then the question
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disappeared and a new en-route scenario was shown. The simulation system made a sound
(Ding) when a question was presented. Upon completing 18 queries in one ST Display
Proximity, they had a short break, then continued the task for the next ST Display Proximity
until they completed all trials. Every participant conducted a total of 72 query trials based on
72 different scenarios. Upon completion of all four ST Display Proximity sessions,
participants rated their perceived RT and accuracy performance for each condition, and their
perceived difficulty by the question type and ST Display Proximity. They were also asked to
provide their own design recommendations for the space-time navigation operation. The
order of ST Display Proximity condition was randomly assigned to each participant. The
order of 18 questions per ST Display Proximity was also randomized and the same question
type was never presented consecutively. The order of the waypoints within the test flight plan
per ST Display Proximity was randomized. Participants were unable to memorize the route
information. The time limit for answering a question was 2 minutes. The time to finish all
tasks for an individual participant was approximately two hours.

6.8. Experiment 2 Results
Applying the same paradigm as Experiment 1, the response time (RT) data and the
percent of correct answers data were statistically analyzed using JMP. The mean RT was
calculated for each question type across all repetitions. The RT data were analyzed for a
normality using the Shapiro-Wilk test. The RT data were skewed to the left as in Experiment
1. Ten percent of outliers from the highest RT were eliminated in the data set by ST Display
Proximity and SA Level. An ANOVA was conducted on the RT data. The distribution of
each data set is attached in Appendix B. Post-hoc simple effects F-tests were used to evaluate
significant interactions and Tukey’s HSD test was used for paired comparisons. The α was
set at 0.05.
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The subjective questionnaire used a ten-level Likert scale. These interval data set
were not normally distributed according to the Shapiro-Wilk test, but were close to bellshaped. The data were analyzed using ANOVA.

6.8.1. Analysis of Response Time
Results of the 3 (SA level) x 4 (ST Display Proximity) within-subject ANOVA for
RT are listed in Table 6-6. There was a significant interaction between SA level of question
and ST Display Proximity, F (6, 102.6) = 4.09, p = 0.001, and is illustrated in Figure 6-15.
Table 6-7 shows the simple-effects F-test by SA level of question. There was a significant
effect of ST Display Proximity type when SA1 and SA3 questions were answered. Table 6-8
presents simple effect F-test by ST Display Proximity. There is an effect of SA question level
at all ST Display Proximities. Table 6-9 lists the Tukey’s test results of SA level across ST
Display Proximities. High ST has the significantly shorter RT than Medium ST-Graphics
for SA1. For SA2, there was no difference in RT among ST Display Proximities. For SA3
questions, the RT was significantly shorter in High ST than in Medium ST-Text. For all ST
Display Proximities, SA3 questions resulted in significantly longer RT than SA1 and SA2
questions as expected.
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Table 6-6. ANOVA Results for RT (* when significant)
Source

DF

DF Den

F

Prob > F

ST Display Proximity
Question’s SA Level

3
2

108.6
102

5.599
493.882

0.0013*
<.0001*

ST Display Proximity *Q’s SA Level

6

102.6

4.090

0.001*

Note. Significant at p < .05

Table 6-7. Results of Simple-Effect F-Tests by SA Level for RT (* when
significant)
SA Level

DF

Den DF

F

Prob > F

SA1
SA2
SA3
Note. Significant at p < .05

3
3
3

65.5
90.94
184.7

6.695
2.021
4.693

0.0005*
0.1166
0.0035*

Table 6-8. Results of Simple-Effect F-Tests by ST Display Proximity for RT
(* when significant)
ST Display Proximity
High ST
Low ST
Medium ST-Graphics
Medium ST-Text
Note. Significant at p < .05

DF

Den DF

F Ratio

Prob > F

2
2
2
2

102
101.8
102.2
102

113.448
126.685
108.248
157.717

<.0001*
<.0001*
<.0001*
<.0001*
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Table 6-9. Tukey’s Test Results for RT by ST Display Proximity as a Function of
SA Level
ST Display Proximity = Low ST
SA Level
Tukey Grouping
Mean RT (sec)
3
A
B
41.829
2
C
18.787
1
C
D
15.574
ST Display Proximity = Medium ST-Text
3
A
44.655
1
C
D
16.985
2
C
D
16.695
ST Display Proximity = Medium ST-Graphics
3
A
B
39.868
1
C
19.217
2
C
D
14.801
ST Display Proximity = High ST
3
B
37.735
2
C
D
16.639
1
D
12.675
Note. Levels not connected by same letter are significantly different.

Figure 6-15. Mean RT Data by SA Level of Questions and ST Display Proximity
with Letters of Tukey Grouping
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The main effect of ST Display Proximity for RT was statistically significant, F (3,
108.6) = 5.599, p = 0.0013. Table 6-10 presents the post-hoc Tukey’s test results, and Figure
6-16 illustrates the main effect of ST Display Proximity. The RT of High ST was
significantly shorter than Medium ST-Text and Low ST. These data should be evaluated
with respect to the significant interaction.

Table 6-10. Tukey Tables for RT by ST Display Proximity
Level
Tukey Grouping
Mean RT (sec)
Medium ST-Text
A
26.111
Low ST
A
25.397
Medium ST-Graphics
A
B
24.628
High ST
B
22.350
Note. Levels not connected by same letter are significantly different.

Figure 6-16. Mean RTs by ST Display Proximity
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The main effect RT for SA level of question was also statistically significant, F (2,
102) = 493.882, p < .0001. Tukey’s test results are presented in Table 6-11. The RT with
SA1 and SA2 questions was significantly shorter than SA3 questions. Figure 6-17 illustrates
mean RTs by SA level of question. The main effects of SA level should be interpreted with
consideration of the significant interaction.

Table 6-11. Tukey Table for RT by SA Level of Questions
Tukey
Mean RT (sec)
Grouping
SA3
A
41.022
SA2
B
16.730
SA1
B
16.113
Note. Levels not connected by same letter are significantly different.
Level

Figure 6-17. Mean RTs by SA Level of Questions

The interaction indicates a difference in RT performance between focused tasks and
integrated tasks. Focused tasks exist when participants are provided with SA1 questions and
integrated tasks exist when they are provided with SA2 and SA3 questions. In the order of
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Low ST, Medium ST-Text, Medium ST-Graphics, and High ST, the display proximity
gets higher. The RT data are replotted in Figure 6-18 to support the reader in comparing
focused vs integrated task differences by display proximity. For the focused task, there was a
significant difference in RT between Mediums ST-Graphics and the higher display
proximity of High ST. The SA2 integrated tasks did not show any increase or decrease in RT
as the display proximity increased and results in RT were similar to SA1. For the SA3
integrated tasks, there was a significant difference in RT between Medium ST-Text and the
higher display proximity of High ST.

Figure 6-18. Focused vs. Integrated Tasks for RT with Letters of Tukey Grouping
(Same Color as Each Graph)

6.8.2. Percent Correct Answers Results
Results of the 4 x 3 within-subject ANOVA for percent of correct answers are listed
in Table 6-12. There was a significant interaction between SA level and ST Display
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Proximity, F (6, 50.21) = 4.103, p = 0.002, and this is illustrated in Figure 5-19. According to
the post-hoc simple-effect F-tests by SA level of question indicated that there was a
significant difference among ST Display Proximities with SA3 questions, F (3, 209) = 7.683,
p <.0001. The percent correct answers for SA3 questions in Medium ST-Text was
significantly lower than Low ST. No difference was found among ST Display Proximity
conditions for SA1 and SA2 questions. For all ST Display Proximities, the significant
difference among SA levels was found for all ST Display Proximity conditions: Low ST, F
(2, 78.51) = 9.564, p = 0.0002, Medium ST-Text, F (2, 75.86) = 35.297, p < .0001, Medium
ST-Graphics, F (2, 74.49) = 12.333, p < .0001, and High ST, F (2, 77.15) = 16.668, p
< .0001. In Low ST, Medium ST-Text, and High ST conditions, the percent correct answers
for SA1 questions was significantly higher than SA2 and SA3 questions as shown in Table 613. In Medium ST-Text condition, the percent correct answers of SA2 questions was
significantly higher than SA3 questions. In the three higher ST Display Proximity conditions
(Medium ST-Text, Medium ST-Graphics, and High ST), the percent correct answers of
SA1 questions was significantly higher than SA3 questions. Unexpectedly, the percent
correct answers of SA3 questions was not significantly different from SA1 questions in Low
ST condition.

Table 6-12. ANOVA Results for Percent Correct Answers (* when significant)
Source

DF

DF Den

F

Prob > F

SA Level of Question
ST Display Proximity
SA Level * ST Display Proximity
Note. Significant at p < .05

2
3
6

29.74
41.08
50.21

46.342
3.41
4.103

<.0001*
0.0262*
0.002*
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Table 6-13. Tukey’s Test Results for Percent Correct Answers by ST Display
Proximity as a Function of SA Level of Question
ST Display Proximity = Low ST
Mean Percent Correct
Level
Tukey Grouping
Answers (%)
SA1
A
B
99.229
SA3
A
B
C
D
86.037
SA2
D
82.490
ST Display Proximity = Medium ST-Text
SA1
A
99.160
SA2
B
C
D
85.311
SA3
E
57.778
ST Display Proximity = Medium ST-Graphics
SA1
A
B
C
97.753
SA2
A
B
C
D
90.000
SA3
D E
73.333
ST Display Proximity = High ST
SA1
A
B
99.249
SA2
C
D
83.878
SA3
D E
72.662
Note. Levels not connected by same letter are significantly different.

Figure 6-19. Mean Percent Correct Answers by SA Level of Question and ST
Display Proximity with Letters of Tukey Grouping
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The main effect of SA level questions for percent correct answers was statistically
significant. Post-hoc Tukey’s tests (Table 6-14) revealed that the percent correct answers
with SA1 questions was higher than SA2 questions, and SA2 questions was higher than SA3
questions. Figure 6-20 illustrates the main effect of SA level of questions for percent correct
answers. However, results should be evaluated with the sign interactions.

Table 6-14. Tukey’s Test Results for Percent Correct Answers by SA Level
Level

Tukey Grouping

Mean Percent Correct Answers (%)

SA1
A
98.848
SA2
B
85.420
SA3
C
72.453
Note. Levels not connected by same letter are significantly different.

Figure 6-20. Mean Percent Correct Answers by SA Level with Letters of Tukey
Grouping
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The main effect of ST Display Proximity for percent correct answers was also
statistically significant (Figure 6-21). Tukey’s test results (Table 6-15) revealed that the
percent correct answers with Low ST was significantly higher than Medium ST-Text.
However, the effect of ST Display Proximity is dependent on the SA level of question. The
main effects of SA level of question and ST Display Proximity should be interpreted with
consideration of the interaction.

Table 6-15. Tukey’s Test Results for Percent Correct Answers by ST Display
Proximity
Mean Percent Correct Answers
(%)
Low ST
A
89.252
Medium ST-Graphics
A
B
87.029
High ST
A
B
85.263
Medium ST-Text
B
80.750
Note. Levels not connected by same letter are significantly different.
Level

Tukey
Grouping

Figure 6-21. Mean Percent Correct Answers by ST Display Proximity with Letters
of Tukey Grouping
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As shown in Table 6-13, the percent correct answers for focused tasks were not
significantly different across display conditions. The percent correct answers across
integrated tasks with SA2 question types were also not significantly different. The percent
correct answers for the SA3 integrated task had a significant difference between Low ST and
Medium ST-Text. The results shown in Figure 6-19 are replotted in Figure 6-22 to support
the reader.

Figure 6-22. Focused vs. Integrated Tasks for Percent Correct Answers with
Letters of Tukey Grouping (Same Color as Each Graph)

6.8.3. Analysis of Subjective Ratings: Subjective Speed for Space-Time SA
Table 6-16 presents the one-way ANOVA results for subjective responses to how
rapidly participants perceived space-time SA as a function of ST Display Proximity. There
was a significant difference for mean subjective ratings, F (3, 400.8) = 133.6, p < .0001.
Table 6-17 presents Tukey’s test results. Pilots perceived the High ST condition as the
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fastest. The perceived speed was subjectively slower with Medium ST-Graphics, and
perceived slowest with Medium ST-Text, and Low ST. Figure 6-23 illustrates mean
subjective SA speed data in each ST Display Proximity.

Table 6-16. ANOVA Results for Subjective SA Speed (* when significant)
Source

DF

ST Display
3
Proximity
Error
356
C. Total
359
Note. Significant at p < .05

Sum of Squares

Mean Square

F

Prob > F

400.8

133.6

40.665

<.0001*

1169.6
1570.4

3.285

Table 6-17. Tukey’s Test Results for Subjective SA Speed by ST Display
Proximity
Mean Subjective SA Speed
(1: Most Rapid ~ 10: Least Rapid)
Low ST
A
5.400
Medium ST-Text
A
5.000
Medium ST-Graphics
B
4.000
High ST
C
2.667
Note. Levels not connected by same letter are significantly different.
Level

Tukey Grouping

Figure 6-23. Mean Subjective SA Speeds by ST Display Proximity with Letters of
Tukey Grouping
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6.8.4. Analysis of Subjective Ratings: Subjective Accuracy for Space-Time
SA Results
Table 6-18 presents the one-way ANOVA results for subjective accuracy for spacetime SA by ST Display Proximity. There was a significant difference among the subjective
accuracy ratings by ST Display Proximity, F (3, 285.6) = 95.2, p < .0001. Table 6-19 shows
Tukey’s test results. Pilots subjectively perceived that their space-time SA was most accurate
with High ST display. There was also a significant difference in ratings between Low ST
and Medium ST-Graphics, with the graphic condition resulting in preceptors of better
accuracy. However, there was no difference in ratings between Medium ST-Text and
Medium ST-Graphics. Figure 6-24 illustrates mean subjective SA accuracy data in each ST
Display Proximity.

Table 6-18. ANOVA Results for Subjective SA Accuracy (* when significant)
Source

DF

Sum of
Squares

Mean Square

F

Prob > F

ST Display Proximity

3

285.6

95.2

18.573

<.0001*

Error

356

1824.8

5.126

C. Total

359

2110.4

Note. Significant at p < .05

Table 6-19. Tukey’s Test Results by ST Display Proximity for Subjective SA
Accuracy
Mean Subjective SA Accuracy
(1: Least Accurate ~
10: Most Accurate)
High ST
A
7.667
Medium ST-Graphics
B
6.400
Medium ST-Text
B
C
5.600
Low ST
C
5.400
Note. Levels not connected by same letter are significantly different.
Level

Tukey Grouping
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Figure 6-24. Mean Subjective SA Accuracies by ST Display Proximity
with Letters of Tukey Grouping

6.8.5. Analysis of Subjective Ratings: Subjective Difficulty by Question
Type and ST Display Proximity
The two-way ANOVA results for subjective difficulty are shown in Table 6-20.
There was a significant interaction between SA level and ST Display Proximity for the
subjective difficulty rating, F (6, 175.9) = 9.871, p < .0001. Table 6-21 presents Tukey’s test
results by ST Display Proximity as the function of SA level. Figure 6-25 illustrates mean
subjective difficulty data by ST Display Proximity as the function of SA level.

Table 6-20. ANOVA Results for Subjective Difficulty (* when significant)
Source

DF

DF Den

F

Prob > F

ST Display Proximity

3

69.26

41.679

<.0001*

SA Level of Question

2

27.38

62.991

<.0001*

ST Display Proximity * SA Level

6

123.4

19.077

<.0001*

Note. Significant at p < .05
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Table 6-21. Tukey’s Test Results for Subjective Difficulty
ST Display Proximity = Low ST
Mean Subjective Difficulty
Level
Tukey Grouping
(1: Very Easy ~ 10: Very Difficult)
SA3
A
6.400
SA2
B
4.900
SA1
C
3.444
ST Display Proximity = Medium ST-Text
SA3
A
B
5.667
SA1
C
3.200
SA2
C
D
2.767
ST Display Proximity = Medium ST-Graphics
SA3
A
B
5.133
SA1
C
D
2.889
SA2
D
2.200
ST Display Proximity = High ST
SA3
C
D
3.133
SA2
C
D
2.600
SA1
E
1.244
Note. Levels not connected by same letter are significantly different.

Figure 6-25. Mean Subjective Difficulties by SA Level and ST Display Proximity
with Letters of Tukey Grouping
The results showed many similarities with the RT results in Table 6-9. Participants
subjectively rated SA3 questions as more difficult than the SA1 and SA2 questions when
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using Low ST, Medium ST-Text, and Medium ST-Graphics. The RTs with SA1 and SA2
questions were lowest in these three ST Display Proximities. There was no difference
between the subjective difficulty responses between SA1 and SA 2 questions under the ST
Display Proximity conditions Medium ST-Text and Medium ST-Graphics. The RTs were
similarly not different between SA1 and SA2 in the Medium ST-Text and Medium STGraphics. However in Low ST and High ST, SA1 questions were subjectively rated easier
than SA2 questions, even though there was no difference in the RT results between SA1 and
SA2 questions for their two ST Display Proximities. Additionally, there was no difference in
the subjective difficulty for High ST between SA2 and SA3, but the RT for SA2 was shorter
than the SA3 in High ST condition.
The main effect of ST Display Proximity was significant, F (3, 233.8) = 58.561, p
< .0001. As shown in Table 6-22, Tukey’s test results by ST Display Proximity revealed that
High ST was rated as subjectively easier than other ST Display Proximities. Ratings for
Medium ST-Graphics and Medium ST-Text were not significantly different from each
other. Ratings for both Medium STs were perceived as easier than Low ST. These subjective
rating responses are in-line with RT data that found RT results were shortest with High ST.
However, the effects should be evaluated with respect to the sign interaction. Mean
subjective difficulty data in each ST Display Proximity are illustrated in Figure 6-26.
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Table 6-22. Tukey’s Test Results for Subjective Difficulty by ST Display Proximity
Mean Subjective Difficulty
(1: Very Easy ~ 10: Very Difficult)
Low ST
A
4.915
Medium ST-Text
B
3.878
Medium ST-Graphics
B
3.407
High ST
C
2.326
Note. Levels not connected by same letter are significantly different.
Level

Tukey Grouping

Figure 6-26. Mean Subjective Difficulties by ST Display Proximity with Letters of
Tukey Grouping

The main effect of SA level was also significant, F (2, 167.6) = 88.061, p < .0001.
Tukey’s test results by SA level (Table 6-23) revealed that the SA3 questions were rated
subjectively more difficult than the SA1 and SA2 questions. Also, SA1 questions were easier
than SA2 questions. These subjective rating responses are also in-line with RT data that
found RT results were faster with SA1 and SA2 than SA3. However, there was no difference
in RT between SA1 and SA2 questions. However, the results should be evaluated with
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respect to the sign interaction. Mean subjective difficulty data for each SA level of question
are illustrated in Figure 6-27.

Table 6-23. Tukey’s Test Results for Subjective Difficulty by SA Level
Mean Subjective Difficulty
(1: Very Easy ~ 10: Very Difficult)
SA3
A
5.083
SA2
B
3.117
SA1
C
2.694
Note. Levels not connected by same letter are significantly different.
Level

Tukey
Grouping

Figure 6-27. Mean Subjective Difficulties by SA Level of Question with Letters of
Tukey Grouping
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7. METHODS AND RESULTS OF EXPERIMENT 3: TEST
OF RTA OPERATION WITH DYNAMIC FLIGHT
SIMULATION
7.1. Objective
The objective of Experiment 3 was to evaluate pilot objective performance of RTA
operations under simulated flights using the four different ST Display Proximities. The
evaluation used the same novel ST flight deck displays and the traditional display used for
Experiment 2.

7.2. Experimental Design
7.2.1. Independent Variables (IVs)
Experiment 3 was a 4 x 2 within-subject design. As shown in Table 7-1, the
independent variables (IVs) were display proximity between space and time information (ST
Display Proximity). Task workload was included as a variable to support an understanding of
how performance for the four display types may vary under different workloads. The
evaluation of workload itself was not of primary interest. Task workload was designed as two
levels: low and high.

Table 7-1. Independent Variables (IVs) for Experiment 3
Source

Factor

Level

IV 1

Spatio-Temporal Display
Proximity (ST Display
Proximity)






Low ST
Medium ST–Text
Medium ST–Graphics
High ST

IV 2

Task Workload




Low: DataComm Off
High: DataComm On
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7.2.2. ST Display Proximity
This experiment employed the same ND and CDU components as described in
Experiment 2.

7.2.3. Task Workload
Different task workload levels were defined by including or not including DataComm
clearance message that instructed pilots to evaluate a rerouting request from ATC. Assuming
that evaluation of a rerouting instruction via DataComm requires higher workload, two task
workload levels were included as defined in Table 7-2.

Table 7-2. Levels of Task Workload for Experiment 3
Level

Treatment

Low

No Presentation of DataComm Clearance

High

Presentation of DataComm Clearance

Two uplink messages (UMs) derived from the RTCA SC-214 message set specifying
spatial rerouting were applied in this experiment: UM65 and UM339. They are listed in
Table 7-3.

Table 7-3. Uplink Message (UM) Set Applied in Experiment 3
UM Number

Clearance

UM65

AT [position] OFFSET [specified distance] [direction] OF ROUTE

UM339

AT [position] CLEARED TO [position] VIA [route clearance
enhanced]

7.2.4. Dependent Variables (DVs)
The dependent variables (DVs) were spatial errors and temporal errors as pilots
arrived at each designated waypoint, and the Modified Cooper-Harper (MCH) workload
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ratings for each ST Display Proximity. The spatial errors were defined as the difference of
latitude and longitude between the waypoint location based on the flight plan and the location
that participants actually passed while trying to keep their altitude at 35,000 feet. The passing
points were automatically recorded by the flight simulation program (X-Plane). The temporal
errors were defined as the difference between RTA and actual time of Arrival (ATA) at each
waypoint. The workload ratings using the MCH scale ranged from 1 to 10. The DVs are
summarized in Table 7-4.

Table 7-4. Dependent Variables for Experiment 3
DV

Factor

Detail (Unit)
 Absolute Value of Waypoint Latitude – Actual
Latitude Pilot Passed (NM)
 Absolute Value of Waypoint Longitude – Actual
Longitude Pilot Passed (NM)

DV1

Spatial Errors

DV2

Temporal Errors

Absolute of RTA – ATA (Sec)

DV3

Workload Rating

Workload Rating Using Modified Cooper Harper Scale
(A Number from 1 to 10)

7.3. Hypotheses
Table 7-5 summarizes the hypotheses for this experiment.
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Table 7-5. Hypotheses for Experiment 3
STANDPOINT: Interaction between ST Display Proximity and Task Workload
Hypothesis 1: There will be an interaction
between ST Display Proximity and task
workload for spatial error.

Null Hypothesis 1: There will be no
interaction between ST Display Proximity
and task workload for spatial error.

Rationale) Pilots will find that the integrated text or text and graphics cues are more
helpful to conduct the flight task when the task workload is high.
Expectation)
 There will be an interaction between ST Display Proximity and task workload for
latitude error.
 There will be an interaction between ST Display Proximity and task workload for
longitude error.

STANDPOINT: Spatial Error among ST Display Proximities and between Task
Workloads
Hypothesis 2: There will be a difference in
the spatial error among ST Display
Proximities and between task workloads.

Null Hypothesis 2: There will be no
difference in the spatial error among
different ST Display Proximities and
between task workloads.

Rationale) As display proximity increases, the effect of workload on performance should
decrease. Therefore High ST and Medium ST conditions should result lower spatial errors
than Low ST. However, it is possible that the instrument trained pilots will perform
equally well across conditions. The task workload is expected to affect spatial accuracy
due to increased workload will draw attention away from the flight task.
Expectation)
 The latitude error will be significantly shorter with Medium ST-Text, Medium STGraphics, or High ST than Low ST.
 The longitude error will be significantly shorter with Medium ST-Text, Medium STGraphics, or High ST than Low ST.
 The latitude error will be significantly shorter with low task workload conditions than
high task workload conditions.
 The longitude error will be significantly shorter with low task workload conditions than
high task workload conditions.
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STANDPOINT: Interaction for Temporal Error between ST Display Proximity and
Task Workload
Hypothesis 3: There will be an interaction
between ST Display Proximity and task
workload for temporal error.

Null Hypothesis 3: There will be no
interaction between ST Display Proximity
and task workload for temporal error.

Rationale) Pilots will find that the integrated text or text and graphics cues are more
helpful to conduct the flight task when the task workload is high.
Expectation)
 There will be an interaction between ST Display Proximity and task workload for
RTA-ETA error.
STANDPOINT: Temporal Error among ST Display Proximities and between Task
Workload
Hypothesis 4: There will be a difference in
temporal error among ST Display
Proximities and between task workloads.

Null Hypothesis 4: There will be no
difference in temporal error among ST
Display Proximities and between task
workloads.

Rationale) The increased ST Display Proximity conditions will help pilots to decrease
temporal errors as well as spatial errors. However, it is possible that the instrument trained
pilots will perform equally well across conditions. The task workload is expected to affect
temporal accuracy due to increased workload will draw attention away from the flight
task.
Expectation)
 The temporal error in Low ST will be significantly higher than Medium ST-Text,
Medium ST-Graphics, and High ST.
 The temporal error in high task workload conditions will be significantly higher than
low task workload conditions.
STANDPOINT: Subjective Mental Workload among ST Display Proximities
Hypothesis 5: There will be a difference in
the mental workload rating among ST
Display Proximities.

Null Hypothesis 5: There will be no
difference in the mental workload rating
among ST Display Proximities.

Rationale) Participants will subjectively perceive that the increased display proximities
are beneficial to reduce their mental workload. They will subjectively perceive that
Medium ST-Text, Medium ST-Graphics, or High ST require less workload than Low ST.
Expectation)
 Subjective workload will be rated lower for High ST, Medium ST-Text, and Medium
ST-Graphics compared to Low ST.
 Subjective workload will be rated lower for High ST than Medium ST-Text and
Medium ST-Graphics.
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7.4. Participants
Fourteen pilots participated in this experiment (1 females / 13 males, 9 commercial
pilots / 5 private pilots, 13 instrument ratings / 1 no instrument rating, Age Range = 20 ~ 63
years old, Mean Age = 42 years, STD = 15.5 years). Their mean flight hour was 3438 hours
(Range of Flight Hour = 46.5 ~ 15000 hours, STD = 3942 hours). Ten of the fourteen pilots
who had participated in Experiment 2 also participated in this experiment. No compensation
was provided for their participation.

7.5. Apparatus
The apparatus for Experiment 3 was identical to that described in Experiment 2.
Yoke, throttle and rudder were fully functional for the simulated flight operations.

7.6. Scenarios
The test flight plan was developed using Goodway software (Version 4). The flight
plan for each scenario had more than four waypoints. Four successive waypoints within the
scenario were selected as the measurement points during the flight tasks. The four successive
waypoints were different between ST Display Proximity sessions. Each pilot participated in
four flights, one for each ST condition. A four flight plan set was randomly assigned to each
participant varying allocation of each flight plan to ST Display Proximities. The order of the
four different ST Display Proximities was also randomized for each pilot. The flight
operations started at a waypoint location to the next four waypoint. Figure 7-1 illustrates the
sample scenario for this experiment.
Pilots were required to maintain 35,000 feet for their cruising altitude throughout
their tasks. The RTA tolerance was set at ±8 seconds or ±10 seconds. The scenarios varied
the temporal status in each route section by varying RTAs and ETAs. For example, if
ownship was late during the first route section, the aircraft was early during the second
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section, late again during the third section, and early again during the fourth section. The
RTA and ETA were slightly different for every individual ST Display Proximity for each
participant. The first three route sections had no DataComm clearance, and the DataComm
clearance was presented during the fourth route section. Among the four ST Display
Proximities per individual participant, three applied UM339 and one applied UM65 in
random manner.

Figure 7-1. A Sample Scenario for Experiment 3 (WPT indicates waypoint, Bold
magenta line indicates the route sections for flight tasks)

7.7. Procedures
Upon completion of the informed consent process, the experimenter instructed
participants on how to conduct the RTA tasks using the ST Displays and simulator. After the
short training with one practice trial, the participant began the experiment when they were
ready. Participants were asked to conduct flight operations along the scheduled successive
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route sections and meet the RTAs at all the scheduled next waypoints. To meet RTAs they
may have needed to speed up or slow down. At the same time, they were required to maintain
their altitude at 35,000 feet.
When they passed the third waypoint and entered the fourth route section, a
DataComm clearance was presented via the DataComm mode on the CDU preceded by a
sound. The DataComm message instructed the participants to reroute. They were required to
read and interpret the message, and specify WILCO or UNABLE. They were told that
regardless of their decision they were not going to actually perform the reroute during the
simulation. Upon passing the fourth waypoint, the trial ended. Participants moved to the next
ST Display Proximity session after a short break.
Upon completion each ST Display Proximity session, participants were asked to rate
the workload of the ST Display Proximity condition, and provide additional comments about
their perceptions related to the displays and simulation. The time to complete all the trials for
an individual participant was approximately one hour.

7.8. Experiment 3 Results
Spatial errors (latitude error, longitude error), temporal error (|RTA-ATA| error), and
subjective workload rating data were statistically analyzed using JMP. The latitude error and
longitude error data are the absolute value of delta between location of the waypoint and
location of the aircraft upon when near the waypoint. The data were analyzed for a normality
using the Shapiro Wilk test. All data set by ST Display Proximity and task workload were
skewed to the right. After eliminating 10% of shortest values as outliers from each data set,
most of the data set satisfied the normal distribution. The statistical analysis was conducted
using ANOVA. Two participants’ spatial and temporal error data set were found to be
compromised, therefore, data from twelve subjects were analyzed. Fourteen data sets of
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subjective workload rating using MCH were saved without data missing. The subjective
workload data were analyzed using ANOVA. Post-hoc simple effect F-tests were used to
evaluate significant interactions and Tukey’s HSD test was used for paired comparisons.

7.8.1. Absolute Spatial Errors
The ANOVA results of absolute latitude error are shown in Table 7-6. There was no
interaction between ST Display Proximity and task workload. The results indicated a
significant main effect for the ST Display Proximity, F (3, 54) = 3.193, p = 0.0307. As shown
in Table 7-7, the absolute latitude errors were significantly lower with High ST (𝐱̅ = 0.016
NM) than with Medium ST-Text (𝐱̅ = 0.026 NM). Medium ST-Graphics (𝐱̅ = 0.018 NM)
and Low ST (𝐱̅ = 0.019 NM) conditions were not different than the High ST and Medium
ST-Text conditions. The main effect of task workload for latitude error was not significant.
Figure 7-2 illustrates the absolute latitude error by ST Display Proximity.

Table 7-6. ANOVA Results for Absolute Latitude Error (* when significant)
Source
Task Workload
ST Display Proximity
Task Workload * ST Display Proximity
Note. Significant at p < .05
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DF

DF Den

F Ratio

Prob > F

1
3
3

53.95
53.75
53.78

0.905
3.193
2.047

0.3458
0.0307*
0.1182

Table 7-7. Tukey’s Test Results for Absolute Latitude Error by ST Display
Proximity
Level
Medium ST-Text
Low ST
Medium ST-Graphics
High ST
Note. Significant at p < .05

Tukey Grouping
A
A
A

B
B
B

Mean Latitude Error
0.026
0.019
0.018
0.016

Figure 7-2. Mean Absolute Latitude Errors by ST Display Proximity with Letters of
Tukey Grouping

The ANOVA results of absolute longitude error are shown in Table 7-8. There was
no interaction between ST Display Proximity and task workload. There was a significant
main effect for ST Display Proximity for longitude error, F (3, 52) = 3.648, p = 0.0184. As
shown in Table 7-9, Low ST (𝐱̅ = 0.029 NM) had significantly lower longitude error than
High ST (𝐱̅ = 0.046 NM). Medium ST-Text (𝐱̅ = 0.041 NM) and Medium ST-Graphics (𝐱̅
= 0.035 NM) conditions were not significantly different from the Low ST and High ST
conditions. The main effect of task workload for longitude error was also significant, F (1,
51) = 10.425, p = 0.0022. The longitude error for the high task workload condition (𝐱̅ =
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0.044 NM) was significantly higher than the low task workload condition (𝐱̅ = 0.032 NM).
Figure 7-3 illustrates the absolute longitude errors by ST Display Proximity.

Table 7-8. ANOVA Results for Absolute Longitude Error (* when significant)
Source

DF

DF Den

F

Prob > F

ST Display Proximity

3

51.5

3.648

0.0184*

Task Workload

1

51.49

10.425

0.0022*

Task Workload * ST Display Proximity

3

51.5

1.435

0.2433

Note. Significant at p < .05

Table 7-9. Tukey’s Test Results for Absolute Longitude Error by ST Display
Proximity
Level of ST Display Proximity

Tukey Grouping

Mean Longitude Error
(NM)

High ST
A
Medium ST-Text
A
B
Medium ST-Graphics
A
B
Low ST
B
Note. Levels not connected by same letter are significantly different.

0.046
0.041
0.035
0.029

Figure 7-3. Mean Absolute Longitude Errors by ST Display Proximity with Letters
of Tukey Grouping
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7.8.2. Absolute Temporal Errors
The ANOVA results of absolute RTA-ETA error are shown in Table 7-10. The
interaction between ST Display Proximity and task workload was not significant. The main
effect of ST Display Proximity was not significant. There was a significant effect of task
workload for temporal error, F (1, 11) = 35.04, p < .0001. The temporal error was
significantly higher when task workload was high (𝐱̅ = 62.65 sec) than when task workload
was low (𝐱̅ = 49.57 sec). Task workload was designed to be different in order to determine if
there are any differential effects with ST Display Proximity type. Therefore, the main effect
is expected and not meaningful except that the test scenario did provide two levels of
workload.

Table 7-10. ANOVA Results for RTA-ETA Error (* when significant)
Source

DF

DF Den

F

Prob > F

ST Display Proximity

3

33.63

0.533

0.663

Task Workload

1

11.2

35.036

<.0001*

Task Workload * ST Display Proximity

3

33.63

0.855

0.474

Note. Significant at p < .05

7.8.3. Mental Workload Rating
The one-way ANOVA results evaluating the mental workload rating as a function of
ST Display Proximity is shown in Table 7-11. The effect of ST Display Proximity was
statistically significant, F (3, 24.286) = 8.095, p = 0.022. Tukey’s test results (Table 7-12)
revealed that the workload in High ST was rated as significantly lower (less workload) than
the Low ST. Figure 7-4 illustrates mean workload ratings in each ST Display Proximity.
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Table 7-11. ANOVA Results for Workload Rating (* when significant)
Source

DF

ST Display Proximity
3
Error
52
C. Total
55
Note. Significant at p < .05

Sum of
Squares

Mean
Square

24.286
121.143
145.429

8.095
2.330

F

Prob > F

3.475

0.022*

Table 7-12. Tukey’s Test Results for Workload Rating by ST Display Proximity
Level

Tukey Grouping

Mean Workload Rating
(1: Lowest ~10: Highest)

Low ST
A
Medium ST-Text
A
B
Medium ST-Graphics
A
B
High ST
B
Note. Levels not connected by same letter are significantly different.

3.500
3.214
2.214
1.929

Figure 7-4. Mean Workload Ratings by ST Display Proximity with Letters of
Tukey Grouping
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8. DISCUSSION
In this study, human space-time SA performance during navigation was measured
using RT, accuracy, subjective difficulty, and mental workload ratings. There are meaningful
outcomes when comparing distant and proximal conditions for space and time information
within displays for navigation.

8.1. Experiment 1
Experiment 1 focused on 2D space with time constraints in a bus passenger’s route.
The display proximity manipulation methods applied in this experimental phase were adding
graphics and differentiating time formats on the map display. An interaction between Map
Type and Question Type was expected for three dependent variables: RT, accuracy, and
subjective difficulty. Main effects for RT were not always significant, but these effects are
not as meaningful when considering an interaction.
The results imply the benefits of different time formats – exact time and time length
during space-time navigation with respect to RT and accuracy. The benefits of using a
graphical indication of temporal conformance was also shown with respect to RT to answer
questions. Table 8-1 summarizes the hypotheses for Experiment 1 and specifies if the
expectations described in Section 5 were met. Implications of results with respect to
compatibility of time format between map and question type, dimension a question asks,
preference of time format, and degree of display proximity follow.
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Table 8-1. Summary of Findings for Experiment 1
Hypotheses and Expectations

Met or Not Met

Hypothesis 1: There will be an interaction in RT for SA between Question Type and
Map Type.
 The RT to answer the [Time ET], [ST ET], [ST Loc ET]
questions with [ET Text] or [ET Text + Graphics] map
are expected to be shorter than with [TL Text] or [TL
Text + Graphics] map.
 The RT to answer the [Time TL], [ST TL], [ST Loc TL]
questions with [TL Text] or [TL Text + Graphics] map
are expected to be shorter than with [ET Text] or [ET
Text + Graphics] map.
 The RT to answer the [ST Conform] question with [ET
Text + Graphics] or [TL Text + Graphics] map are
expected to be shorter than with [ET Text] and [TL Text]
maps.

Met

Met
Only met between [ET
Text + Graphics] or [TL
Text + Graphics] map and
[ET Text] map

Hypothesis 2: There will be a difference in RT for SA among Question Types.
 With all Map conditions, the RT to answer the [Time
ET] question will be shorter than response times to
answer the [ST ET] question.
 With all Map conditions, the RT to answer the [Time
TL] question will be shorter than response times to
answer the [ST TL] question.
 With all Map conditions, the RT to answer the [Space
Loc] question will be shorter than to answer the [ST Loc
ET] question.
 With all Map conditions, the RT to answer the [Space
Loc] question will be shorter than to answer the [ST Loc
TL] question.

Only met in the [TL Text]
map
Not met

Met
Met in [TL Text] and [TL
Text + Graphics] maps

Hypothesis 3: There will be a difference in RT for SA among Map Types.
 With all Question Types, there will be no difference in
RT for SA between [ET Text] map and [TL Text] map.

Not met

 With all Question Types, there will be no difference in
RT for SA between [ET Text + Graphics] map and [TL
Text + Graphics] map.

Not met

 The RT for SA will be shorter with [ET Text + Graphics]
map than [ET Text] map.

Not met

 The RT for SA will be shorter with [TL Text + Graphics]
map than [TL Text] map.

Not met
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Hypothesis 4: There will be a difference in accuracy by Question Type and Map Type.
 There will be no significant differences for the percent
correct answers between [ET Text] map and [TL Text]
map when participants are provided with [Time ET], [ST
ET], [ST Loc ET] questions.

Met, but the percent correct
answers to [ST Loc ET]
question in [TL Text] map
was significantly lower
than in [ET Text] map.

 There will be no significant differences for the percent
correct answers between [ET Text + Graphics] map and
[TL Text + Graphics] map when participants are
provided with [Time ET], [ST ET], [ST Loc ET]
questions.

Met

 There will be no significant differences for the percent
correct answers between [ET Text] map and [TL Text]
map when participants are provided with [Time TL], [ST
TL], [ST Loc TL] questions.

Met

 There will be no significant differences for the percent
correct answers between [ET Text + Graphics] map and
[TL Text + Graphics] map when participants are
provided with the [Time TL], [ST TL], [ST Loc TL]
questions.

Met

 For [ST Conform] question, there will be no significant
differences in the percent correct answers between [ET
Text] map and [ET Text + Graphics] map, or between
[TL Text] map and [TL Text + Graphics] map.

Met

Hypothesis 5: There will be a difference in accuracy among Question Types.
 There will be no significant difference in the percent
correct answers between [Time ET] question and [ST
ET] question within each Map Type.

Met

 There will be no significant difference in the percent
correct answers between [Time TL] question and [ST
TL] question within each Map Type.

Met

 There will be no significant difference in the percent
correct answers among [Space Loc], [ST Loc ET], and
[ST Loc TL] questions within each Map Type.

Met, but in [ET Text +
Graphics] and [TL Text +
Graphics] maps, the
percent correct answers to
[ST Loc ET] question were
lower than [Space Loc]
question.
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Hypothesis 6: There will be a difference in the accuracy among Map Types.
Met, but the percent correct
answers to [ST Loc ET]
question in [TL Text] map
was lower than in [ET
Text] map.
Met, but, the percent
 There will be no significant difference in the percent of
correct answers to [ST Loc
correct answers between [ET Text] map and [ET Text +
ET] question in [ET Text +
Graphics] map, or between [TL Text] map and [TL Text
Graphics] map was lower
+ Graphics] map for all question types.
than in [ET Text] map.
 There will be no significant difference in the percent of
correct answers between [ET Text] map and [TL Text]
map, or between [ET Text + Graphics] map and [TL
Text + Graphics] map for all question types.

Hypothesis 7: There will be an interaction in subjective difficulty between Question
Type and Map Type.
 The subjective difficulty with [Time ET], [ST ET], [ST
Loc ET] questions may be rated easier in [ET Text] and
[ET Text + Graphics] maps than in [TL Text] and [TL
Text + Graphics] maps.

Met

 The subjective difficulty with [Time TL], [ST TL], [ST
Loc TL] questions may be rated easier in [TL Text] and
[TL Text + Graphics] maps than in [ET Text] and [ET
Text + Graphics] maps.

Met

 The subjective difficulty with [Space Loc] question may
not have any difference between [ET Text] and [ET
Text + Graphics] maps and [TL Text] and [TL Text +
Graphics] maps.

Met

 The [ST Conform] question may be easier with [ET
Text + Graphics] and [TL Text + Graphics] maps than
[ET Text] and [TL Text] maps.

Met

Hypothesis 8: There will be a difference in the subjective responses among Question
Types.
 The subjective difficulty with [Time ET] question will
be rated as easier than [ST ET] question within each
Map Type.

Not met. Only met in [TL
Text + Graphics] map

 The subjective difficulty with [Time TL] question will
be rated as easier than [ST TL] question within each
Map Type.

Not met.

 The subjective difficulty with [Space Loc] question will
be rated as easier than [ST Loc ET] question and [ST
Loc TL] question.
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Met, but there was no
difference in the subjective
difficulty between [Space
Loc] question and [ST Loc
TL] question within [TL
Text + Graphics] map.

Hypothesis 9: There will be a difference in the subjective responses among Map Types.
 The subjective difficulty with [ET Text + Graphics]
map will be rated as easier than [ET Text] map for all
question types.

Not met. Met only to [ST
Conform] question.

 The subjective difficulty with [TL Text + Graphics]
map will be rated as easier than [TL Text] map for all
question types.

Not met. Met only to [ST
Conform] question.

Hypothesis 10: There will be a difference in the mental workload ratings among Map
Types.
 The workload rating may be lower with [ET Text +
Graphics] map than [ET Text] map.

Met

 The workload rating may be lower with [TL Text +
Graphics] map than [TL Text] map.

Not met

 There will be no significant difference in the mental
workload ratings between [ET Text] map and [TL Text]
map.

Met

 There will be no significant difference in the mental
workload ratings between [ET Text + Graphics] map
and [TL Text + Graphics] map.

Met

8.1.1. Compatible vs. Incompatible Time Format between Question and
Map
The RT results showed the effect of the interaction between Map Type and Question
Type as expected; participants’ RT was slower when they are required to perform a
calculation due to the incompatibility of the way time was formatted on the map. The
accuracy results did not show a higher performance even when the time format between the
question and map were compatible. The accuracy difference was found only in one case; the
accuracy to answer the ST Loc ET question was higher with ET Text map than TL Text
map. In general participants can determine the correct answer, but it may take them more
time. The subjective difficulty results also satisfied the expectations; participants perceived it
to be significantly easier to answer the provided questions when the time format between
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question and map was compatible. The time format compatible conditions are categorized as
focused tasks. The incompatible conditions are integrated tasks. Therefore, both within ET
maps and TL maps, participants performed better with focused tasks than integrated tasks.
This is important when considering more complex navigation situations with frequent or
different spatial and temporal constraints in a complex route.

8.1.2. Question Asking Single Dimension vs. Multiple Dimensions
The expectation that questions based on one dimension, space only or time only,
would result in significantly faster RT compared to questions in which both space and time
were necessary to answer was not met in all conditions. Accuracy results were similar;
accuracy was not always higher when only space or time was asked. The maps provided both
space and time information. Although a question focused on space or time only, the
participants may have always considered both types of information before answering a
question. However, with respect to participant’s perceptions of difficulty, space-only or timeonly questions were perceived to be significantly easier to answer than space-time questions.

8.1.3. Exact Time vs. Time Length
As expected, exact time and time length formats showed their own benefits when
conducting space-time navigation. People are already comfortable with using exact time
information for their navigation because most of navigation devices produce exact timebased temporal indication. In this experiment, Time length format also showed its advantage
for space-time navigation; participants’ RTs to answer ST Conform questions were not
significantly different across except when using the ET Text map. This question type should
be easier to answer using text with graphics cues than text-only cues because participants did
not need computation using text with graphics cues. Using text-only cues, participants needed
to compute an answer using STA and ETA to answer this question type. No difference in
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performance between TL Text and TL Text + Graphics maps may have been because its
information length was shorter than the exact time format so that it may have been faster to
process or calculate. Participants certainly revealed their opinions that the time length
indications were often perceived easier for their SA simply because its data length was
shorter than exact time. Between TL Text + Graphics and ET Text + Graphics maps, the
mean subjective difficulty with TL Text + Graphics map was easier than ET Text and TL
Text maps. Two of the subjective questions were: (a) How effective was the exact time or
time length indication to see your future status at scheduled locations?, (b) When the time
formats were not compatible between the map and question, which incompatible condition
was more difficult? For the first question, all participants revealed that time length was as
beneficial as exact time. For the second question, the 20 of 23 participants revealed that they
perceived the ET map + TL question combination as being more difficult than the TL maps
with ET questions because the time data for the TL Maps had fewer numbers.

8.1.4. Low vs. High Display Proximity
According to the implication from the proximity compatibility principle, for most
cases higher display proximity conditions between space and time information may predict
better performance during integrated tasks although they require performance costs during
focused tasks (Bennett and Flach, 1992). In this experiment, adding temporal conformance
graphics increased display proximity. Performance enhancement was expected only when
answering ST Conform questions because the graphics would eliminate the need for
computation to answer this question type. Between ET Text and ET Text + Graphics maps
to answer this question type, the ET Text + Graphics map showed the shorter RT
performance. Between TL Text and TL Text + Graphics maps, the RT was not significantly
shorter using the TL Text + Graphics map. It is possible that the computation using time
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length information was faster than using exact time information as participants revealed the
data for computation were smaller in time length. No RT difference was found between low
and high display proximities during focused tasks; the high display proximity conditions even
did not deteriorate the RT performance during focused tasks. Twenty one participants out of
23 responded that the graphics were helpful to process earliness and lateness quickly. No
accuracy difference was found between low and high display proximities to answer the ST
Conform question (integrated task). But an accuracy degradation in the high display
proximity condition was found with a focused task; answering the ST Loc ET question.

8.2. Experiment 2
Based on the literature and results from Experiment 1, Experiment 2 investigated
three novel flight deck displays to enhance space-time SA during RTA operations compared
to the traditional displays of separate space and time information currently in use in existing
aircraft. Implementation of the display proximity manipulation was integrating space and
time information within an ND and using temporal conformance graphics within an ND or a
CDU. No novel ST Display Proximity conditions showed an enhanced RT and accuracy
compared to Low ST conditions for the three SA question levels. Among the novel displays,
High ST showed significant RT improvement compared to the two Medium STs with SA1
and SA3 questions. Comparing RT performance to the traditional display, there was no
differences in performance across the display conditions and SA level of question. In other
words integrating the information did not degrade performance of the focused task (SA1)
which would be hypothesized by the PCP. The lack of difference compared to the traditional
display is mostly likely due to the fact that the pilots had very limited training using the new
displays. With respect to accuracy, the Medium ST- Text showed significant accuracy
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performance decrements for SA3 compared to SA1 and SA2. All other display conditions
are similar with respect to accuracy decrements from SA1 to SA2 and SA3.
Although limited RT and accuracy performance differences were found, the display
proximity manipulation worked to enhance the subjective perception for space-time SA
difficulty. Pilots perceived that High ST was less difficult to use than the other conditions.
Table 8-2 summarizes the hypotheses for Experiment 2 and specifies if the expectations
described in Section 6 were met. Implications of results with respect to ST Display
Proximity, SA Level of question, focused or integrated tasks, preference of indicated time
format, and expertise level of pilot follow.

Table 8-2. Summary of Findings for Experiment 2
Hypotheses and Expectations

Met/Not Met

Hypothesis 1: There will be an interaction between SA level and ST Display Proximity for
RT.



The RTs with SA1 questions will not be
significantly different among the four ST Display
Proximities.
The RTs with SA2 questions will be shorter with
Medium STs and High ST than Low ST.

Not met, the RT in Medium STGraphics was longer than High
ST.
Not met



The RTs with SA3 questions will be shorter with
Medium STs and High ST than Low ST.

Not met



The RTs with SA3 questions will be shorter with
High ST than Medium STs.

Met, but the RT with High ST was
not significantly different from the
RT with Medium ST-Graphics.

Hypothesis 2: There will be a significant difference in RT among ST Display Proximities.





The RTs will be shorter with both Medium STs
and High ST compared to Low ST for each SA
question level.
Among Medium ST-Text, Medium ST-Graphics,
and High ST, participants' RTs will be shortest
with High ST for each SA question level.
Between Medium ST-Text and Medium STGraphics, the RT with Medium ST-Graphics will
be shorter than Medium ST-Text for each SA
question level.
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Met, but the RTs in Medium STs
were not significantly different
from Low ST.
Met

Not met

Hypothesis 3: There will be a significant difference in RT among three levels of SA
question.
Met, but the RT to answer SA2
 The RT to answer SA1 question will be shorter
question was not significantly
than SA2 and SA3 questions, but this difference
different from the RT to answer
is expected and not meaningful.
SA1 question.


The RT to answer SA2 question will be shorter
than SA3 question.

Met

Hypothesis 4: There will be an interaction between SA level and ST Display Proximity for
accuracy.







The percent correct answers with SA1 questions
will not be significantly different among the four
ST Display Proximities.
The percent correct answers with SA2 questions
will be higher in Medium STs and High ST than
Low ST.

Met

Not met

The percent correct answers with SA3 questions
will be higher in Medium STs and High ST than
Low ST.

Not met

The percent correct answers with SA3 questions
will be higher in High ST than Medium STs.

Not met

Hypothesis 5: There will be a difference for accuracy among SA levels.


The percent correct answers with SA1 and SA2
questions will be higher than SA3 questions.

Met



The percent correct answers with SA 1 questions
will be higher than SA2 questions.

Met

Hypothesis 6: There will be a difference for accuracy among ST Display Proximities.


The percent correct answers will be higher with
Medium STs and High ST than Low ST.

Not met



The percent correct answers will be higher with
High ST than Medium STs.

Not met



The percent correct answers will be higher with
Medium ST-Graphics than Medium ST-Text.

Not met

Hypothesis 7: There will be a difference in subjective speed for space-time SA among ST
Display Proximities.


Subjective perceptions of speed on space-time SA
will be highest in High ST.
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Met



Subjective perceptions of speed on space-time SA
will be higher in High ST, Medium ST-Text, and
Medium ST-Graphics than Low ST.

Met, but the subjective
perceptions of speed in Medium
ST-Text was not significantly
different from Low ST.

Hypothesis 8: There will be a difference in subjective accuracy for space-time SA among
ST Display Proximities.


Subjective perceptions of accuracy on space-time
SA will be higher in higher ST Display
Proximities than Low ST.

Met, but the subjective
perceptions of accuracy in
Medium ST-Text was not
significantly different from Low
ST.

Hypothesis 9: There will be an interaction between SA level and ST Display Proximity for
subjective difficulty ratings.


High ST and Medium STs will be subjectively
rated as easier than Low ST in SA2 and SA3
questions.



High ST will be rated as easier than Medium STs
in SA3 questions.

Met, but the subjective difficulties
with SA3 questions in Medium
ST-Text and Medium STGraphics were not significantly
different from Low ST.
Met

Hypothesis 10: There will be a difference in subjective difficulty ratings among SA levels.


The subjective difficulty will be higher in SA2
and SA3 questions, compared to SA1 questions.

Met

Hypothesis 11: There will be a difference in the subjective difficulty ratings among ST
Display Proximities.




Pilots will subjectively perceive that Medium STText, Medium ST-Graphics, and High ST will be
easier than Low ST to answer questions.

Met

Pilots will subjectively rate High ST to be easier
than the two Medium STs.

Met

8.2.1. ST Display Proximity
Overall, pilots perceived that the High ST condition was the fastest, most accurate,
and easiest condition. With respect to objective performance, it was equal in performance to
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the traditional display condition or better. Feedback from pilots indicated that they preferred
the ability to view the temporal status for multiple waypoints on a single ND in the High ST
condition. High ST was preferred to either of the Medium ST conditions. Medium ST-Text
and Medium ST-Graphics conditions also displayed time information for multiple
waypoints on ND; however, the format provided was time length, not exact time.
Comparison or computation between RTA and ETA was still essential to answer many SA1
and SA2 level questions with this information. For the two Medium ST conditions, the time
length information was only beneficial to answer one question type that asked about travel
time (SA2 Time TL: how long it would be taken to arrive at a specific waypoint). For this
reason, pilots had to use the CDU to obtain exact time information to answer to most
question types. Occasionally pilots may have forgotten that the time information on the ND
of Medium ST conditions was in time length format, not exact time resulting in some
accuracy errors.

8.2.2. SA Level of Question
With respect to RT and SA level of question, participants took significantly longer to
answer SA3 questions than SA1 and SA2 questions in all ST Display Proximities. This is not
unexpected because the concept of projection to the future should require more cognitive
work. With respect to accuracy, SA1 accuracy levels were generally high. SA2 and SA3
questions were less accurate than SA1 questions under Medium ST-Text and High ST
conditions. This was not the case for Low ST; there was no difference between SA1 and
SA3. For Medium ST-Graphics SA1 and SA2 were not different with respect to accuracy.
The interaction between ST Display Proximity and SA level of question indicates that the
method of using different SA levels of question is a useful method to reveal differences. With
respect to subjective difficulty, SA3 questions were perceived to be significantly more
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difficult than SA1 and SA2 questions in all ST Display Proximities except High ST. Table 83 shows the comparisons of performance (RT, accuracy, subjective difficulty) between
individual conditions to provide the reader with a summary of findings. Figure 8-1 shows
these comparisons of performance using a graphic format.
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Table 8-3. RT, Accuracy, and Subjective Difficulty Performances among ST Display Proximities
RT

Low ST



Medium ST-Text




Medium STGraphics





High ST


Accuracy

Subjective Difficulty

no difference to Medium
ST-Text, Medium STGraphics, High ST (SA1,
SA2, SA3)



no difference to Low ST,
Medium ST-Graphics
(SA1, SA2, SA3), High
ST (SA1, SA2)
longer than High ST
(SA1, SA3)




lower than Low ST (SA3)

no difference to Low ST

(SA1, SA2), Medium STGraphics, High ST (SA1, SA2,
SA3)


easier than Low ST (SA2)
no difference to Low ST (SA1,
SA3), Medium ST-Graphics
(SA1, SA2, SA3), High ST
(SA2)
more difficult than High ST
(SA1, SA3)

no difference to Low ST,
Medium ST-Graphics
(SA1, SA2, SA3), High
ST (SA2, SA3)
longer than High ST
(SA1)



no difference to Low ST,
Medium ST-Text, High ST
(SA1, SA2, SA3)




easier than Low ST (SA2)
no difference to Low ST (SA1,
SA3), Medium ST-Text (SA1,
SA2, SA3), High ST (SA2)
more difficult than High ST
(SA1, SA3)

no difference to Low ST
(SA1, SA2, SA3),
Medium ST-Text (SA1,
SA2), Medium STGraphics (SA2, SA3)
shorter than Medium STText (SA3), Medium STGraphics (SA1)





higher than Medium ST-Text
(SA3)
no difference to Medium STText (SA1, SA2), Medium
ST-Graphics (SA1, SA2, SA3)





no difference to Low ST,
Medium ST-Text, Medium
ST-Graphics (SA1, SA2, SA3)
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more difficult than Medium STText, Medium ST-Graphics
(SA2), High ST (SA1, SA2,
SA3)

easier than Low ST (SA1, SA2,
SA3), Medium ST-Text,
Medium ST-Graphics (SA1,
SA3)
no difference to Medium STText, Medium ST-Graphics
(SA2)

Figure 8-1. Comparison of Experiment 2 RT, Accuracy, and Subjective Difficulty
Results
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8.2.3. Focused vs. Integrated Tasks
Ideally based on the PCP, RT is expected to be longer as display proximity increases
when conducting focused tasks and shorter as display proximity increases when conducting
integrated tasks (Wickens & Carswell, 1995; Wickens, Hollands, Banbury, & Parasuraman,
2012). However, for this experiment it was expected that RT would not be different as ST
Display Proximities increased with SA1 questions (focused task) because the task was a very
basic requiring pilots to perceive or view information and the novel display designs would
still support this task. However, for SA1 questions (focused task), RT was shorter in High ST
compared to Medium ST-Graphics. For SA2 questions (integrated task), there were no
differences in RT as the ST Display Proximity increased. For SA3 (integrated task), RT was
shorter in High ST than Medium ST-Text. Therefore, High ST supported all levels of SA
even though space and time information was integrated. It is possible to design an integrated
display that may not differentially affect focused versus integrated task performance. The
High ST condition eliminated the cumbersome activity of manipulating the CDU screen to
search for the correct waypoint page. However, it is also important to consider that as the
amount of information on a display increases so might clutter and search time through the
information could increase. We did not find this to be the case for the High ST condition.
The RT results were more variable for integrated tasks than focused tasks because pilots were
sometimes required to conduct computation for the integrated tasks. Individual arithmetic
capabilities may have been different.

8.2.4. Exact Time vs. Time Length Indication
Low ST and High ST conditions always presented ETA and RTA time information
as exact time. The Medium ST conditions presented ETA and RTA time length on the ND,
and exact time on the CDU. SA2 questions required some answers in exact time and some in
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time length. In the Experiment 1, exact time or time length formats were presented on a 2D
map and subjects answered questions about exact time and time length. RT and accuracy
were better if the question type matched the time format (i.e. when the time format a question
asked matched the time format a map presented). The Medium ST displays included time
length on the ND in order to provide support for questions that pilots may consider related to
time length (e.g. how long until I reach waypoint A). The RT and accuracy results for SA2
questions did not result in any significant differences across the four display conditions.
Therefore adding time length did not decrease performance. Pilots did indicate on subjective
questionnaires that they liked having time length information. It is recommended that both
formats be available.

8.2.5. Expertise Level
Some pilots who had more than 1000 flight hours did not like utilizing added
information on the novel displays. They indicated that they were already comfortable
using the traditional displays in the cockpit (ND and CDU) with time information
separated. Many experienced pilots have developed information monitoring patterns that
may be difficult to break. Pilots with less experience and private pilots revealed they
favored the High ST condition. As new pilots enter the profession, it may be worth while
to allow the pilots to choose which display format they would prefer to use.
There were expectations that the participants’ RT would be shorter with higher ST
Display Proximities with SA2 and SA3 questions, but the RT results did not show any
significant differences among ST Display Proximities except the RT to answer SA3 questions
between Medium ST-Text and High ST. The lack of difference may be due to insufficient
training to use the novel displays. Although pilots were trained prior to participating in the
trials, the training was not extensive. In the two Medium ST conditions, pilots could use the
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traditional method of CDU + ND to answer the questions, or use the ND alone. Thus they
may have reverted to the traditional method which by design requires additional manipulation
increasing RT. The experimenter noticed that this tended to occur with more experienced
pilots.

8.3. Experiment 3
Experiment 3 evaluated the four ST Display Proximity conditions used in Experiment
2 under simulated flight trials. The results included objective measures (spatial error and
temporal error of aircraft location) and subjective measures (mental workload ratings). We

found that the simulated RTA flight under limited time constraints was a difficult test to
implement in a simulation. Overall performance was similar across all display conditions.
Any differences in objective spatial aircraft location (latitude or longitude errors) were

limited and significant differences are not likely meaningful given the very small
differences in average nautical miles. There were temporal errors only between the two
task workload levels. Pilots had no major difficulty in meeting RTAs under all display
conditions. During the simulated RTA flight trials, the benefits of increased display
proximity were shown by reduced mental workload ratings; the measure of pilot mental

workload using the MCH test indicated that workload was rated as significantly lower
using the High ST compared to the traditional conditions (Low ST). Table 8-4
summarizes the hypotheses for Experiment 3 and specifies if the expectations described in
Section 7 were met.
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Table 8-4. Summary of Findings for Experiment 3
Hypotheses and Expectations

Met/Not Met

Hypothesis 1: There will be an interaction between ST Display Proximity and task
workload for spatial error.
 There will be an interaction between ST Display Proximity
and task workload for latitude error.
 There will be an interaction between ST Display Proximity
and task workload for longitude error.

Not met
Not met

Hypothesis 2: There will be a difference in the spatial error among ST Display
Proximities and among task workloads.
 The latitude error will be significantly shorter with
Not met
Medium ST-Text, Medium ST-Graphics, or High ST than
Low ST.
 The longitude error will be significantly shorter with
Medium ST-Text, Medium ST-Graphics, or High ST than
Not met
Low ST.
 The latitude error will be significantly shorter with low
Not met
task workload conditions than high task workload
conditions.
 The longitude error will be significantly shorter with low
Met
task workload conditions than high task workload
conditions.
Hypothesis 3: There will be an interaction between ST Display Proximity and task
workload for temporal error.
 There will be an interaction between ST Display
Proximity and task workload for RTA-ETA error.

Not met

Hypothesis 4: There will be a difference in temporal error among ST Display Proximities
and between task workloads.
 The temporal error in Low ST will be significantly higher
than Medium ST-Text, Medium ST-Graphics, and High
Not met
ST.
 The temporal error in high task workload conditions will
be significantly higher than low task workload conditions.

Met

Hypothesis 5: There will be a difference in the mental workload rating among ST Display
Proximities.
 Subjective workload will be rated lower for High ST,
Met
Medium ST-Text, or Medium ST-Graphics compared to
Low ST.
 Subjective workload will be rated lower for High ST
than Medium ST-Text or Medium ST-Graphics.
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Not met

The fundamental problem of simulating real RTA flights is the limitation of flight
length. Higher task workload was added to the flight tasks and RTAs varied to require pilots
to change airspeed to meet time of arrival. It was difficult to create accurate variation for this
scenario. Removing the need for monitoring the CDU in High ST condition can enable
participants to focus only on the ND component for flying along the given route. Given the
limited training the fact that pilots perform just as well with the High ST condition indicates
it is a feasible display.
According to the subjective workload ratings, pilots perceived their workload as
highest with Low ST condition and the lowest with High ST. However, the differences in the
rating values are low, and both the easiest and the most difficult workload ratings are in the
range of “acceptable” according to the definitions of the MCH. Again, this indicates that the
High ST display is at least as good as baseline and may be a better choice so that both
experienced and less experienced pilots can use the display. However, considering limitations
for realistic simulation for RTA operations, High ST should be investigated further.
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9. GENERAL DISCUSSION AND RESEARCH
CONTRIBUTIONS
9.1. Implications
Based on the experiment results, the implementation of close spatial proximity and
hybrid text + graphics did provide some benefits for enhancing space-time SA compared to
the traditional display. Subjectively, pilots indicated that the novel graphic displays enhanced
their space-time SA. The experimental results show that employing travel time information
(time length) supports the SA of temporal status during space-time navigation. The results of
Experiment 2 and Experiment 3 were consistent with Experiment 1. A comparison of each
ST Display Proximity condition applied in the Experiment 2 and Experiment 3 based on
design and pilots’ comments is summarized in Table 9-1.
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Table 9-1. Comparison of ST Display Proximity Conditions
Medium
ST-Text

Medium STGraphics

High ST

Level of
Displayed
Spatio-Temporal
Information

Lower level,
pilots must
compute the
predicted
status.

Slight
improveme
nt over Low
ST with
time length
data

Graphical indication
of temporal
conformance on
CDU accelerated
processing time of
earliness or lateness
so the proximity
level is higher than
Low ST.

Combined
spatio-temporal
information can
be monitored
via ND so the
proximity level
is high.

Visual Clutter

Text,
baseline

Little

Little

Most (but can
be decluttered)

Amount of
Required
Manipulation

Much

Much

Much

Little

Eye Movement
to Monitor
Spatio-Temporal
Information

CDU and
ND

CDU and
ND

Less than Low ST
and Medium STText, but higher than
High ST

ND only

Criteria

Low ST

As discussed in the introduction section, human factors principles and theories should
be applied to the design of space-time navigation displays. Table 9-2 presents how this study
implemented the implications from those principles and theories for display development.
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Table 9-2. List of Implementation from Theoretical Bases for This Study
Principle & Theory

Implementation

De Smedt and Berz (2007) recommended
reserving an independent screen to depict
the RTA progress rather than having
significant head-down time to see the CDU
positioned below the forward view.

Integration all space and time data within
the ND; High ST

Implications from landmark knowledge,
route knowledge, and survey knowledge
(Thorndyke, Hayes-Roth, & Stasz, 1980).

Presentation of temporal conformance of
multiple future waypoints in a single screen
in High ST may enable pilots to access and
quickly learn landmark, route, and survey
knowledge. Under the survey knowledge,
pilots are able to react to a negative
temporal status in advance using the High
ST.

Notion of PCP; implementing close display
proximity that may be beneficial for the
integrated perception of multiple
information sources (integrated task)
despite the cost of focused task
performance for each piece of independent
information (Wickens & Carswell, 1995).

Implementation of close spatial distance
between space and time information
(Medium ST-Text, Medium ST-Graphics,
High ST).

Implications of heterogeneous processing of
High ST: Employing text + graphics cues
text and picture (Schnotz, 2005) and
for time information as a homogeneous cue
solutions to enhance the integrated
coded with space data (graphics cue).
processing of space and time information.

Consideration of flight deck display design
strategies with respect to pilots’ mental
workload and SA demand.



Possible solutions for the problem of pilots’
monitoring performance; displaying the
aircraft behavior status (Sarter, Mumaw,
and Wickens, 2007).

Time length information is provided to
support pilots’ cognitive resources
reducing the need for computation to
determine “the travel time”.
Implementing the graphical indication
of temporal conformance for fast
perception of temporal conformance.

Temporal conformance indicator in
Medium ST-Graphics and High ST.

Researchers have indicated that perception errors can cause distortions of perceived
duration. Table 9-3 lists examples and how the novel flight deck displays provided a possible
design solution to these problems.
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Table 9-3. List of Implementation from Studies about Time Perception Error
Studies Stated in Section
2.3.2

Implication

Temporal duration
judgment by neural
mechanism (Pariyadath &
Eagleman, 2007;
Eagleman, 2008; Grondin,
2010)

The subjectively estimated
time can be dilated by
activities of neuron networks.

Content and context of
situation (Zakay & Block,
1997)

The content and context of
situations affect human
duration judgments.

Allocation of attention to
temporal and non-temporal
tasks simultaneously
(Brown, 1997)

The temporal and nontemporal information may
compete for attentional
resources.

Implementation
Estimated time expansion
problem could be improved
using integrated time
length data in novel
displays. Otherwise, pilots
may need a calculation to
be aware of “travel time”.
Indication of both exact
time and time length, and
temporal conformance on
displays may help pilots
save cognitive resources
for duration judgment
during space-time
navigation.
Integrated space and time
data within the single
screen in novel displays.

Examples of how potential problems of current flight deck displays for RTA
operation discussed in Section 2.3.2.1 can be enhanced using novel displays are discussed
below.


Weak information arrangement for pertinent space and time data: High ST condition
couples space and time information in a single screen. Human error for matching space
and time data may be reduced using the High ST because of its increased display
proximity. Pilots were asked to use the displays with little training, and yet their
performance was either equal to the baseline traditional condition or better.



Weak indication of temporal conformance and adjustable speed: Graphical differentiation
of temporal conformance status may enhance pilots’ SA. The required/estimated speed
indicator presented in the novel displays could help pilots conduct active speed control.
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Overuse of pilots’ attention: High ST could enable pilots to save head-down time by
eliminating the need for procedures to enter the RTA information mode into the CDU. It
also enables pilots to have a smaller gaze field on the flight deck for some operations and
reduce search time.
Research conducted for space-time cue design on flight deck display applications

were discussed in the Section 2.7. When comparing the developed space-time cue design in
this study the following was found.


Honeywell tested a prototype for 4DT based operation (Lancaster et al., 2011): The
Honeywell’s display maintained three separate information sources that provide common
space and time information in different formats. The display design itself was innovative,
but the space and time information for RTA operations were not fully integrated therefore
pilots may be required to search to confirm space and time information. The current study
tried to reduce the required number of displays and thus the number of displays to search
or scan in the High ST condition.



NASA 3D CDTI (NASA, 2004): The specific NASA 3D CDTI used ownship shape and
color coding to represent ownship spacing statuses compared to other air traffic. Similar
design strategies with respect to shape and color coding are applied to the ownship
temporal conformance representation in Medium ST-Graphics and High ST conditions
of this study.



Displays developed by Krishnan et al. (1999): The Krishnan et al.’s (1999) four
dimensional display presented a temporal indication of “time to contact” within the ND.
The time length information in ND for the current study has the homogeneous design
philosophy with the time to contact information because both displays indicate “the travel
time”.
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9.2. Study Contributions and Limitations
There is a need to perform research to investigate nontraditional flight deck graphic
displays for use in the NextGen 4DT operational environment (Funk, Mauro, & Barshi, 2009;
Gallimore et al., 2013). This research contributed to the development of design
recommendations for the display of NextGen’s 4DT based RTA operations. The scope of the
design criteria is the method of combining space and time cues on the displays in the flight
deck such that pilots meet the space-time requirements. The design strategies in this research
can also be applied to the interfaces of other navigation systems for surface-transportation
and sea vessels that have space and time constraints.
Limitations of the current study include:


It is difficult to obtain a large number of experienced pilots. The number of participants
in this study is similar to other studies; however, additional subject numbers may provide
better statistical power. Also, pilot experience varied from private to fully commercial
pilots with many hours of experience which may influence results. At the same time the
use of less experienced pilots with experienced pilots indicates that the new displays did
not significantly affect performance compared to traditional displays.



Due to the limitation of experimental time, the length of training for novel displays was
short. This may have resulted in pilots not remembering how to use the newer displays.
However, the results indicate that it is more likely that the displays were easier to use and
thus require limited training given that performance was equal or better than the
traditional display condition.



Although we attempted to conduct a simulated flight in experiment 3 and use objective
measures related pilot ability to meet the RTA temporally and spatially, the length of
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time to conduct this experiment may be too short to effectively evaluate pilot
performance.


In reality, navigation situations can be highly variable. It is difficult to create HITL
simulation scenarios that include full practical and realistic RTA operation scenarios for
testing desired test outcomes. There is a need for defining and evaluating methods that
provide off-nominal events during RTA navigation simulation.
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10. FUTURE RESEARCH
Multimodal visual displays are available in the concept of evaluating space-time
navigation. Display size has been increased (Cuypers, Smet, Hugel, Dubroca, & Van

Calster, 2010) and the use of graphic displays is already possible. However, for RTA
operations the current state-of-the-art is text; where spatial information is separated from time
information. The space-time display designs evaluated in this study are a first step and
additional evaluation is required for consideration in future flight decks. Additional
capabilities within these displays should also be considered such as both exact time and time
length information presented at the same time.
Longer simulated flight trials in a higher fidelity simulation using the novel flight
deck displays applied should be conducted. The enhanced test environment should implement
additional external factors that might affect pilots’ flight performance such as off-nominal
events. If the pilot performance using the novel displays applied in this research is shown to
be enhanced pilot performance, effectiveness of design strategies in this research will be
further validated.
Brain research to understand spatial-temporal processing as described by Coull and
Nobre (1998) should also be conducted. Does the brain process space and time separately, or
is their also combined processing as suggested by Coull and Nobre (1998)? It would be
interesting to use space-time navigation tasks under PET and fMRI.
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11. CONCLUSIONS
The design strategies of close spatial proximity between space and time information
and graphical indications of temporal information showed promise for RTA navigation.
Added information related to time length in the novel display conditions to eliminate the need
for computations could reduce SA and decision making time, and provide another aspect of
temporal perception during navigation. Pilots preferred text + graphical indications to textonly and the novel display that integrated space and time information onto a single screen
(High ST). While the results do not show a complete advantage over the traditional display
condition, the novel displays were as good as, and sometimes better than the traditional
condition. The novel displays were also perceived to be easier to use. The effectiveness of the
novel displays in this research provides an important insight on how to improve the flight
deck display design for NextGen where pilots’ workload is expected to increase and could
heighten the likelihood of pilot error during RTA operations. The novel designs were a first
step toward integration of space and time information for RTA operations. Based on the
information gained, longer simulated flight trials in a higher fidelity simulation should be
conducted. The enhanced test environment should implement additional external factors that
may affect pilots’ workload, space-time SA performance, and flight performance.
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APPENDIX A
Distribution of Experiment 1 Response Time Data after
Eliminating 10% of Longest Outliers

Distributions Question Type=Space Loc, Display Condition=ET Text

Distributions Question Type=Space Loc, Display Condition=ET Text + Graphics

Distributions Question Type=Space Loc, Display Condition=TL Text
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Distributions Question Type=Space Loc, Display Condition=TL Text + Graphics

Distributions Question Type=ST Conform, Display Condition=ET Text

Distributions Question Type=ST Conform, Display Condition=ET Text + Graphics

Distributions Question Type=ST Conform, Display Condition=TL Text
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Distributions Question Type=ST Conform, Display Condition=TL Text + Graphics

Distributions Question Type=ST ET, Display Condition=ET Text

Distributions Question Type=ST ET, Display Condition=ET Text + Graphics

Distributions Question Type=ST ET, Display Condition=TL Text
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Distributions Question Type=ST ET, Display Condition=TL Text + Graphics

Distributions Question Type=ST Loc ET, Display Condition=ET Text

Distributions Question Type=ST Loc ET, Display Condition=ET Text + Graphics

Distributions Question Type=ST Loc ET, Display Condition=TL Text
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Distributions Question Type=ST Loc ET, Display Condition=TL Text + Graphics

Distributions Question Type=ST Loc TL, Display Condition=ET Text

Distributions Question Type=ST Loc TL, Display Condition=ET Text + Graphics

Distributions Question Type=ST Loc TL, Display Condition=TL Text
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Distributions Question Type=ST Loc TL, Display Condition=TL Text + Graphics

Distributions Question Type=ST TL, Display Condition=ET Text

Distributions Question Type=ST TL, Display Condition=ET Text + Graphics

Distributions Question Type=ST TL, Display Condition=TL Text
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Distributions Question Type=ST TL, Display Condition=TL Text + Graphics

Distributions Question Type=Time ET, Display Condition=ET Text

Distributions Question Type=Time ET, Display Condition=ET Text + Graphics

Distributions Question Type=Time ET, Display Condition=TL Text
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Distributions Question Type=Time ET, Display Condition=TL Text + Graphics

Distributions Question Type=Time TL, Display Condition=ET Text

Distributions Question Type=Time TL, Display Condition=ET Text + Graphics

Distributions Question Type=Time TL, Display Condition=TL Text
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Distributions Question Type=Time TL, Display Condition=TL Text + Graphics
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APPENDIX B
Distribution of Experiment 2 Response Time Data after
Eliminating 10% of Longest Outliers
Distributions Display Condition=High ST, SA Level=1

Distributions Display Condition=High ST, SA Level=2

Distributions Display Condition=High ST, SA Level=3
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Distributions Display Condition=Low ST, SA Level=1

Distributions Display Condition=Low ST, SA Level=2

Distributions Display Condition=Low ST, SA Level=3

Distributions Display Condition=Medium ST Graphics, SA Level=1
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Distributions Display Condition=Medium ST Graphics, SA Level=2

Distributions Display Condition=Medium ST Graphics, SA Level=3

Distributions Display Condition=Medium ST Text, SA Level=1

Distributions Display Condition=Medium ST Text, SA Level=2
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Distributions Display Condition=Medium ST Text, SA Level=3
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APPENDIX C
Post-Task Questionnaire for Experiment 1
This questionnaire format was applied to all four time map types in the same manner.
Participant ID:__________________

Date: _____________________

CONDITION:____________________
Please rate the perceived difficulty to answer the different question types based on the
type of map. You can refer to the sample map in Figure 1.

Q1. The questions about Time-Only
•

Example: What is the estimated time of arrival at the next bus stop?
(1) 03:21:50 p.m.
(2) 03:06:15 p.m.
(3) 03:06:35 p.m.
(4) 03:18:40 p.m.

Very Easy

1

Very Difficult

2

3

4

5

6

7

Q2. The questions about Time-Only
•

Example: How long will it to take to get to the next bus stop?
(1) 1 minute
(2) 40 seconds
(3) 50 seconds
(4) 30 seconds

Very Easy

1

Very Difficult

2

3

4
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5

6

7

Q3. The questions about Space-Only
•

Example: Where is Chase Bank located?
(1) The next bus stop from your current location
(2) The 2nd bus stop from your current location
(3) The 3rd bus stop from your current location
(4) The 4th bus stop from your current location

Very Easy

1

Very Difficult

2

3

4

5

6

7

Q4. The questions about Time with Space-Time reference
•

Example: What is the estimated time to arrive at Art Museum?
(1) 03:21:50 p.m.
(2) 03:21:45 p.m.
(3) 04:21:40 p.m.
(4) 04:21:55 p.m.

Very Easy

1

Very Difficult

2

3

4

5

6

7

Q5. The questions about Time with Space-Time reference
•

Example: How long will it take to get to Chase Bank?
(1) 2 minute and 55 seconds
(2) 3 minute and 05 seconds
(3) 3 minute and 10 seconds
(4) 3 minutes

Very Easy

1

Very Difficult

2

3

4
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5

6

7

Q6. The questions about Space with Space-Time reference
•

Example: Where will you be at 03:18:45 a.m.?
(1) Near Town Hall
(2) Between Town Hall and Chase Bank
(3) Near Chase Bank
(4) Between Chase Bank and Art Museum

Very Easy

1

Very Difficult

2

3

4

5

6

7

Q7. The questions about Space with Space-Time reference
•

Example: Where will you be in 4 minutes and 30 seconds?
(1) Between Town Hall and Chase Bank
(2) Near Chase Bank
(3) Between Chase Bank and Art Museum
(4) Near Art Museum

Very Easy

1

Very Difficult

2

3

4

5

6

7

Q8. The questions about Your Expected Punctuality
•

Example: Based on where you are now, how early or late will you be when you arrive at
Art Museum?
(1) Too Early
(2) Early, within the Constraint
(3) Late, within the Constraint
(4) Too Late

Very Easy

1

Very Difficult

2

3

4
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5

6

7

Please reveal your thought about the Exact Time indication and Time Length
indication on the navigation map to see your estimated time status on the
route.
 How effective was the exact time or time length indication to see your
future status at scheduled locations?

 When the time formats were not compatible between the map and
question, which incompatible condition was more difficult?

If you have any, please reveal your idea about the graphics that indicate how
early or late you will be in the location of interest.
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APPENDIX D
Post-Task Questionnaire for Experiment 2

1. Please rate your perception of the amount of time it took for you to
understand the spatio-temporal status with each type of display.
1 ~ 10
(1: Shortest Time,
10: Longest Time)
Traditional ND + Traditional CDU
Novel ND + Traditional CDU
Novel ND + Novel CDU
Integrated ND + No RTA page on CDU

2. Please rate your perception of how accurate each display provided
spatio-temporal status for current and predicted situations.
1 ~ 10
(1: Least Accurate,
10: Most Accurate)
Traditional ND + Traditional CDU
Novel ND + Traditional CDU
Novel ND + Novel CDU
Integrated ND + No RTA page on CDU
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3. Please rate the perceived difficulty to answer the following different question types (covering two pages
here)

Difficulty Question ( 1 ~ 10, 1: Easy, 10: Hard)

Condition 1
(Traditional
ND
+
Traditional
CDU)

Example: At which waypoint must you arrive
between [09:30:25] and [09:32:25]?
A.
B.
C.
D.

GRH
FRED
ELN
EPH

Example: What is the ETA range at [COSEL]?
A.
B.
C.
D.

05:32:20 - 05:34:20
05:35:30 - 05:37:30
05:38:40 - 05:40:40
05:41:50 - 05:43:50

Example: How long will it take to arrive at
[CTHRO]?
A.
B.
C.
D.

4 min 40 sec - 6 min 40 sec
7 min 30 sec - 9 min 30 sec
10 min 20 sec - 12 min 20 sec
13 min 50 sec - 15 min 50 sec
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Condition 2
(Novel ND
+
Traditional
CDU)

Condition 3
(Novel ND
+
Novel
CDU)

Condition 4
(Integrated
ND
+
No RTA page
on CDU)

Example: Which waypoint(s) have exceeded the
assigned RTAs?
A. ELLON, SIPNY
B. PARTE, ELLON
C. SIPNY, CTHRO
D. SIPNY, YADKI
Example: How early or late are you at [PARTE]?
A. Within RTA tolerance
B. Early. RTA attainable
C. Late. RTA attainable
D. Too early. Cancel RTA
E. Too late. Cancel RTA
Example: How early or late are you at [PARTE]?
A. Within RTA tolerance
B. Early. RTA attainable
C. Late. RTA attainable
D. Too early. Cancel RTA
E. Too late. Cancel RTA
Example: The instructed rerouting clearance
requires an extra [130] seconds. What will you do
to arrive at [YADKI] on time?
A. Keep the current speed along the rerouting
B. Increase the ownship speed until [YADKI]
C. Request a new RTA at [YADKI] since it is too
late
D. Reduce the ownship speed until [YADKI]
E. Request a new RTA at [YADKI] since it is too
early
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4. When I checked space and time data for given tasks, I was aware of (pick one)

time first and then place
place first and then time
depend on

5. My impressions, comments and/or design suggestions about traditional and novel ND and CDU displays
for flight operations with space-time constraints.

6. If I have to choose one between exact time format-only [HH:MM:SS] or time length format-only
[MM:SS] to answer to the time status (early or late) question when I am provided with RTA/ETA either in
those formats, I will choose [
] because [
].
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APPENDIX E
Modified Cooper-Harper Scale
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APPENDIX F
Table of Simple-Effect F-Test by Question Type for Percent
Correct Answers

Experiment 1
Table A1. Results of Simple-Effect F-Test for Percent Correct Answers by
Question Type (* when significant)
Question Type
Num DF Den DF
F
Prob > F
Space Loc
3
476
0.5137
0.673
ST Conform
3
474.7
0.4919
0.6881
ST ET
3
491.3
1.8528
0.1367
ST Loc ET
3
476
21.9768
<.0001*
ST Loc TL
3
473.2
0.3895
0.7607
ST TL
3
487.4
4.3744
0.0047*
Time ET
3
475.3
1.0486
0.3707
Time TL
3
496.6
3.7959
0.0103*
Note. Significant at p < .05

Table A2. Results of Simple-Effect F-Test for Percent Correct Answers by Map
Type (* when significant)
Map Type
Num DF Den DF
F
Prob > F
ET Text
7
471.5
1.0083
0.4244
ET Text + Graphics
7
463.5
12.3341
<.0001*
TL Text
7
470.2
2.9505
0.0049*
TL Text + Graphics
7
471
4.2137
0.0002*
Note. Significant at p < .05
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Experiment 2
Table A3. Results of Simple-Effect F-Test for Percent Correct Answers by SA
Level (* when significant)
SA Level of Question
SA1
SA2
SA3
Note. Significant at p < .05

Num DF

Den DF

F

Prob > F

3
3
3

32.89
83.07
344.5

1.3272
1.2899
7.4327

0.2822
0.2833
<.0001*

Table A4. Results of Simple-Effect F-Test for Percent Correct Answers by ST
Display Proximity (* when significant)
ST Display Proximity
High ST
Low ST
Medium ST-Text
Medium ST-Graphics
Note. Significant at p < .05

Num DF

Den DF

F

Prob > F

2
2
2
2

103.9
105.8
101.9
99.4

10.3898
2.9647
38.6729
14.1379

<.0001*
0.0559
<.0001*
<.0001*
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APPENDIX G
Informed Consent Form for Experiment 1
Subject Informed Consent Document
Investigation of Human Performance Using Space and Time
Indications for Navigation: Study Using Query Tests with Static
Images


Investigator name & address: Chang-Geun Oh, Dept. of Biomedical, Industrial and
Human Factors Engineering, WSU, Dayton OH 45435



Site where study is to be conducted: Room 123, 3821 Colonel Glenn Hwy, Dayton
OH 45324



Phone number for subjects to call for questions: xxx-xxx-xxxx

Introduction and Background Information
You are invited to participate in a research study. The study is being conducted by ChangGeun Oh, PhD candidate and Jennie Gallimore, PhD. Approximately 20 subjects will be
invited to participate.
Purpose
The purpose of this study is to evaluate the differences between navigation displays that
present time and place information on situation awareness.
Procedures
Two LCDs and a numeric keypad are provided for your participation. In this study, a series
of map images will be displayed on the left LCD and you will be asked to review them. The
images will provide the navigation information for a bus. Every image has spatial
information (bus icon for bus stops) and temporal information (required times of arrival
(RTA), estimated times of arrival (ETA), allowed time constraints) for each bus stop.
Around each bus stop icon, semi-transparent grey boxes including RTA and ETA at the
scheduled stops are depicted in absolute time format ([hh:mm:ss AM/PM]) or relative time
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format ([hh:mm:ss]). Each RTA adds [mm:ss] time information about early and late
constraints to define the time range of “on time” at the stop.
Some images include trapezoid shaped symbols rotated to the left or right. They represent
temporal conformance indicating if the bus will be on time, early, or late. If the bus will be
early, the symbol will rotate to the left. If the bus will be late, it will rotate to the right. Also,
if the bus will be within the range of “on time,” it will be in green. If the bus will out of the
range of “on time,” indicating too early or too late, it will be in yellow. Inside the symbol,
there is another piece of time information [mm:ss] that shows the difference between the
RTA and the ETA. The current location of the bus is indicated with the green triangle on
the bus route.
While you are reviewing the static map image, a question regarding the anticipated status
of space and time will be created on the right LCD. Your task is to answer the question as
accurately and quickly as possible. You should select the one best choice out of the four
given and press the corresponding answer number (1, 2, 3, or 4) on the numeric keypad.
The total number of trials provided is 192. The expected time to complete all the trials is
about one hour.
Potential Risks
There are no foreseeable risks other than what you might experience when working on
your computer.
Benefits
The information collected may not benefit you directly. The information learned in this
study may help design guidelines and recommendations to improve the spatio-temporal
navigation system for future transportation.
Compensation
You will not be compensated for your time while you are in this study.
Confidentiality
Total privacy cannot be guaranteed. We will protect your privacy to the extent permitted
by law. If the results from this study are published, your name will not be made public.
Once your information leaves our institution, we cannot promise that others will keep it
private.
Your name will only appear on this informed consent. You will be assigned a subject
number that will not be linked to the informed consent. That subject number is used during
data collection on the computer, not your name. If email is used to set up appointment
times, all emails will be removed from the computer after the experiment is completed and
no later than one year after the experiment begins.
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Security
All documents including your private information will be kept in a locked laboratory in Room
123, 3821 Colonel Glenn Hwy, Dayton OH. Email will reside on a password protected
computer.
Voluntary Participation
Taking part in this study is voluntary. You may choose not to take part at all. If you decide
to be in this study you may stop taking part at any time. If you decide not to be in this study
or if you stop taking part at any time, you will not lose any benefits for which you may
qualify. You will be told about any changes that may affect your decision to continue in the
study.
Research Subject’s Rights, Questions, Concerns, and Complaints
You may contact the principal investigator at xxx-xxx-xxxx or oh.4@wright.edu, or his
academic advisor, Jennie Gallimore at xxx-xxx-xxxx or jennie.gallimore@wright.edu.
If you have any questions about your rights as a study subject, questions, concerns or
complaints, you may call the Wright State IRB Office (937) 775-4462. You may discuss
any questions about your rights as a subject with a member of the IRB or staff. The IRB
is an independent committee composed of members of the University community, staff of
the institutions, as well as lay members of the community not connected with these
institutions. The IRB has reviewed this study.
This paper tells you what will happen during the study if you choose to take part. Your
signature means that this study has been discussed with you, that your questions have
been answered, and that you will take part in the study. This informed consent
document is not a contract. You are not giving up any legal rights by signing this
informed consent document. You will be given a signed copy of this consent to keep for
your records.

______________________________________________________________________
Printed Subject Name
Signature of Subject
Date Signed

______________________________________________________________________
Printed Name of Investigator
Signature of Investigator
Date Signed
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APPENDIX H
Informed Consent Form for Experiment 2
Subject Informed Consent Document
Investigation of Human Performance Using Space and Time
Indications for Navigation: Study Using Query Tests with
Simulated Flight Situations


Investigator name & address: Chang-Geun Oh, Dept. of Biomedical, Industrial and
Human Factors Engineering, WSU, Dayton OH 45435



Site where study is to be conducted: Room 123, 3821 Colonel Glenn Hwy, Dayton
OH 45324



Phone number for subjects to call for questions: xxx-xxx-xxxx

Introduction and Background Information
You are invited to participate in a research study. The study is being conducted by ChangGeun Oh, PhD candidate and Jennie Gallimore, PhD. Approximately 16 subjects will be
invited to participate.
Purpose
The purpose of this study is to evaluate the differences between navigation displays that
present time and place information on situation awareness.
Procedures
In this study, you will participate in four separate sessions to measure the level of situation
awareness of space and time during air navigation for a required time of arrival (RTA)
operation you achieve. A medium-fidelity flight simulator that has two LCDs to present the
flight deck display is provided for your participation. The left LCD shows the instrument
panel of Boeing 777, and the right LCD shows one navigation display (ND) and a control
display unit (CDU) that have been designed for this test. The design components for the
right LCD are slightly different in the four sessions. For one session, the LCD depicts a
traditional ND and a traditional CDU. In the other three sessions, you will see texts of
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temporal information (RTA, estimated time of arrival; ETA, time tolerance of RTA) that are
added next to waypoint symbols on the ND. In one of the other three sessions, trapezoid
graphics designed to indicate the temporal conformance of ownship in next waypoints are
drawn besides the texts on the ND. The trapezoids are rotated to the left (early) or to the
right (late), and in green (on time), in yellow (early or late, but can enter the on time zone),
or in red (too early or late). The CDU also has two designs: the traditional one that depicts
only textual information, and the novel one that adds graphic bars to indicate the temporal
conformance of ownship.
In each session, you will see the autopilot flight situation passing eighteen waypoints. In
some route sections between waypoints, you will see wind with various directions and
intensities. In other sections, you will see a rerouting instruction via DataComm clearance
due to the thunderstorm in the planned flight path. In all these conditions, you will be asked
to observe the given situations, but will not be allowed to control your aircraft.
Right after passing a waypoint, a window that includes a question about the current or
anticipated status of space and/or time will be drawn between the ND and CDU. The
question has multiple choices for the answer with touch-screen buttons. You should select
the one best choice and press the corresponding touch-screen button as quickly and
accurately as possible. After finishing a session with 18 waypoints, you will move to the
next session with a different display condition. You will be provided with a total of 72 query
trials to complete the simulation test.
Upon completion of all trials, you will be provided with a post-task subjective questionnaire
sheet. It will ask about your subjective perceptions while you interacted with the different
display conditions. The expected time to complete all the trials is about one hour and 30
minutes.
Potential Risks
There are no foreseeable risks other than what you might experience when working on
your computer.
Benefits
The information collected may not benefit you directly. The information learned in this
study may help design guidelines and recommendations to improve the spatio-temporal
navigation system for future transportation.
Compensation
You will not be compensated for your time while you are in this study.
Confidentiality
Total privacy cannot be guaranteed. We will protect your privacy to the extent permitted
by law. If the results from this study are published, your name will not be made public.
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Once your information leaves our institution, we cannot promise that others will keep it
private.
Your name will only appear on this informed consent. You will be assigned a subject
number that will not be linked to the informed consent. That subject number is used
during data collection on the computer, not your name. If email is used to set up
appointment times, all emails will be removed from the computer after the experiment is
completed and no later than one year after the experiment begins.
Security
All documents including your private information will be kept in a locked laboratory in Room
123, 3821 Colonel Glenn Hwy, Dayton OH. Email will reside on a password protected
computer.
Voluntary Participation
Taking part in this study is voluntary. You may choose not to take part at all. If you decide
to be in this study you may stop taking part at any time. If you decide not to be in this study
or if you stop taking part at any time, you will not lose any benefits for which you may
qualify.
You will be told about any changes that may affect your decision to continue in the study.
Research Subject’s Rights, Questions, Concerns, and Complaints
You may contact the principal investigator at xxx-xxx-xxxx or oh.4@wright.edu, or his
academic advisor, Jennie Gallimore at xxx-xxx-xxxx or jennie.gallimore@wright.edu.
If you have any questions about your rights as a study subject, questions, concerns or
complaints, you may call the Wright State IRB Office (937) 775-4462. You may discuss
any questions about your rights as a subject with a member of the IRB or staff. The IRB
is an independent committee composed of members of the University community, staff of
the institutions, as well as lay members of the community not connected with these
institutions. The IRB has reviewed this study.
This paper tells you what will happen during the study if you choose to take part. Your
signature means that this study has been discussed with you, that your questions have
been answered, and that you will take part in the study. This informed consent document
is not a contract. You are not giving up any legal rights by signing this informed consent
document. You will be given a signed copy of this consent to keep for your records.
______________________________________________________________________
Printed Subject Name
Signature of Subject
Date Signed
______________________________________________________________________
Printed Name of Investigator
Signature of Investigator
Date Signed
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APPENDIX I
Informed Consent Form for Experiment 3
Subject Informed Consent Document
Investigation of Human Performance Using Space and Time
Indications for Navigation: Test of Simulated Flight Operation


Investigator name & address: Chang-Geun Oh, Dept. of Biomedical, Industrial and
Human Factors Engineering, WSU, Dayton OH 45435



Site where study is to be conducted: Room 123, 3821 Colonel Glenn Hwy, Dayton
OH 45324



Phone number for subjects to call for questions: xxx-xxx-xxxx

Introduction and Background Information
You are invited to participate in a research study. The study is being conducted by ChangGeun Oh, PhD candidate and Jennie Gallimore, PhD. Approximately 16 subjects will be
invited to participate.
Purpose
The purpose of this study is to evaluate human performance in conducting simulated flight
operations that have constraints in space and time under different flight deck display
conditions.
Procedures
In this study, you will participate in four separate sessions to measure how you accurately
meet the required times of arrival (RTAs) that are designated at the scheduled waypoints,
in the simulated environment. A medium-fidelity flight simulator that has two LCDs to
present the flight deck display is provided for your participation. The left LCD shows the
instrument panel of Boeing 777, and the right LCD shows one navigation display (ND) and
a control display unit (CDU) that have been designed for this test. The design components
for the right LCD are slightly different in the four sessions. For one session, the LCD
depicts a traditional ND and a traditional CDU. In the other three sessions, you will see
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texts of temporal information (RTA, estimated time of arrival; ETA, time tolerance of RTA)
that are added next to waypoint symbols on ND. In one of the other three sessions,
trapezoid graphics designed to indicate the temporal conformance of ownship in next
waypoints are drawn besides the texts on ND. The trapezoids are rotated to the left (early)
or to the right (late), and in green (on time), in yellow (early or late, but can enter the on
time zone), or in red (too early or late). The CDU also has two designs; the traditional one
that depicts only textual information, and the novel one that adds graphic bars to indicate
the temporal conformance of ownship.
The flight plans for each session have more than four waypoints. You will be asked to fly
along the scheduled route and pass only four waypoints for each session. The important
task for you is to try to meet the designated RTAs at the four waypoints by monitoring the
spatial and temporal information on the flight deck display and controlling the yaw and
throttle of the simulator. In some route sections between waypoints, you will see wind with
various directions and intensities. In other sections, you will see a rerouting instruction via
DataComm clearance due to the thunderstorm in the planned flight path. If you receive
the DataComm clearance, you should comply with the instruction by flying along the
recommended path. You will use spatial and temporal information presented on the flight
deck display in various designs for your operation. The expected time to complete all the
trials is about one hour.
Potential Risks
There are no foreseeable risks other than what you might experience when working on
your computer.
Benefits
The information collected may not benefit you directly. The information learned in this
study may help design guidelines and recommendations to improve the spatio-temporal
navigation system for future transportation.
Compensation
You will not be compensated for your time while you are in this study.
Confidentiality
Total privacy cannot be guaranteed. We will protect your privacy to the extent permitted
by law. If the results from this study are published, your name will not be made public.
Once your information leaves our institution, we cannot promise that others will keep it
private.
Your name will only appear on this informed consent. You will be assigned a subject
number that will not be linked to the informed consent. That subject number is used
during data collection on the computer, not your name. If email is used to set up
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appointment times, all emails will be removed from the computer after the experiment is
completed and no later than one year after the experiment begins.
Security
All documents including your private information will be kept in a locked laboratory in Room
123, 3821 Colonel Glenn Hwy, Dayton OH. Email will reside on a password protected
computer.
Voluntary Participation
Taking part in this study is voluntary. You may choose not to take part at all. If you decide
to be in this study you may stop taking part at any time. If you decide not to be in this study
or if you stop taking part at any time, you will not lose any benefits for which you may
qualify.
You will be told about any changes that may affect your decision to continue in the study.
Research Subject’s Rights, Questions, Concerns, and Complaints
You may contact the principal investigator at xxx-xxx-xxxx or oh.4@wright.edu, or his
academic advisor, Jennie Gallimore at xxx-xxx-xxxx or jennie.gallimore@wright.edu.
If you have any questions about your rights as a study subject, questions, concerns or
complaints, you may call the Wright State IRB Office (937) 775-4462. You may discuss
any questions about your rights as a subject with a member of the IRB or staff. The IRB
is an independent committee composed of members of the University community, staff of
the institutions, as well as lay members of the community not connected with these
institutions. The IRB has reviewed this study.
This paper tells you what will happen during the study if you choose to take part. Your
signature means that this study has been discussed with you, that your questions have
been answered, and that you will take part in the study. This informed consent document
is not a contract. You are not giving up any legal rights by signing this informed consent
document. You will be given a signed copy of this consent to keep for your records.

______________________________________________________________________
Printed Subject Name
Signature of Subject
Date Signed

______________________________________________________________________
Printed Name of Investigator
Signature of Investigator
Date Signed
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APPENDIX J
Flight Plan for Experiment 2 and Experiment 3
Table A5. Flight Plan for Experiment 2 and Experiment 3
Waypoint Code

Altitude (Feet)

Latitude

Longitude

CASLE
GEZSY
13452
JAIKE
KOYUG
SCOWL
CEPTO
MADLS
CTHRO
ELLON
PARTE
SIPNY
YADKI
CIKIS
KT33S
CLEVA
ZEYLM
KUKRE
COSEL
WETRE
LGC
DAVSS
MGM
PICKS
MVC06

35000
35000
35000
35000
35000
35000
35000
35000
35000
35000
35000
35000
35000
35000
35000
35000
35000
35000
35000
35000
35000
35000
35000
35000
35000

40.906113
40.537399
40.160385
39.787434
39.459030
39.082226
38.678276
38.247120
37.949577
37.502583
37.110905
36.762672
36.381424
35.998882
35.500000
35.011894
34.605453
34.259808
33.846943
33.387848
33.049084
32.640312
32.222282
31.783985
31.365612

-73.720467
-74.340897
-75.021782
-75.607086
-76.275146
-76.908043
-77.464317
-78.045128
-78.590752
-79.186981
-79.806145
-80.345520
-80.919174
-81.515350
-82.000000
-82.476509
-83.083069
-83.591797
-84.100037
-84.596016
-85.206200
-85.786705
-86.319725
-86.917534
-87.390816
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